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Acountry's level of human
and economic develop-

ment is closely related to its
levels of achievement in
infrastructure development.
Infrastructure is an important
determinant of domestic
production capabilities with
state of the art rail, road, port,
airport, energy,
communication, housing and
sanitation facilities along with
increase in urban
development. Enhanced
investments in infrastructure
sector helps in creating a
vibrant economy. 

In recent years there is
renewed focus on
investments in infrastructure
sector with increased Public
Private Partnerships (PPPs)
especially in power and

telecom projects with
significant improvement in

ease of doing business
environment such as reforms

in issues related to land,
environment and forest
clearances. The focus has
been to fill the infrastructure
investment gap by financing
from private investments.
Apart from structural reforms
like Goods and Services Tax,
Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code and measures to
facilitate Ease of Doing
Business, India has
performed very well in global
rankings which will pave the
way for attracting more
investments from the global
investors in various
infrastructural projects going
forward.  The infrastructure
investment gap is expected to
improve significantly in the
coming times. As per global
ranking of the World Bank's
2017 Logistics Performance,
India jumped to 35th rank in

2017 from 54th rank in 2014. 
Various reforms undertaken

by the Government over the
last few years reveal that here
has been considerable
progress in Roads, Railways,
Metro Rail, Shipping, Civil
Aviation, Power and Logistics
Infrastructure Sectors that is
expected to step up the
growth momentum in the
coming times. Enhanced
investment on infrastructure
sector will help in creating
jobs both directly and
indirectly. 

Road transport plays a
major role both in terms of
traffic share and in terms of
contribution to the national
economy. Road transport
facilitates the movement of
goods and passengers, as
well as plays a key role in
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CAREER OPPORTUNITIES IN
RESERVE BANK OF INDIA

Vijay Prakash Srivastava

Banks are the most sought
after financial service

providers everywhere in the
world. In a developing
country like India where
literacy is low and financial
literacy still lower, banks are
playing a crucial role in
mobilizing the savings of
common public and offering
credit to needy people. After
launch of Jan-Dhan Yojana
and many other schemes to
inculcate banking habits
amongst people , particularly
those  in  far off  areas and at
rural locations ; very few
people in the country are  now

left without access to banking
services. Most of our
population has come to the
fold of banking. Bank
accounts are now widely used
for payment of  salary or

wages, subsidies, scholar-
ships and incentives etc.
Since banks deal with public
money it is considered
necessary to regulate their
functioning to ensure that

interests of all stakeholders
are protected. The respon-
sibility of such  regulation in
most of the countries is
entrusted to a body known as
Central Bank. For our country
Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
is the Central Bank and the
banking regulator.

In India RBI was set up on
April 1, 1935. The Bank was
established primarily to
regulate the issue of bank
notes, keep reserves for
ensuring monetary stability
and to  operate the credit and
currency system of the
country. Over a period of time
the role of RBI  has expanded
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promoting equitable socio-
economic development
across regions of the country.
India has one of the largest
road networks of over 56.17
lakh km comprising National
Highways, Expressways,
State Highways, Major
District Roads, Other District
Roads and Village Roads. In
2001 total road length was
33, 73,520 km with total
number of 55 million vehicles
on the roads. In 2016, total
road length increased to 56,
17,812 km while the total
number of motor vehicles
grew by four times to 229
million. Going ahead, the
Government is connecting
habitation with rural roads
through the Pradhan Mantri
Gram Sadak Yojana
(PMGSY), which is a
centrally sponsored scheme.
The District roads provide the
critical function of linkage
between main roads and
rural roads across the states.

National Highways (NHs)/
Express Ways in India

accounted for 2.06 per cent
of the total road length. For
the last few years the
construction of NHs has been
accelerated rapidly.
Highways in Indian States
have a significant impact on
trade and per capita income.
Higher the density of National
Highways, higher the
Interstate Trade as per cent
of Gross State Domestic
Product. 

In order to facilitate
implementation of the
projects many initiatives
have been taken by the
Government such as
monetization of projects
through the Toll-Operate in
Transfer model, securitization
of toll revenue, adopting the
'Infrastructure Investment
Trusts route, other innovative
financing options including
LIC, Long Term Pension
Funds etc., have been taken
to attract fresh capital from
the market on the strength of
already operational projects
with  proactive policy
interventions.

One of the initiatives taken

by government is Bharatmala
Pariyojana which is a new
umbrella program for the
highways sector that focuses
on optimizing efficiency of
freight and passenger
movement across the country
by bridging critical infras-
tructure gaps through
effective interventions. The
Government has emphasized
on railway’s infrastructure
development such as
dedicated freight corridors,
high speed rail, high capacity

rolling stock, last mile rail
linkages, port connectivity,
and attracting private and
foreign direct investments,
tariff rationalization, classifi-
cation of new commodities,
new policy guideline for
station to station rates,
expansion of freight basket
through containerization.

Since in recent years there
has been stiff competition
from other modes of
transportation so the
Government has initiated
various transformative
measures to keep railways
on track. During 2017-18
Indian Railways carried
558.10 million tonnes of
revenue earning freight traffic
as against 531.23 million
tonnes during 2016-17
showing an increase of 5.06
per cent during this period. 

Apart from above initiatives,
the Government has
emphasized on railways
infrastructure development.
The pace of commissioning
Broad Gauge lines and
completion of electrification
have been accele-rated
during the last three years.

The capital investment
during the last three years
has also increased.

Moreover, the commercial
development will be
undertaken near the stations
and will become the nerve
centres of the city besides,
the redeveloped stations will
improve passenger's
condition by providing
amenities like digital signage,
escalators/ elevators, self-
ticketing counters, executive
lounges, luggage screening
machines, walkways, holding
areas for passengers, grand
and distinctive roofing and
flooring, free and paid Wi-Fi
etc. 

An MOU has been signed
by Ministry of Railways with
Ministry of Housing and
Urban Affairs for integrated
planning for station
redevelopment projects in
cities identified as SMART
cities. 10 stations have been
taken up for redevelopment

under this scheme jointly by
Rail Land Development
Authority (RLDA) and NBCC
(India) Limited.

Station Redevelopment' is
one of the  biggest non fare
revenue generating project
for redeveloping railways
stations in the country and
has been included in the
Harmonized List of
Infrastructure Subsectors.
The stations to be
redeveloped will provide
world class amenities and
services to passengers. The
station redevelopment has
been undertaken through
various modes such as Zonal
Railways, Indian Railway
Stations Development
Corporation Ltd. (IRSDC), JV
with Smart City SPVs,
Railway PSU and Co-
operation with State
Government.

Another area in which
Government of India has
been working is providing
financial assistance to cities
for improving public transport
including metro rail projects.
There are 425 km of metro
rail systems operational in
the cities of Delhi, NOIDA,
Gurugram, Kolkata, Mumbai,
Chennai, Bengaluru,
Hyderabad, Jaipur, Lucknow
and Kochi and another about
684 km are under
construction in various cities.  

India is the third largest and
the fastest growing domestic
aviation market in the world in
terms of number of domestic
tickets sold. To make flying
accessible and affordable for
the masses in the regionally
important cities, the RCS-
UDAN Regional Connectivity
Scheme - 'Ude Desh ka Aam
Naagrik' (RCS-UDAN)
scheme was launched in
October 2016. 

This is a first-of-its-kind
scheme globally to stimulate
regional connectivity through
a market based mechanism.
27 States/UTs have already
signed MOUs with the
Central Government. under
RCS-UDAN. Many private

INVESTMENT IN ...
Continued from page 1

Improvement in key global rankings
S. No. Parameters 2014 2017 
1. Ease of Doing Business Index 142nd 100th (2018)

(Out of 189 countries) (Out of 190 countries)
2. Global Retail Development Index 20th 1st 

(Out of 30 countries) (Out of 30 countries)
3. Global Competitiveness Index 71st 40th

(Out of 144 countries) (Out of 137 countries)
4. Logistics Performance Index 54th 35th (2016)

(Out of 160 countries) (Out of 160 countries)
5. Global Innovation Index 76th 60th

(Out of 143 countries) (Out of 143 countries)
6. Global Gender Gap Index 114th 108th

(Out of 142 countries) (Out of 144 countries)
7. Legatum Prosperity Index 102nd 100th

(Out of 142 countries) (Out of 149 countries)
Source: PHD Research Bureau, PHD Chamber

Continued on page 46
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Visakhapatnam Port Trust
General Administration Department

Personnel Division
No. C1/Rect./Dy.CME (Dy. HOD)/ 2018/652 Dt. 5.7.2018
Sub:   Filling up of the vacant post of Dy. Chief Mechanical Engineer
(Dy. HOD) on scale of pay of Rs. 16000-20800  (revised scale of pay of
Rs. 32900-58000) in Visakhapatnam Port Trust - Reg.
Ref: This office Employment Notice No. 04/2018, dt.16.04.2018. 

The Notification issued earlier vide this office Employment Notice

No.04/2018, dt.16.04.2018 for filling up of the vacant post of Dy. Chief
Mechanical Engineer (Dy. HoD) on scale of pay of Rs.16000-20800

(revised scale of pay of Rs.32900-58000) on deputation basis of

Visakhapatnam Port Trust, is treated as cancelled, due to the
Administrative reasons.
EN 16/23 Secretary

Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN)
4th Floor, Worldmark 1, East Wing, Asset 11

Hospitality District, Aerocity, New Delhi-110037 
Tel: 011-49111200, Fax: 011-49111210 

E-mail: info@gstn.org.in, Website: www.gstn.org 
CIN: U72200DL2013NPL249988

The Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN) invites applications for the following
positions to be filled on deputation basis:
Name of the Eligibility Pay & Perks
Position
Senior Vice a. Serving officers of Indian Revenue The pay of the selected 
President Service (Customs & Central Excise) Officer will be fixed at one 
(Value Added [IRS (C&CE)] or State Commercial Tax Level higher in the Pay 
Services) Departments currently in Level 13/Level 14 Matrix than what is drawn
(01 Position) of Pay Matrix (Pre-revised Grade Pay of by him/her in the parent

Rs. 8700/Rs. 10000) on a regular basis. department. The 
b. Experience of 10-15 years in Indirect Allowances will be as per 
Tax (GST, Central Excise, Customs, VAT, GSTN's policy including 
Sales Tax etc.) policy formulation and HRA, Transport 
implementation. Allowance/ Company 
c. Other serving officers of the Central vehicle, Medical 
and State Governments currently in Level Insurance, LTA, Children 
13/Level 14 of the Pay Matrix (Pre-revised Education Allowance, 
Grade Pay of Rs. 8700/Rs. 10000) having Telephone reimbursement,
an experience of 7-10 years in the field Leave Salary and Pension 
of Indirect Tax policy formulation and Contribution, Performance
implementation. Linked Incentive (up to
d. The maximum age limit would be 58 50% of Basic Pay+DA) etc.
years as on the last date of receipt of Note: GSTN is not an 
applications. eligible office under the 
Desirable: Experience of working in State/ General Pool Residential 
Centre Commercial Tax Department/ Accommodation (GPRA)
Treasuries handling departmental functions of the Directorate of
like audit, assessment, scrutiny, appeals etc. Estates, Government of 

Senior Vice a. Serving officers of Central/State India. Therefore, officers
President Governments currently in Level 13/Level already in occupation of
(Taxpayer 14 of the Pay Matrix (Pre-revised Grade Pay GPRA will have to vacate
Profiling & of Rs. 8700/Rs. 10000) on a regular basis. the same upon joining
Fraud b. Minimum work experience of 14 years GSTN as per Rules.
Analytics) with at least 5-8 years of experience in
(01 Position) Business Intelligence/Risk Analysis/Tax

Risk Management.
c. PG in Economics/Statistics/Mathematics.
d. The maximum age limit would be 58 
years as on the last date of receipt of 
applications.

2. Details of Job Description, Pay Scale, "Eligibility, Experience, Perks etc. attached to
the position are available at https://www.gstn.org/current-openings/.
3. Last date of receipt of applications: 14 days from date of publication in
Employment News.
4. Interested eligible candidates may apply to:

Senior Manager (HR-Recruitment), 
Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN), 
East Wing, 4th Floor, Worldmark-l, 
Aerocity, New Delhi-110037

5. The applications of officers should be forwarded through proper channel along with
Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and attested copies of ACRs/APARs for the last
five years.
6. A soft copy of the application may also be emailed to careers@gstn.org.in.

EN 16/13

National Investigation Agency
Ministry of Home Affairs

Government of India
Opposite CGO Complex

Lodhi Road
New Delhi

No. E-41/06/Depu/ASP/2018/NIA/ Dated  06.07.2018
NOTICE FOR DEPUTATION TO NIA AS ADDITIONAL SUPERINTENDENT OF
POLICE ON DEPUTATION BASIS
Nominations are invited for the posts of Additional Superintendent of Police (Addl
SP) on deputation basis in National Investigation Agency (NIA). Details of posts are as
under:-

Post with Pay Scale Vacancy Proposed place of posting 
depending on vacancies

Additional Superintendent of 03 posts for Delhi, Lucknow, Guwahati,
Police (Addl SP) Pay scale - deputation Kolkata, Mumbai, Hyderabad, 
Pay Matrix Level - 11 (Rs. 67,700- basis Kochi, Raipur and Jammu.
2,08,700) (Pre-revised Pay Band-3
(Rs. 15,600-39,100/-) with Grade  
Pay Rs. 6600/-)

2. The eligibility criteria (educational qualifications, experience, etc.) and application
form is available on the NIA website www.nia.gov.in as Annexure-I and Annexure-II.
The candidates who apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature
subsequently.
3. The nominations of eligible officers alongwith following documents should reach to
the SP(Adm), NIA HQ, Opposite CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi 110003
through proper channel within 02 months from the date of publication of this
item in 'Employment News'.

(a)  Bio-data in prescribed proforma as per Annexure-II duly countersigned by the
Competent Authority.

(b) Up to date APAR dossier from the years 2013-14 to 2017-18 (in case photocopies are
being sent, it may be ensured that the same are attested on each page with rubber
stamp by an officer not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Government of India).

(c)Vigilance Clearance and Integrity Certificate issued by the respective department.
(d)The details of major/minor penalties imposed on the officer during the last 10 years.
4. Applications received after the last date, or application of incomplete in any respect
or those not accompanied by the documents / information as per Para 3 above will not
be considered. The Cadre Authorities may ascertain that the particulars sent by the
officers are correct as per the records. (S N Pandey)

Superintendent of Police (Adm)
NIA Hqrs, New Delhi

011-24368837 (O)
011-24368801 (Fax)

E-mail : satyanandpandey.nia@gov.in
davp 19133/11/0007/1819 EN 16/60

Projects & Development
India Limited

(A Govt. of India Undertaking)
PDIL Bhawan, A-14, Sector-1, Noida- 201301 

Website: www.pdilin.com (ADVT. NO. HR/71/1705)

PDIL, A Mini Ratna Category-I PSU, is a leading Design Engineering & Consultancy
Organization in the field of Fertilizers & Allied Chemical, Refinery, Oil & Gas, Power,
Petrochemical, Infrastructure etc. invites applications for the following for posting at
any of PDIL offices located at NOIDA/Vadodara/Sindri and at Project Sites all over
India as per requirement:
Applications are invited from Ex. PSU employees for EMPANELMENT as
Consultants/Advisor/Sr. Advisor for engagement on Temporary Basis for a period upto
one year.
For further details w.r.t. Qualification, Age, Experience, Remuneration, online
submission of application details & number of posts & discipline, Last date of
application, etc., please log on to careers section of our website: www.pdilin.com.
Commencement of online registration of - 10.07.2018 
applications by candidates 
Last date for receipt of online applications - 29.07.2018 

davp 02105/11/0005/1819 EN 16/15

Krishi Vigyan Kendra Nawada
(A Unit of Indian Council of Agricultural Research) 

Gram Nirman Mandal Sarvodaya Ashram, Sokhoderoa  
Nawada  (Bihar)- 805106

Website: www.kvknawada.org 
Advertisement No.- KVK/NWD/ADV.- 01/2018-19

The Krishi Vigyan Kendra Nawada funded by ICAR, New Delhi & managed by reputed
society Gram Nirman Mandal. The applications are invited for filling up of under
mentioned posts in KVK Nawada details are furnished below:
Sl. Name of the Post Pay Scale Age No. of 
No. Post
1. Programme Coordinator Rs.37,400/-67,000/- 45 Years 01

with RGP- Rs. 9000
2. Subject Matter Specialist Rs.15,600-39,100/- 35 Years 01  

(Horticulture ) + GP- Rs. 5400
3. Programme Assistant Rs. 9300-34,800/- 30 Years 01

(Farm Manager) GP- Rs. 4200
4. Stenographer Rs. 5200-20,200/- 27 Years 01

GP- Rs. 2400
Note : 1. Last date of receipt of application is 25 days from the date of advertisement
in Employment Newspaper for more information kindly visit our website
www.kvknawada.org. 

(Arvind Kumar) 
EN 16/35 General Secretary
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EN 16/84 EN 16/69

Bureau of
Police

Research &
Development  
(Ministry of Home Affairs)

One post of Constable,

Group 'C' Non- Gazetted,

Non-Ministerial in the Scale of

Pay of PB-1 Rs. 5200-20,200

plus Grade Pay Rs. 1800/-

(Level in pay matrix-1) in the

Bureau of Police Research

and Development, Ministry of

Home Affairs, New Delhi

under BPR&D cadre is

proposed to be filled up on

Transfer (absorption) basis.

2. For details visit on our

website www.bprd.nic.in.

Application invited through

proper channel within a

period of 2 months from the

date of publication of this

advertisement to the following

address :-

The Director General,

Bureau of Police Research

& Development,

NH-8, Near Mahipalpur

Beside SSB Office,

New Delhi-110037

(Kamal Yadav)

Assistant Director (Estt.)

EN 16/54

No. 25/6/2011-ZCS/lSCS(Pt.)
Government of India 

Inter-State Council Secretariat
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Vigyan Bhavan Annexe, New Delhi

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
The last date for the employment notice dated 17-23
March, 2018 for one post of Sr. Hindi Translator in
the Zonal Council Secretariat, Ministry of Home Affairs
is further extended upto 45 days from the date of
publication of this notice in  the Employment News.
Detailed  terms and conditions  visit  website
www.interstatecouncil.nic.in.

(A.K. Shrivastwa)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India 

davp 19134/11/0008/1819 Tele No. 23022153

No. A-11011/1/2017-lSC(A)
Government of India 

Inter-State Council Secretariat
(Ministry of Home Affairs) 

Vigyan Bhavan Annexe, New Delhi

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
The last date for the employment notice dated 24th
February-2nd March, 2018 for the post of Assistant
Library & Information Officer in the Inter-State
Council Secretariat (MHA) on deputation/absorption
basis is further extended upto three weeks from the
date of publication of this notice in the Employment
News. Detailed terms and conditions visit website
www.interstatecouncil.nic.in.

(A.K. Shrivastwa)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India 

davp 19134/11/0007/1819 Tele No. 23022153

No. 25/1/2015-ZCS
Government of India

Inter-State Council Secretariat
(Ministry of Home Affairs)

Vigyan Bhavan Annexe 
Maulana Azad Road, New Delhi-110011

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE
Zonal Council Secretariat (Ministry of Home Affairs) invites
applications for filling up two posts of UDC, carrying pay scale in
the revised Pay Matrix Level 4 (pre-revised Pay Band-1, Rs. 5200-
20,000/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 2400/-) on deputation/absorption
basis, from the employees of Central Ministries/
Departments/Attached and Sub-ordinate offices, etc. For detailed
terms and conditions, visit website www.interstatecouncil.nic.in.

(Arvind Kumar Shrivastwa) 
Under Secretary to the

Government of India
davp 19134/11/0001/1819 Tel No. 23022153

EN 16/61

EN 16/64EN 16/85

EN 16/63
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SSTTAAFFFF  SSEELLEECCTTIIOONN  CCOOMMMMIISSSSIIOONN
OOnnlliinnee  rreeggiissttrraattiioonn  ooppeenniinngg  DDaattee::  2211..0077..22001188 OOnnlliinnee  rreeggiissttrraattiioonn  CClloossiinngg  DDaattee::  2200..0088..22001188

Computer based Examination date: To be notified later

NOTICE
Constables  (GD)  in  Central  Armed  Police  Forces  (CAPFs),  NIA  &  SSF  and  Rifleman

(GD)  in  Assam  Rifles  (AR)  Examination,  2018
"GOVERNMENT STRIVES TO HAVE A WORKFORCE WHICH REFLECTS GENDER BALANCE AND WOMEN CANDIDATES ARE

ENCOURAGED TO APPLY"

F. No. 3/2/2017-P&P-I. The Staff Selection Commission will conduct an open examination for recruitment to the posts of Constable (General Duty) in Border Security Force
(BSF), Central Industrial Security Force (CISF), Central Reserve Police Force (CRPF), Indo Tibetan Border Police (ITBP), Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB), National Investigation
Agency (NIA) and Secretariat Security Force (SSF) and Rifleman (General Duty) in Assam Rifles as per the Recruitment Scheme formulated by the Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) and as per the Memorandum of Understanding signed between Ministry of Home Affairs and the Staff Selection Commission.  The recruitment process will consist of
Computer Based Examination (CBE), Physical Efficiency Test (PET), Physical Standard Test (PST) and Medical Examination.   
The salient features of the recruitment are as under:
(i) The Examination will be advertised by SSC based on vacancies intimated by MHA.
(ii) Applications will be accepted through on-line mode only from the candidates from all over the country.
(iii) Computer Based Examination (CBE) will be conducted by the Commission in English & Hindi only.
(iv) Physical Efficiency Test (PET)/ Physical Standard Test (PST)/ Detailed Medical Examination (DME)/ Review Medical Examination (RME) will be scheduled and conducted

by the CAPFs. 
(v) Collection of required eligibility certificates/ documents from the candidates and their verification will be carried out at the time of Detailed Medical Examination (DME) by

the CAPFs.
(vi) Vacancies of Constable (GD) in NIA and SSF will be filled on All India basis whereas vacancies in all other CAPFs will be filled as per the vacancies available in various

States/ UTs. In addition, vacancies are earmarked for the Border Guarding Districts and Militancy/ Naxal affected Districts which are reserved for the candidates of these
districts only.  

(vii) The list containing names of Border Guarding Districts and Militancy/ Naxal affected Districts are available at Annexure-XII & XIII.
(viii) Final result along with force allocation will be declared by the Commission based on the performance of candidates in the Computer Based Examination. Physical Standard

Test, Physical Efficiency Test and Detailed Medical Examination will be of qualifying nature.
(ix) Court cases/RTI/Public Grievances relating to Notice of Examination, conduct of Computer Based Examination, preparation of merit list and force allocation of selected

candidates will be handled by SSC and those relating to all other issues i.e, Scheme of examination, vacancies, conduct of PET/ PST, DME/ RME, Document Verification
etc. will be handled by coordinating CAPFs/ MHA.

(x) Admit Card for any stage of examination will not be sent by Post. Facility for download of Admit Cards will be provided at the websites of Regional/ Sub-Regional Offices
of the Commission as well as on the website of CRPF i.e. http://www.crpf.gov.in. Candidates are advised to regularly visit the websites of the Commission i.e.
http://www.ssc.nic.in, concerned Regional/ Sub-Regional Office and the Nodal CAPF i.e. CRPF for the updates on examination process and download of Admit Cards
for each stage of examination. 

Pay Scale: Rs 21700- 69100.  
2. Vacancies & Reservation are as follows: 
The total number of 54,953 vacancies for Constable (GD) Examination in CAPFs, Force wise as intimated by the Nodal Force i.e CRPF are as under:-

FORCE (MALE) FEMALE GRAND 

SC ST OBC UR TOTAL SC ST OBC UR TOTAL TOTAL

BSF 2351 1341 3267 7477 14436 412 235 575 1326 2548 16984

CISF 26 13 47 94 180 2 0 5 13 20 200

CRPF 3893 1586 4230 10263 19972 328 12 398 856 1594 21566

SSB 1041 610 1420 3450 6521 338 159 477 1051 2025 8546

ITBP 533 366 726 1882 3507 97 60 128 334 619 4126

AR 290 361 448 1212 2311 96 115 150 404 765 3076

NIA 0 1 2 5 8 0 0 0 0 0 8

SSF 38 47 75 212 372 10 7 18 40 75 447

TOTAL 8172 4325 10215 24595 47307 1283 588 1751 4024 7646 54953

The vacancies are Tentative. Any change in the number of vacancies will be
intimated through the website of the Commission i.e. www.ssc.nic.in.
Note-I: Candidates selected for appointment are liable to serve anywhere in India.
Note-II: 10% vacancies are earmarked for Ex-Servicemen (ExS). If suitable Ex-
servicemen candidates are not available, vacancies reserved for Ex-servicemen will be
filled by non-Ex servicemen candidates of respective categories.
Note-III: As the vacancies have been allotted to the concerned States/ UTs, candidates
are required to submit Domicile/ Permanent Residential Certificate of the State/ UT
indicated by them in the online Application Form at the time of DME/Documents
Verification failing which his/ her candidature will be cancelled forthwith and the
candidate will not be allowed to appear in the Detailed Medical Examination. If a
candidate produces Domicile/ Permanent Resident Certificate (PRC) issued by a State
other than the State mentioned in his/ her application he/ she will NOT be allowed to
change the State at the time of Document Verification and his/ her candidature shall be
cancelled straightaway. Candidates are therefore, cautioned to fill the Application
Form very carefully.
Note-IV: The appointment of candidates after selection is subject to availability of seats
in training facilities of various CAPFs. As such, candidates may be appointed in phases
in accordance with availability of training space.  The Joining and in-service issues,
seniority, training, etc will be regulated in accordance with the rules and regulations of
various Organizations.
3. NATIONALITY/ CITIZENSHIP: 
Candidate must be a citizen of India. Vacancies are state/ UT wise hence a candidate
must submit domicile/ PRC against his/ her state/ UT.  
4 (A)   AGE LIMIT: 18-23 years as on 01.08.2018. Candidates should not have been
born earlier than 02.08.1995 and later than 01.08.2000.
Note-I: The upper age limit is relaxable for SC, ST, OBC, Ex-Servicemen and other
categories of persons in accordance with the Governments orders on the subject.
Note-II: Candidates should note that only the Date of Birth and Name as recorded in
the Matriculation/ Secondary Examination Certificate or an equivalent certificate will be
accepted by the Commission for determining the age  and name. No subsequent
request for its change will be considered or granted. 
4 (B): Age relaxation codes available to different categories of candidates for claiming
age relaxation as on the date of reckoning are as follows:

Code Category Age-relaxation permissible
No. beyond the upper age limit  
01 SC/ ST 5 years
02 OBC 3 years
03 Ex-Servicemen 3 years after deduction of the

military service rendered from
the actual age as on the date
of reckoning.

04 Children and dependent 5 years
of victims killed in the 1984 
riots or communal riots of 
2002 in Gujarat (Unreserved)

05 Children and dependent of 8 years 
victims  killed in the 1984 
riots or communal riots of 
2002 in Gujarat (OBC)

06 Children and dependent 10 years 
of victims killed in the 1984
riots  or communal riots of 
2002 in Gujarat (SC/ ST)

07 Candidates who had 5 years
ordinarily been domiciled
in the State of Jammu & 
Kashmir during the period
from 1st Jan 1980 to 31st
Dec 1989.

Note-I: Ex-servicemen who have already secured employment in civil side under
Central Government in Group 'C' posts on regular basis  after availing of the benefits
of reservation given to ex-servicemen for their re-employment are not  eligible for  fee
concession or for claiming benefits of reservation under ExS category. However, they
are eligible for age relaxation.   Continued
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Note-II: The period of "Call up Service" of an Ex-Serviceman in the Armed Forces shall
also be treated as service rendered in the Armed Forces for the purpose of age
relaxation.
Note-III:  For any serviceman of the three Armed Forces of the Union to be treated as
Ex-Serviceman for the purpose of securing the benefits of reservation, he must have
already acquired, at the relevant time of submitting his application for the Post/ Service,
the  status of ex-serviceman and/ or is in a position to establish his acquired entitlement
by documentary evidence from the competent authority that  he would complete
specified term of engagement with the Armed Forces within the stipulated period of one
year from the CLOSING  DATE of receipt of applications i.e. 20.08.2018.
Note-IV: Age concession/reservation is not admissible to sons, daughters and
dependents of ex-servicemen. Therefore such candidates should not indicate their
category as ex-servicemen.
Explanation-1: An 'ex-serviceman' means a person:
(i) Who has served in any rank whether as a combatant or non-combatant in the

Regular Army, Navy or Air Force of the Indian Union, and
a. who either has been retired or relieved or discharged from such service
whether at his own request or being relieved by the employer after earning his
or her pension; or
b. who has been relieved from such service on medical grounds attributable to
military service or circumstances beyond his control and awarded medical or
other disability pension; or
c. who has been released from such service as a result of reduction in
establishment; or

(ii) Who has been released from such service after completing the specific period of
engagement, otherwise than at his own request, or by way of dismissal, or
discharge on account of misconduct or inefficiency and has been given a
gratuity; and includes personnel of the Territorial Army, namely, pension holders
for continuous embodied service or broken spells of qualifying service; or

(iii) Personnel of the Army Postal Service who are part of Regular Army and retired
from the Army Postal Service without reversion to their parent service with
pension, or are released from the Army Postal service on medical grounds
attributable to or aggravated by military service or circumstance beyond their
control and awarded medical or other disability pension; or

(iv) Personnel, who were on deputation in Army Postal Service for more than six
months   prior to the 14th April, 1987; or

(v) Gallantry award winners of the Armed forces including personnel of Territorial
Army;  or

(vi) Ex-recruits boarded out or relieved on medical ground and granted medical
disability pension.

Explanation-2: The persons serving in the Armed Forces of the Union, who on
retirement from service, would come under the category of ex-serviceman may be
permitted to apply for re-employment one year before the completion of the specified
terms of engagement and avail themselves of all concessions available to ex-
servicemen but shall not be permitted to leave the uniform until they complete the
specified term of engagement in the Armed Forces of the Union.
Explanation-3: Children means
(a) son (including adopted son) or
(b) daughter (including adopted daughter)

Dependent family member means
(a) spouse or
(b) children or
(c) brother or sister in the case of unmarried victim who was wholly dependent on

that victim at the time of his getting killed in the riots would be eligible. In order
to be eligible for upper age relaxation in the category 04/ 05/ 06, the applicant
should produce a certificate to that effect from the concerned District Collector/
District Magistrate wherein the victim was killed.

4(C): PROCESS OF CERTIFICATION AND FORMAT OF CERTIFICATES: 
(i) Candidates who wish to be considered against vacancies reserved/ or seek age-

relaxation are required to submit requisite certificate from the competent
authority, in the prescribed format, when such certificates are sought by
concerned CAPFs for document verification at the time of DME. Otherwise, their
claim for SC/ ST /OBC / ExS category will not be entertained and their
candidature/ applications will be considered under General (UR) category. The
formats of the certificates are annexed with the Notice of Examination. A person
seeking appointment on the basis of reservation to OBCs must ensure that he/
she possesses the caste/ community certificate and does not fall in creamy layer
on the crucial date. The crucial date for this purpose will be the closing date for
receipt of online applications i.e. on 20.08.2018. Candidates may also note that

in respect of the above, their candidature will remain provisional till the veracity
of the concerned document is verified by the Appointing Authority.

(ii) Candidates are warned that they may be permanently debarred from the
examinations conducted by the Commission in case they fraudulently claim SC/
ST/ OBC/ ExS status.

(iii) Candidates will be considered for recruitment in their respective State/ UT on
production of valid "Domicile/ Permanent Residential Certificate (PRC)" issued
by the competent authority so authorized by the concerned State/ UT to prove
their domiciliary status at the time of Documents Verification failing which his/
her candidature will be cancelled forthwith. The Domicile/ PRC certificate must
be of the State/ UT indicated by the candidates in their online Application Form,
failing which, their candidature will be cancelled forthwith. 

(iv) Since the State of Assam is not issuing Domicile Certificate/ Permanent
Residence Certificate, candidates belonging to the state of Assam are not
required to submit the same. However, their selection will be subject to
verification of residential status from the concerned District Authorities. 

(v) West Pakistani Refugees (WPR) who have settled in J&K but have not been
given the status of citizens of the State will be recruited without the condition of
having a domicile certificate from the designated authority of the J&K State.
However such candidates will be required to submit a Nativity/ Identity certificate
for the WPR as per Annexure-XIV.

5. EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS (as on 01.08.2018)  
Matriculation or 10th class pass from a recognized Board/ University. 
(i) Candidates who have not acquired the essential educational qualification as on

01.08.2018 will not be eligible and need not apply.
(ii) The candidates must bring all relevant documents/ certificates in original with

self attested copies pertaining to age, education, caste, domicile, hill area, any
category for relaxation, No Objection Certificate (NOC)/ discharge certificate (in
case of ex-servicemen),  which will be checked/ verified at the time of DME by
CAPF Board.  

(iii) The candidates who are able to prove, by documentary evidence, that the result
of the qualifying examination was declared on or before the cutoff date i.e.
01.08.2018 and he/ she has been declared passed, will be considered to have
the requisite Educational Qualification. 

6. HOW TO APPLY:
Candidates must apply online through the website http://www. ssconline.nic.in. or
'Click here to apply' link provided at http://www.ssc.nic.in>Apply>GD-Constable.
Procedure for online submission of applications is given at Annexure-III.
7. APPLICATION FEE AND MODE OF PAYMENT:
(i) Fee payable: Rs. 100/- (Rupees One Hundred only).
(ii) Fee can be paid through SBI Challan/ SBI Net Banking or by using Visa,

Mastercard or Maestro Credit or Debit card. 
(iii) Women candidates and candidates belonging to Scheduled Caste, Scheduled

Tribe and Ex-Servicemen eligible for reservation are exempted from payment of
fee.

(iv) Applications received without the prescribed fee shall not be considered and
summarily rejected. No representation against such rejection will be entertained.
Fee once paid shall not be refunded under any circumstances nor will it be
adjusted against any other examination or selection.

Note-I: Fee once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances.  
Note-II: The facility for submission of online application including payment of fee will be

available from 21.07.2018 to 20.08.2018 (5.00PM). However, candidates who
wish to make the payment through challan of SBI, may make the payment at
designated branches of SBI within the working hours of bank up to 23.08.2018
provided the challan has been generated by them before closing date and time
for receipt of applications i.e 20.08.2018 (5.00 P.M.). 

Note-III: Candidates who are not exempted from fee payment must ensure that their
fee has been deposited with SSC. If the fee is not received by SSC, status of
Application Form is shown 'Incomplete' and this information is printed on the top
of the Application Form. Further, such status can be verified at 'Check your
Application Status Here" tab provided at http://www.ssconline.nic.in. Such
applications which remain incomplete due to non-receipt of fee will be
SUMMARILY REJECTED and no request for consideration of such applications
and fee payment after the period specified in the Notice of Examination shall be
entertained. 

8. CENTRES OF EXAMINATION:    
A candidate must indicate the Centre(s) in the online Application Form in which he/ she
desires to take the examination. Details about the Examination Centres and Regional
Offices under whose jurisdiction these Examination Centres are located are as follows:

S. Examination  Centres SSC Region and States/UTs Address of the Regional
No. & Centre Code under the jurisdiction of the  Offices/ Website

Region
1. Agra (3001), Allahabad (3003), Bareilly (3005), Gorakhpur (3007), Central Region (CR)/ Bihar and Regional Director (CR),

Kanpur (3009), Lucknow (3010), Meerut (3011), Varanasi (3013), Uttar Pradesh Staff Selection Commission,
Bhagalpur (3201), Muzaffarpur (3205), Patna (3206) 21-23, Lowther Road, Allahabad, 

Uttar Pradesh-211002. (http://www.ssc-cr.org)
2. Gangtok (4001), Ranchi (4205), Barasat (4402), Berhampore (WB) Eastern Region (ER)/ Regional Director (ER),

(4403), Chinsurah (4405), Jalpaiguri (4408), Kolkata (4410), Andaman & Nicobar Islands, Staff Selection Commission, 
Malda (4412), Midnapur (4413), Siliguri (4415), Berhampore (Odisha) Jharkhand, Odisha, Sikkim and 1st MSO Building,(8th Floor), 234/4, Acharya
(4602), Bhubaneshwar (4604), Cuttack (4605), Keonjhargarh (4606), West Bengal Jagadish Chandra Bose Road, Kolkata,
Sambalpur (4609), Port Blair (4802) West Bengal-700020 (www.sscer.org)

3. Bangalore (9001), Dharwar (9004), Gulbarga (9005), Mangalore (9008), Karnataka, Kerala Region Regional Director (KKR),
Mysore (9009), Kochi (9204), Kozhikode (Calicut) (9206), (KKR)/ Lakshadweep, Staff Selection Commission, 
Thiruvananthapuram (9211), Thrissur (9212) Karnataka and Kerala 1st Floor, "E" Wing, Kendriya Sadan, 

Koramangala, Bengaluru,
Karnataka-560034 (www.ssckkr.kar.nic.in)

4. Bhopal (6001), Chindwara (6003), Guna (6004), Gwalior (6005), Madhya Pradesh Sub-Region Dy. Director (MPR),
Indore (6006), Jabalpur (6007), Khandwa (6009), Ratlam (6011), (MPR)/Chhattisgarh and Madhya Staff Selection Commission,
Satna (6014), Sagar (6015), Ambikapur (6201), Bilaspur (6202) Pradesh J-5, Anupam Nagar, Raipur,
Jagdalpur (6203), Raipur (6204), Durg (6205) Chhattisgarh-492007 (www.sscmpr.org)

5. Itanagar (5001), Dibrugarh (5102), Guwahati North Eastern Region (NER)/ Regional Director (NER),
(Dispur) (5105), Jorhat (5107), Silchar (5111), Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Staff Selection Commission,
Kohima (5302), Shillong (5401), Imphal (5501), Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Housefed Complex, Last  Gate-Basistha Road, P. O.
Churachandpur (5502), Ukhrul (5503), Agartala (5601), Nagaland and Tripura. Assam Sachivalaya, Dispur, Guwahati,
Aizwal (5701) Assam-781006 (www.sscner.org.in)
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S. Examination  Centres SSC Region and States/UTs Address of the Regional
No. & Centre Code under the jurisdiction of the  Offices/ Website

Region
6. Almora (2001), Dehradun (2002), Haldwani (2003), Srinagar Northern Region (NR)/ Regional Director (NR),

(Uttarakhand) (2004), Haridwar (2005), Delhi (2201), Ajmer (2401), NCT of Delhi, Rajasthan and Staff Selection Commission,
Alwar (2402), Bharatpur (2403), Bikaner (2404), Jaipur (2405), Uttarakhand Block No. 12,  CGO Complex, Lodhi Road,
Jodhpur (2406), Kota (2407),  Sriganganagar (2408), Udaipur (2409) New Delhi-110003 (www.sscnr.net.in)

7. Anantnag (1001), Baramula (1002), Jammu (1004), Leh (1005), North Western Sub-Region Dy. Director (NWR), 
Rajouri (1006), Srinagar (J&K) (1007), Kargil (1008), Dodda (1009), (NWR)/Chandigarh, Staff Selection Commission,
Hamirpur (1202), Shimla (1203), Bhathinda (1401), Jalandhar (1402), Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Block No. 3, Ground Floor, Kendriya Sadan,
Patiala (1403), Amritsar (1404), Chandigarh (1601) Jammu and Kashmir and Punjab Sector-9, Chandigarh-160009 (www.sscnwr.org)

8. Guntur (8001), Kurnool (8003), Rajahmundry (8004), Tirupati (8006), Southern Region (SR)/ Regional Director (SR),
Vishakhapatnam (8007), Vijaywada (8008), Chennai (8201), Andhra Pradesh, Puducherry, Staff Selection Commission,
Coimbatore (8202), Madurai (8204),  Tiruchirapalli (8206), Tamil Nadu and Telangana. 2nd Floor, EVK Sampath Building, 
Tirunelveli (8207), Puducherry (8401), Hyderabad (8601), DPI Campus, College Road, Chennai,
Nizamabad (8602), Warangal (8603) Tamil Nadu-600006 (www.sscsr.gov.in)

9. Ahmedabad (7001), Vadodara (7002), Rajkot (7006), Surat (7007), Western Region (WR)/ Regional Director (WR), 
Bhavnagar (7009), Kutch (7010), Amravati (7201), Aurangabad (7202), Dadra and Nagar Haveli, Staff Selection Commission,
Kolhapur (7203), Mumbai (7204), Nagpur (7205), Nanded (7206), Daman and Diu, Goa, 1st Floor, South Wing, Pratishtha Bhawan,
Nashik (7207), Pune (7208),  Thane (7210), Bhandara (7211), Gujarat and Maharashtra 101, Maharshi Karve Road, Mumbai,
Chandrapur (7212), Akola (7213), Jalgaon (7214), Ahmednagar (7215), Maharashtra-400020 (www.sscwr.net)
Alibaug (7216), Panaji (7801)

Note-I: A candidate may give option for three centres, in the order of priority, within the
same region. No request for change of centre will be considered later under any
circumstances. Hence, the candidates should select the centres, carefully and indicate
the same correctly in their applications.
Note-II: The Commission will endeavour to accommodate the candidates in centres
opted by him/ her. However, the Commission reserves the right to cancel any of the
Examination Centres and/ or add some other Centres, allot the candidates to any
centre other than the one opted by him/ her, at its discretion, depending upon the
administrative feasibility.  
Note-III: Centre of Computer Based Examination, PET/ PST or Detailed Medical
Examination (DME)/ Review Medical Examination (RME) will not be a criterion for
selection of the candidates against vacancies of the State/ UT in which such centres
are located. Domicile Certificate/ PRC will be the sole criterion for this purpose.
9. SCHEME OF EXAMINATION:
I. Computer Based Examination (Dates of examination will be intimated in due
course).
All candidates whose online applications are found to be in order will be called to
appear in the Computer Based Examination (CBE). The Computer based examination
will consist of one objective type paper containing 100 questions carrying 100 marks,
with the following composition:

Subject Number of Maximum Duration/
Questions Marks Time 

Allowed

Part-A General Intelligence 25 25
and Reasoning 

Part-B General Knowledge 25 25
and General Awareness 90 minutes

Part -C Elementary Mathematics 25 25

Part-D English/ Hindi 25 25

Note-I: All questions will be of Objective Multiple Choice Type. The computer based
examination will be conducted in English and Hindi only.
The syllabus for the Examination will be as follows:
A. General Intelligence & Reasoning: Analytical aptitude and ability to observe and
distinguish patterns will be tested through questions principally of non-verbal type.  This
component may include questions on analogies, similarities and differences, spatial
visualization, spatial orientation, visual memory, discrimination, observation,
relationship concepts,   arithmetical reasoning and figural classification, arithmetic
number series, non-verbal series, coding and decoding, etc.
B. General Knowledge and General Awareness: Questions in this component will be
aimed at testing the candidate's general awareness of the environment around him.
Questions will also be designed to test knowledge of current events and of such
matters of every day observations and experience in their scientific aspect as may be
expected of any educated person. The test will also include questions relating to India
and its neighboring countries especially pertaining to Sports, History, Culture,
Geography, Economic Scene, General Polity, Indian Constitution, and scientific
Research etc. These Questions will be such that they do not require a special study of
any discipline.
C. Elementary Mathematics: This paper will include questions on problems relating to
Number Systems, Computation of Whole Numbers, Decimals and Fractions and
relationship between Numbers, Fundamental arithmetical operations, Percentages,
Ratio and Proportion, Averages, Interest, Profit and Loss, Discount, Mensuration, Time
and Distance, Ratio and Time, Time and Work, etc.
D. English/ Hindi: Candidates' ability to understand basic English/ Hindi and his basic
comprehension would be tested.         
The questions in all the above components will be of Matriculation level. 
Note-I: Candidates are not permitted to use mobile phone, calculators, Bluetooth
devices or any other electronic/ electrical device. Therefore candidates must not bring
mobile phone, calculators or any other electronic/ electrical device inside the
examination hall.  Possession of these items, whether in use or otherwise, will be
considered as "use of unfair means" in the examination and appropriate action will be
taken by the Commission against such candidates, as per extant policy of the
Commission.
Note-II: Answer Keys, in due course after the written examination, will be placed on
Commission's website. Any representation regarding answer keys received within the
time limit fixed by the Commission at the time of uploading of the answer keys will be

scrutinized and the decision of the Commission in this regard will be final. No
representation regarding Answer keys shall be entertained, afterwards.
Note-III: The dates of Computer Based Examination are subject to change and in such
event, the new dates will be notified through Commission's website and the Admit
Cards for the examination will be available to be downloaded accordingly.
Note-IV: Mock-Test for Computer Based Examination will be made available on the
Commission's website in due course.
II. Physical Efficiency Test (PET):
Based on the performance in CBE, candidates will be shortlisted for PET/ PST by the
Commission. Physical Efficiency Test (PET) and Physical Standard Test (PST) will be
conducted at various centres finalized by the CAPFs. Detailed scrutiny of candidates'
eligibility/ documents will be undertaken at the time of DME. Therefore, it will be the
responsibility of the candidates to verify their eligibility as prescribed in this notice
before appearing for CBE/ PST/ PET. During PET/ PST, candidates who are found
eligible on height parameters will undergo PET (race) followed by biometric/ technology
aided identification. Scrutiny of eligibility of candidates for any relaxation i.e. age, height
and chest measurement will be carried out after qualifying PET (race) before PST by
CAPFs PET/ PST Boards.
a. Physical Efficiency Test (PET):

For Male candidates For Female candidates

Race 5 Kms in 24 minutes. 1.6 Kms in 8 ½  minutes

b. For candidates of Ladakh Region:

Male Female  

Race 1 Mile in 6 ½ minutes 800 metres in 4 minutes

c. Pregnancy at the time of PET will be considered a disqualification and pregnant
female candidates shall be rejected at this stage.

d. The ex-servicema who will be shortlisted in Computer Based Examination will
have to appear in PET/PST stage for recording measurement of Height, Chest
and Weight only. PET will not be held ex-servicemen candidates. Further, they
will have to qualify Medical Examination (DME).

III. Physical Standard Test (PST): 
Physical standards laid down for the post of Constable/Rifleman are:

a. Height: Height (in cms)
Male Female

General, SC & OBC candidates (except those 170 157 
mentioned below)

Relaxations: 

The minimum height for all candidates belonging to 162.5 150
Scheduled Tribes

The minimum height for all Schedule Tribe candidates 160 147.5
hailing from the North-Eastern States of Arunachal 
Pradesh, Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, 
Sikkim & Tripura and Naxal/ Left Wing Extremism
affected Districts

The Minimum height for the candidates falling in the 165 155
categories of Garhwalis, Kumaonis,  Dogras, Marathas
and candidates belonging to the States of Assam,
Himachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir

The minimum height for the candidates hailing from North 162.5 152.5
Eastern States of Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura

The minimum height for the candidates hailing from Gorkha 157 152.5
Territorial Administration (GTA) comprising of the three
Sub-Division of Darjeeling District namely Darjeeling,
Kalimpong and Kurseong and includes the following 
"Mouzas" Sub-Divisions of these Districts:
(1) Lohargarh Tea Garden (2) Lohagarh Forest 
(3) Rangmohan (4) Barachenga (5) Panighata 
(6) Chota Adalpur (7) Paharu (8) Sukna Forest 
(9) Sukna Part-I (10) Pantapati Forest-1 (11) Mahanadi 
Forest (12) Champasari Forest (13) Salbari Chhatpart-II
(14) Sitong Forest (15) Sivoke Hill Forest (16) Sivoke
Forest (17) Chhota Chenga (18) Nipania.
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b. Chest: Chest (in cms: 
Unexpanded/Minimum

expansion)
Male Female

General, SC & OBC male candidates (except those 80/ 5 N/A
mentioned  below)

Relaxations: 
The minimum chest for all male candidates belonging 76/ 5 N/A
to Scheduled Tribes

The minimum chest for male candidates falling in the 78/ 5 N/A
categories of Garhwalis, Kumaonis, Dogras, Marathas 
and candidates belonging to the States of Assam, 
Himachal Pradesh and Jammu & Kashmir 

The minimum chest for the candidates hailing from 77/ 5 N/A
North Eastern States of Arunachal Pradesh, Manipur, 
Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim and Tripura 
and candidates hailing from Gorkha Territorial 
Administration (GTA) comprising of the three Sub-
Division of Darjeeling District namely Darjeeling,
Kalimpong and Kurseong and includes the following 
"Mouzas" Sub-Divisions of these Districts:
(1) Lohargarh Tea Garden (2) Lohagarh Forest 
(3) Rangmohan (4) Barachenga (5) Panighata 
(6) Chota Adalpur (7) Paharu (8) Sukna Forest 
(9) Sukna Part-I (10) Pantapati Forest-1 (11) Mahanadi 
Forest (12) Champasari Forest (13) Salbari Chhatpart-II
(14) Sitong Forest (15) Sivoke Hill Forest (16) Sivoke 
Forest (17) Chhota Chenga (18) Nipania.

c. Weight: For male and female candidates: Proportionate to height and age as per
medical standards.
Note-I: Chest measurement for Female candidates will not be taken. However, it
should be ascertained that the chest is well developed. 
Note-II: Scrutiny of eligibility of candidates for relaxations i.e. age, height and chest
measurement will be carried out after qualifying PET (race) before PST by CAPFs PET/
PST Boards. Relaxation in height and chest (as the case may be) as mentioned above
will be permissible only on production of certificate at the time of PST/ PET in the
proforma as prescribed in Annexure-VIII from the competent authorities. 
Note-III: The candidates who are declared not qualified in Physical Standards, i.e.
height and chest may prefer an appeal on same day, if they so desire, to the Appellate
Authority nominated for the Centre through Presiding Officer (PO). The decision of the
Appellate Authority will be final and no further appeal or representation in this regard
will be entertained thereafter. There is no appeal in PET (Race). 
Note-IV: Conduct of PST/ PET and DME/ RME will be the sole responsibility of the
CAPFs. The Commission will not entertain any representation/appeal/RTI Applications/
CPGRAMs against the decision of the PST/ PET and DME/ RME Board.
IV. Medical Examination: 
Candidates will be shortlisted for Detailed Medical Examination (DME) from the pool of
candidates who qualify PET/ PST. At the time of DME, following documents will be
verified:
(i) Matriculation/ Secondary Examination Certificate to prove age, name and

educational qualification. 
(ii) Domicile Certificate/ Permanent Resident Certificate (PRC) issued by the

competent authority. 
(iii) Certificate from serving defense personnel in the format prescribed at Annexure-

IV of the notice.
(iv) Undertaking in the format prescribed in Annexure-V from Ex-Servicemen

candidates regarding completion of engagement in Armed Forces. 
(v) Caste Certificate in the format prescribed at Annexure-VI and VII of the notice

from the candidates seeking reservation/ age relaxation. 
(vi) Certificate from candidates who wish to avail relaxation in height/ chest

measurement as prescribed in Annexure-VIII of the notice. 
(vii) Certificate from District Collector/ District Magistrate in respect of dependent

applicants of riot victims as mentioned in category 04/ 05/ 06 under Para-4 (B)
of the Notice. 

(viii) Nativity/ Identity Certificate by West Pakistani Refugee in the format prescribed
at Annexure-XIV of the notice.

The selected candidates will be medically examined by the Medical Boards constituted
by the CAPFs to assess their physical and medical fitness as prescribed hereinafter:
A. Eye Sight:  
Visual Acuity Uncorrected  Refraction Colour Remarks
unaided visual acuity Vision
(NEAR (DISTANT 
VISION) VISION)
Better Worse Better Worse 
eye eye eye eye
N6 N9 6/6 6/9 Visual CP.III by For right handed person,

correction of ISIHARA the right eye is better
any kind is eye and vice versa. 
not permitted -Binocular vision is 
even by required
glasses.

B. GENERAL MEDICAL GUIDELINES.
(1) The purpose of medical standards is to ensure that medically fit candidates are

accepted into the CAPFs.
(2) Candidates will be medically examined in terms of 'Guidelines for recruitment

Medical examination in CAPFs and AR' issued vide MHA UO No. A-VI-
1/2014/Rectt (SSB) dated 20.05.2015 and subsequently amended from time to
time.

(3) Refusal to undergo medical examination at any stage or absenting/ deserting
oneself from the same will render the candidate unfit.

(4) A declaration is to be given by candidates in a proforma which will be provided
to candidates at the time of Medical Examination regarding history or presence
of diseases and treatments taken, if any, evidence of which is not readily

obtainable during the medical examination. Any false declaration in this aspect,
discovered later at any stage of service, will make the candidate liable for
disciplinary action including termination from service.

(5) At some stages of medical examination male candidates will require to be
examined in nude. Loin cloth is to be permitted except for, when genitalia and
perineum is being examined.

(6) The final decision of fitness/ unfitness in weight will be decided by the medical
board at the time of medical examination based on the height and age chart on
the day of medical examination and as per the height measured by the PST/ PET
Board & as per guidelines for the same.

(7) Medical Test (X-Ray) chest-PA view, Haemoglobin, Urine routine/ microscopic
examination will be must for all candidates under medical examination.

(8) For all female candidates: In case of medical examination, "Temporary
Unfitness" will not be allowed.  However, any such female candidate who during
medical examination is found to be pregnant of twelve weeks standing or above,
she shall be declared "temporary unfit" and will be re-examined six weeks after
the pregnancy is over, either naturally or artificially, subject to the production of
a medical certificate of fitness from a registered medical practitioner to the Nodal
CAPF. 

(9) Tattoo: Following criteria has been fixed to determine permissibility of Tattoo:
(a) Content: Tattoo depicting religious symbol or figures and the name, as
followed in Indian Army are to be permitted.
(b) Location: Tattoos marked on traditional sites of the body like inner aspect of
forearm, but only left forearm, being non saluting limb or dorsum of the hands
are to be allowed.
(c) Size: Must be less than ¼ of the particular part (Elbow or Hand) of the body.
Note: Amendment if any in the tattoo policy will be applicable for this recruitment
if the same is made before the date of Detailed Medical Examination.

(10) Duration of fitness for Post-operative cases. If any candidate is operated before
medical and comes for medical examination to be conducted by CAPF, then
minimum time period that should be completed after operation at the time of
medical (DME/ RME as the case may be) for fitness will be considered as per
details given below:
(a) Body surface swelling, DNS, tonsillectomy and nasal polypectomy: 1 month.
(b) Hydrocele: 3 months.
(c) Tympanoplasty: 4 months.
(d) Abdominal/ pelvic surgeries involving opening of peritoneum, repairs of
Hernia, varicocele surgeries, surgery for fistula-in-ano etc: 6 months.
(e) Above time will be considered at the time of medical only and not after the
due date of medical.
(f) Any surgery conducted between the period of DME & RME for corrective
measure of unfitness will not be accepted and be considered as 'unfit'.

(11) The candidate must not have knock knee, flat foot, varicose vein or squint in
eyes.

(12) Examination of blood pressure, (Normal Range Systolic 100-140 mm of Hg,
Diastolic 60 to 90 mm of Hg).

(13) Haemoglobin: (Normal Range: 12-16 g/dL for male, 10-14 g/dL for female).
Candidates with more than 18 g/dL will be considered unfit. Haemoglobin below
12 g/dL for male and below 10 g/dL for female will be considered as disqualified.

C. GENERAL GROUNDS FOR REJECTION DURING MEDICAL EXAMINATION:
Candidates having any disease/ deformity as mentioned under will lead to rejection.
Details are as under:
(i) Indication of any chronic disease like tuberculosis, syphilis, or other venereal

disease, rheumatoid/ any type of arthritis, hypertension etc.
(ii) Bronchial or laryngeal disease like Asthma, chronic Tonsillitis & Adenoids etc.
(iii) Indication of valvular or other disease of heart.
(iv) Generally impaired constitution, so as to impede efficient discharge of

training/ duties.
(v) Low standard vision.
(vi) Any degree of squint.
(vii) Otitis media.
(viii) Deafness, any degree of impaired hearing.
(ix) Stammering, as specified later.
(x) Loss of/ decay of teeth resulting in reduction of dental points below.
(xi) Wearing of half or complete artificial denture.
(xii) Contraction or deformity of chest and deformity of joints.
(xiii) Abnormal curvature of spine (exact nature, e.g., kyphosis, scoliosis, lordosis

etc. to be specified).
(xiv) Abnormal Gait.
(xv) Wax (Ears)
(xvi) Deviated Nasal Septum.
(xvii) Under sized chest.
(xviii) Piles
(xix) Tonsillitis.
(xx) Abnormal Blood Pressure.
(xxi) Overweight/ underweight.
(xxii) Endocrinal disorders.
(xxiii) Mental or nervous instability- evidence of nervous instability.
(xxiv) Defective intelligence.
(xxv) Any type of hernia.
(xxvi) Chronic skin disease like vitiligo, Leprosy, SLE, Eczema, Chronic extensive,

Fungal dermatitis etc.
(xxvii) Any congenital abnormality, so as to impede efficient discharge of training/

duties.
(xxviii) Anal fistula, haemorrhoids and other anorectal diseases as specified later.
(xxix) Deformity of feet like Flat foot, Club foot, plantar warts etc.
(xxx) Epilepsy.
(xxxi) Nystagmus/ Progressive Pterygium.
(xxxii) Hydrocede/ Phimosis.
(xxxiii) Cubitusvarus/ Valgus.
(xxxiv) Polydactyl of hands/ feet.
(xxxv) Undescended testis, atrophic testis, marked varicocele, testicular swellings.
(xxxvi) Varicose veins. Cases of Varicose veins, even if operated, are not to be

accepted because basic defect remains unchanged.
(xxxvii) Any evidence of implants in situ anywhere in body will lead to rejection.
(xxxviii) In females, the carrying angle of more than 20º will lead to rejection on the

ground of cubitus valgus.
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(xxxix) Gynaecomastia.
(xli) Per speculum and Per Vaginal examination are not to be performed in an

unmarried candidate; however inspection of genitalia is to be done to rule out
any obvious pathology.

(xli) Evidence of major abnormalities or defects of the genitalia such as change of
sex, hermaphroditism, pseudohermaphroditism, or gonadal dysgenesis or
dysfunctional residuals even after surgical correction of these conditions is
disqualifying.

(xlii) If urine test for pregnancy is positive the candidate will be declared temporary
unfit and will be re-examined 6 weeks after the pregnancy is over, either
naturally or artificially, subject to the production of a medical certificate of
fitness from a registered medical practitioner.

(xliii) Evidence of ovarian cyst or fibroid uterus or any other lump is disqualifying.
(xliv) Evidence of pelvic inflammatory disease, is disqualifying.
(xlv) Congenital absence of uterus or enlargement due to any cause is

disqualifying.
(xlvi) Past medical history of diseases or injury of the spine or sacro iliac joints,

either with or without objective signs which have prevented the candidate
from following a physical active life.

(xlvii) History of spinal fracture/ prolapsed intervertebral disc and surgical
treatment.

(xlviii) The following conditions detected radiologically during medical exam:
a. Granulomatous disease of spine.
b. Arthritidies/ spondylosis.

i. Rheumatoid arthritis and allied disorders
ii. Ankylosing spondylitis.
iii. Osteoarthrosis, spondylosis and degenerative joint disease.
iv. Non articular rheumatism (e.g. lesions of the rotator cuff, tennis elbow,
recurrent lumbago etc.)
v. Miscellaneous disorders including SLE, polymyositis, vasculitis.

c. Spondylolisthesis/ spondylolysis.
d. Compression fracture of vertebrae.
e. Scheuerman's disease (Adolescent kyphosis).
f. Loss of cervical when associated with clinically restricted movements of
cervical spine.
g. Unilateral/ Bilateral cervical ribs with demonstrable neurological or circulatory
deficit.
h. Scoliosis more than 15 degree as measure by Cobb's method.
i. Degenerative Disc Discase.
j. Presence of schmorl's nodes at more than one level.
k. Atlanto-occipital and atlantoaxial anomalies.
l. Hemi vertebrae and/ or incomplete block (fused) vertebrae at any level in
cervical, dorsal or lumbar spine and complete block (fused) vertebrae and more
than one level in cervical or dorsal spine.
m. Unilateral Sacralisation or lumbarisation (Complete or incomplete) at all
levels and bilateral incomplete sacralisation or lumbarisation.
n. Any other abnormality if so considered by the specialist.
o. Mild Kyphosis or Lordosis where deformity is barely noticeable and there is no
pain or restriction of movement will not preclude acceptance.
p. In case of noticeable Scoliosis or suspicion of any other abnormality or spinal
deformity, more than mild, appropriate X-rays of the spine are to be taken and
the Examinee referred for specialist's advice.
q. The following conditions detected on X-ray examination will be disqualifying:

i. Granulomatius disease of spine.
ii. Arthritidies/ spondylosis.
iii. Scoliosis more than 15 degree as measured by Cobb's method.
iv. More than mild Kyphosis/ lordosis.
v. Spondylolisthesis/ Spondylosis.
vi. Herniated nucleus pulposes.
vii. Compression fracture of Vertebra.
viii. Sacaralisation Disease.
ix. Cervical ribs with demonstrable neurological or Circulatory deficit.
x. Presence of Schmorl's node at more than one level.
xi. Atlanto-occipital, and atlantoaxial anomalies.
xii. Incomplete Sacaralisation Unilateral or Bilateral.
xiii. Spinabifida other than SV1 and LV5 if completely sacralised.
xiv. Any other abnormality, if so considered by specialist.

r. A candidate should have no past history of mental breakdown or fits.
s. The hearing should be normal. A candidate should be able to hear a forced
whisper with each ear at a distance of 610 cms. in a quiet room. There should
be no evidence of present or past disease of the ear, nose and throat.
Audiometric test will be done for AF. Audiometric loss should not exceed +20 dB
in frequencies between 250 Hz and 4000 Hz. There is no impediment of speech.
t. There should be no signs of functional or organic disease of the heart and
blood vessels. Blood pressure should be normal.
u. There should be no enlargement of liver or spleen. Any evidence of disease
of internal organs of the abdomen will be a cause for rejection.
v. Un-operated hernias will make a candidate unfit. In case of Hernia which will
be operated, a minimum of 6 months must have passed prior to final medical
examination before commencement of the course.
w. There should be no hydrocele, varicocele or piles.
x. Wear contact lenses or undergone LASIK or any kind of other eye surgery. 
y. Urine examination will be done and any abnormality if detected will be a cause
for rejection.
z. Any disease of skin which is likely to cause disability or disfigurement will also
be a cause for rejection.

D. The candidates must be in good mental and physical health for duties in all
places including in high altitude and be fit to serve in border areas with extreme
climatic conditions and must be free from any defect likely to interfere with
efficient performance of the duties. Above instructions are not exhaustive.
Remaining instructions will apply as issued by Government of India from time to
time. 

E. Review medical examination (RME): Ordinarily there is no right of appeal
against the findings of the Recruiting Medical Officer or Initial Medical
Examination. If any Medical Certificate is produced by a candidate as a piece of
evidence about the possibility of an error of judgment in the decision of Initial

Medical Board/ Recruiting Medical Officer, who had examined him/ her in the first
instance i.e. DME, an appeal can be accepted. Such Medical Certificate will not
be taken into consideration unless it contains a note by the Medical Officer from
Government District Hospital or above along with registration no. given by MCI/
State Medical Council, to the effect that it has been given in full knowledge of the
fact that the candidate has already been rejected and declared unfit for service
by CAPF Medical Board, or the recruiting medical officer. If the appeal of a
candidate is accepted by CAPF Appellate Authority, his/ her Review Medical
Examination will be conducted by CAPF RME Board. The Decision of the
CAPF's Review Medical Boards will be final. No appeal will be entertained
against the finding of the second medical i.e. Review Medical Examination.

10. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BE COMPLIED WITH BY THE CANDIDATES
DURING THE EXAMINATIONS:
i. Candidates are not permitted to use calculators and other electronic gadgets

except as specified in the Notice.  They should not, therefore, bring the same
inside the Examination Hall/ Lab.

ii. If any candidate is found to possess mobile phones or any other means of
wireless communication in the working or switched off mode in the examination
hall, his/ her candidature shall be cancelled forthwith. The candidate will be
debarred, as per extant policy of the Commission, from appearing in any other
examination conducted by the Commission.

iii. During the CBE examination, instructions on the computer screen may be
followed. 

iv. Candidates must refrain from creating any obstruction during the conduct of the
Computer Based Examination and other stages of recruitment. If any candidate
is found obstructing the conduct of the examination or creating disturbances at
the examination venue, his/ her candidature shall be summarily cancelled. Such
candidate shall also be liable to be debarred from future examinations of the
Commission and legal/ criminal proceedings could be initiated against him/ her.

11. MODE OF SELECTION:
(i) The recruitment process will consist of Computer Based Examination (CBE),

Physical Efficiency Test (PET), Physical Standard Test (PST) and Medical
Examination.

(ii) All candidates whose online applications are found to be in order will be called
to appear in the Computer Based Examination. The Commission will conduct the
examination for all candidates in Computer Based Mode only. Admit Cards for
Computer Based Examination will be uploaded on the website of the concerned
SSC Regional Office.

(iii) Computer Based Examination will be held in English & Hindi only.
(iv) The number of candidates shortlisted for PET/PST on the basis of merit in the

Computer Based examination will be around 10 times of the number of
vacancies.

(v) Only those candidates who qualify in PET/ PST and are shortlisted for DME by
the Commission and whose documents are found to be in order will require
appearing in the DME which will be conducted as per revised uniform guidelines
for recruitment medical examination issued by ADG (Medical) CAPF dated
20/5/2015. Detailed Medical Examination is mandatory but of qualifying nature.

(vi) Collection of required eligibility certificates/ documents from the candidates and
their verification with original documents will be carried out at the time of Detailed
Medical Examination (DME) by the CAPFs.

(vii) Admit Cards for PET/ PST and DME/ RME will be uploaded on the CRPF
website http://www.crpf.gov.in. PET/ PST and DME/ RME will be conducted by
various CAPFs as decided by CRPF. 

(viii) Candidates may give following preference of CAPFs/ Organizations in the online
Application Form, in the order of priority. Filling of all the eight preferences will
be essential:
(a). BSF (A)
(b). CISF (B)
(c). CRPF (C)
(d). SSB (D)
(e). ITBP (E)
(f). Assam Rifles (F)
(g). NIA (G)
(h). SSF (H)

(ix) On the basis of aggregate marks scored by the candidates in Computer Based
Examination, the final selection of candidates, along with force allocation, in
each category namely, Un-Reserved, SC, ST, OBC and ex-servicemen will be
made separately for male and female candidates in respect of each State/ UT
and further earmarked category of Border Guarding and Militancy/ Naxal
affected Districts wherever applicable. Selection of the candidates for NIA and
SSF will be made on All India basis.

(x) Allotment of CAPFs/ Organizations to finally selected candidates will be made on
the basis of 'merit in Computer Based Examination'-cum-'preference of CAPFs/
Organization' exercised by the candidates in the online Applications submitted by
them. CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO BE VERY CAREFUL AND SHOULD
EXERCISE DUE DILIGENCE WHILE GIVING PREFERENCES OF FORCES/
ORGANIZATIONS, IN THE ORDER OF PRIORITY, IN THE ONLINE
APPLICATION FORM. AFTER SUBMISSION OF ONLINE APPLICATION
FORM, NO REQUEST FOR CHANGE IN PREFERENCE WILL BE
ENTERTAINED BY THE COMMISSION UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.

(xi) Candidates will be considered for the vacancies of a State/ UT and further for the
vacancies of Border Guarding Districts, Militancy/ Naxal affected Districts based
on the information provided by them in the online Application Form and
subsequent submission of relevant Domicile Certificate at the time of DME/
Document Verification. CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO BE VERY CAREFUL
AND SHOULD EXERCISE DUE DILIGENCE WHILE PROVIDING
INFORMATION ABOUT DOMICILE STATE AND DISTRICT IN THE ONLINE
APPLICATION FORM. NO REQUEST FOR CHANGE OF DOMICILE STATE
AND DISTRICT WILL BE ENTERTAINED BY THE COMMISSION AFTER
SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION FORM UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. IF
THERE IS ANY VARIATION OF DISTRICT AND/ OR STATE MENTIONED BY
THE CANDIDATE IN THE ONLINE APPLICATION FORM AND THE DOMICILE
CERTIFICATE SUBMITTED BY THEM AT THE TIME OF DME/ DOCUMENT
VERIFCATION, THEIR CANDIDATURE WILL BE CANCELLED FORTHWITH
AND THEY WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN DETAILED
MEDICAL EXAMINATION.
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(xii) The cut-off marks in Computer Based Examination, for eligibility to selection will
be as under:
(a). General and Ex-servicemen :  35%
(b). SC/ ST/ OBC :  33%

(xiii) SC, ST, OBC and ExS candidates, who are selected on their own merit without
relaxed standards, along with candidates belonging to other communities, will
not be adjusted against the reserved share of vacancies. Such candidates will
be accommodated against the unreserved vacancies as per their position in the
overall Merit List. The reserved vacancies will be filled up separately from
amongst the eligible SC, ST, OBC and ExS candidates. 

(xiv) SC, ST, OBC and ExS candidate who qualifies on the basis of relaxed standards
viz. age limit, height and chest measurement, experience or qualifications,
permitted number of chances, extended zone of consideration larger than what
is provided for general category candidate etc., irrespective of his/ her merit
position, such SC, ST, OBC and ExS candidates is to be counted against
reserved vacancies. In so far as cases of ex-serviceman are concerned,
deduction of the military service rendered from the age of ex-servicemen is
permissible against the reserved or unreserved posts and such exemption
cannot be termed as relaxed standards in regard to age. 

(xv) If a district belongs to Border Guarding area as well as Naxal/ Militancy affected
area, vacancies will be filled in the order of Border Guarding area followed by
Naxal/ Militancy affected area.

Note:  The candidates applying for the examination should ensure that they fulfill all the
eligibility conditions for admission to the examination.  Their admission at all the stages
of examination will be purely provisional, subject to their satisfying the prescribed
eligibility conditions. If, on verification, at any time before or after the Computer Based
Examination. PET/ PST and Medical Examination as well as after issue of Offer of
Appointment/ joining the Force/ Organization, it is found that they do not fulfill any of
the eligibility conditions, their candidature/ selection for the post will be cancelled by the
Commission/ CAPFs.
12.   RESOLUTION OF TIE CASES
In the event of tie in scores of candidates in the Computer Based Examination, such
cases will be resolved by applying following criteria, one after another, till the tie is
resolved:
(a) Total marks in Computer Based Examination.
(b) Marks in Part-A of Computer Based Examination.
(c) Marks in Part-B of Computer Based Examination.
(d) Date of Birth, with older candidates placed higher.
(e) Alphabetical order of names (starting with first name) 
13.  ADMISSION TO THE RECRUITMENT: 
All candidates who register themselves in response to this advertisement by the
CLOSING DATE and TIME and whose applications are found to be in order and are
provisionally accepted by the Commission as per the terms and conditions of this
Notice of Examination, will be assigned Roll numbers, which will be communicated to
them at the time of calling them for Computer Based Examination (CBE). CBE will be
scheduled and conducted by the Commission. 
Call letters/ Admit Cards to candidates for PET/ PST and DME/ RME will be issued by
CRPF through online mode only. Detailed Programme of PET/ PST and Medical
Examination will be made available on the website of CRPF, at least two weeks before
PET/ PST or Medical Examination. Candidates may download their Admit Cards from
the CRPF website http://www.crpf.gov.in. Candidates are advised to visit SSC HQ,
concerned SSC Regional Office and CRPF websites regularly for any update on this
recruitment process.
In the case of inability to download Admit cards for PST/ PET and DME/ RME from the
website of CRPF, candidates should contact the CRPF at least one week before PET/
PST or DME/ RME.  In case of non-receipt of Admit Cards for PET/ PST and Medical
Examination, the candidates may contact with CRPF recruitment helpline number 011-
24368630.
Candidate must write his/ her Roll number and Registration-ID along with his/ her
name, date of birth and name of the examination while addressing any communication
to the Commission/ CRPF.  Communication from the candidate not furnishing these
particulars shall not be entertained.
Admit Cards (ACs) for Computer Based Examination will be uploaded on the website
of the concerned Regional Offices of the Commission.  Admit Cards will not be
issued by post for any stage of examination. Information about the Examination
indicating the time table and city/ centre of examination for each candidate will be
uploaded on the websites of the concerned Regional/ Sub-Regional Office of the
Commission about two weeks before the date of examination.  If any candidate does
not find his/ her detail on the website of the Commission, one week before the date of
examination, he/ she must immediately contact the concerned Regional/ Sub Regional
Office of the commission with proof of having submitted his/ her application. Failure to
do so will deprive him/ her of any claim for consideration.  Facility for download of Admit
Cards will be available at least one week before the examination on the website of
concerned Regional/ Sub-Regional Office.   Candidates are advised to visit the
concerned Regional Office's website regularly for obtaining the information regarding
call-letters for computer based examination.
Note-I: The candidates must carry at least one photo bearing identification proof such
as Driving Licence, Voter Card, Aadhaar Card, Identity Card issued by University/
College, Income Tax Pan Card, etc in original to the Computer Based Examination,
PST/ PET, DME/ RME centre/ venue, failing which they shall not be allowed to appear
for the same.
Note-II: Candidates should bring latest two (2) passport size photographs for affixing it
in the Commission's copy of Admit Card in the presence of officials/ Invigilators at the
time of Computer Based Examination, PST/ PET and DME/ RME, if required.
Candidates not carrying photographs may not be allowed to appear in the examination.
Candidate are advised to keep sufficient copies of the same photograph, which was
uploaded in the online application form, with them, till the completion of entire
examination process to facilitate easy identification.
14. COMMISSION'S DECISION FINAL
The decision of the Commission in all matters relating to eligibility, acceptance or
rejection of the applications, penalty for false information, mode of selection, conduct
of examination(s), allotment of examination centres  and preparation of merit list & force
allocation will be final and binding on the candidates and no enquiry/ correspondence
will be entertained in this regard.
15. COURTS JURISDICTION
Any dispute in regard to this recruitment will be subject to courts/ tribunals having
jurisdiction over the place of concerned Regional/ Sub-Regional Office of the

Commission where the candidate has appeared for the Computer Based Examination.
16. PENALTY/DEBARMENT OF CANDIDATES FOR MALPRACTCES
If candidates are found to indulge at any stage in any of the malpractices listed below
during the conduct of examination, their candidature for this examination will be
cancelled and they will be debarred from the examinations of the Commission for the
period mentioned below:

S. Type of Malpractice Debarment
No. period 
1. Taking away any Examination related material such as 2 Years

OMR sheets, Rough Sheets, Commission Copy of 
Admission Certificate, Answer Sheet etc.  from the 
examination hall or passing it on to unauthorized persons 
during the conduct of examination.

2. Misbehaving, intimidating or threatening in any manner 3 Years
with the examination functionaries' i.e.  Supervisor, Invigi-
lator, Security Guard or Commission's representatives etc.

3. Obstruct the conduct of examination/ instigate other 3 Years
candidates not to take the examination.

4. Making statements which are incorrect or false, suppres- 3 Years
sing material information, submitting fabricated 
documents, etc.

5. Obtaining support/ influence for his/ her candidature by 3 Years
any irregular or improper means in connection with
his/ her candidature.

6. Possession of Mobile Phone in 'switched on' or 3 Years
'switched off' mode.

7. Appearing in the same examination more than once 3 Years
in contravention of the rules.

8. A candidate who is also working on examination 3 Years
related matters in the same examination.

9. Damaging examination related infrastructure/equipments. 5 Years

10. Appearing in the Exam with forged Admit Card, 5 Years
identity proof, etc.

11. Possession of fire arms/weapons during the examination. 5 Years 

12. Assault, use of force, causing bodily harm in any manner 7 Years
to the examination functionaries' i.e.  Supervisor, Invigilator,
Security Guard or Commission's representatives etc.

13. Threatening/ intimidating examination functionaries 7 Years
with weapons/ fire arms.

14. Using unfair means in the examination hall like copying 7 Years
from unauthorized sources such as written material on 
any paper or body parts, etc.

15. Possession of Bluetooth Devices, spy cameras, and 7 Years
any other electronic gadgets in the examination hall.

16. Impersonate/ Procuring impersonation by any person. 7 Years

17. Taking snapshots, making videos of question papers or 7 Years
examination material, labs, etc.

18. Sharing examination terminal through remote desktop 7 Years
softwares/ Apps/ LAN/ VAN, etc.

19. Attempt to hack or manipulate examination servers, data 7 Years
and examination systems at any point before, during
or after the examination.

17. IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES
1 BEFORE APPLYING, CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO GO THROUGH

THE INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN IN THE NOTICE OF EXAMINATION, 
VERY CAREFULLY. 

2. Matriculation or 10th class pass is the minimum educational qualification. 
The recruitment will comprise of Computer based Examination (CBE), 
Physical Efficiency Test (PET)/ Physical Standards Test (PST) and Medical 
Examination. Female candidate will be considered for posts earmarked for
them in different CAPFs. Candidates who are not in possession of the 
essential educational qualification as on 01.08.2018 will not be eligible and 
need not apply. 

3. Collection of documents from the candidates and their verification will be 
carried out at the time of DME by the CAPFs. Therefore, candidature will be 
accepted only provisionally. Candidates are advised to go through the 
requirements of educational qualification, age, physical standards, etc. and
satisfy themselves that they are eligible for the posts, before applying.  When 
scrutiny of document is undertaken during DME, if any claim made in the 
application is not found substantiated, the candidature will be cancelled 
straightaway by the CAPFs.

4. Candidates seeking reservation benefits such as SC/ST/OBC/ ExS or any
other relaxation as per the provisions of this Notice, must ensure that they are 
entitled to such reservation/ relaxation. They should also be in possession of 
the relevant certificates in the format prescribed by Government of India in
support of their claim when the copies of the certificates are sought during DME. 

5. A candidate belonging to a caste of SC, ST or OBC category, on
migration from one State to another State where the caste of candidate 
is not recognized as SC, ST or OBC, such candidates will have to make 
an informed choice whether to get the benefit of reservation in the State 
of origin or to appear as unreserved candidate from the migrated State. 
Such choice will have to be exercised by the candidate in the online 
Application Form. No request for change of such option, after the submi-
ssion of Application Form, will be entertained by the Commission. In 
case, a candidate opt to take the benefit of reservation, he/ she will 
have to submit information about the District and State of current domicile 
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as well as the District and State of his/ her origin in the Application Form. 
His/ her candidature in such cases will be considered from the State of origin.

6. Persons with Disabilities (PwD) are not eligible to apply for this examination.

7. Fee payable: Rupees one hundred only (Rs.100/-) payable through SBI
Challan/ SBI Net Banking or by using Visa, MasterCard or Maestro Credit/ 
Debit card. Fee is exempted for all Women candidates and candidates 
belonging to Scheduled Caste, Scheduled Tribe and Ex-Servicemen eligible 
for reservation.

8 CLOSING DATE:  
Online application can be submitted through the website 
http://www. ssconline.nic.in. or 'Click here to apply' link provided at 
http://www.ssc.nic.in->Apply->'GD-Constable' from 21.07.2018 to 20.08.2018 
(up to 1700 Hours). Online fee payment can be made up to the closing date 
and time only. Payment through challan of SBI, can be made at designated
branches of SBI within the working hours of bank up to 23.08.2018 provided 
the challan has been generated before closing date and time for receipt of 
applications i.e. 20.08.2018 (up to 1700 Hours). 

9. Fee once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances. Fee paid
more than once for the same applications with service charge etc. will also
not be refunded.

10. Candidate should note down and retain 'Registration-ID' and 'Password'
provided to them while making 'One-Time Registration' which is required
for filling online application. 

11. When application is successfully submitted, it will be accepted 'Provisionally'.
Candidate should take printout of the application form for their own records. 
Printout of the 'Application Form' is not required to be submitted to the 
Commission at any stage.

12. Only one online application is to be submitted by a candidate. Therefore,
candidates are advised to exercise due  diligence at the time of filling their 
application forms. In case, more than one applications of a candidate are 
detected, the Commission will consider latest application. If a candidate
submits multiple applications and appears in the examination (at any stage) 
more than once, his/ her candidature will be cancelled and he/ she will be 
debarred from the examinations of the Commission for three years.
The candidates must write their name, date of birth, father's name and 
mother's name strictly as given in the Matriculation Certificate otherwise their 
candidature may be cancelled at the time of Document Verification. 

13. Only the Date of Birth as recorded in the Matriculation/Secondary 
Examination Certificate or an equivalent certificate available on the date of 
submission of application will be accepted as proof of date of birth.

14. Applications with illegible/ blurred Photograph/ Signature will be rejected
summarily.

15. Request for change/ correction in any particulars in the Application Form,
once submitted, will not be entertained under any circumstances.

16. Candidates are advised to fill their correct and active e-mail addresses and 
mobile number in the online application as correspondence may be made by 
the Commission through e-mail/ SMS. 

17. CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO BE VERY CAREFUL AND SHOULD
EXERCISE DUE DILIGENCE WHILE PROVIDING INFORMATION ABOUT 
DOMICILE STATE AND DISTRICT  IN THE ONLINE APPLICATION FORM. 
NO REQUEST FOR CHANGE OF DOMICILE STATE AND DISTRICT WILL
BE ENTERTAINED BY THE COMMISSION AFTER SUBMISSION OF 
APPLICATION FORM UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. IF THERE IS ANY
VARIATION OF DISTRICT AND/ OR STATE MENTIONED BY THE 
CANDIDATE IN THE ONLINE APPLICATION FORM AND THE DOMICILE
CERTIFICATE SUBMITTED BY THEM AT THE TIME OF DME, THEIR 
CANDIDATURE WILL BE CANCELLED FORTHWITH AND THEY WILL
NOT BE ALLOWED TO PARTICIPATE IN DME.

18. CANDIDATES ARE ADVISED TO BE VERY CAREFUL AND SHOULD
EXERCISE DUE DILIGENCE WHILE GIVING PREFERENCES OF CAPFs/ 
ORGANIZATIONS, IN THE ORDER OF PRIORITY, IN THE ONLINE 
APPLICATION FORM. NO REQUEST FOR CHANGE IN PREFERENCE
WILL BE ENTERTAINED AFTER SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION FORM 
BY THE COMMISSION UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.

19. Candidate should note that they are applying for combat force and should
participate in the recruitment process with due physical/ mental preparation 
and will be fully responsible for any incident/ accident occurring during any 
stage of recruitment. Recruiting Agency/ Centre will not be held responsible for
any such unforeseen incident/ accident. Candidates will participate in 
recruitment at their own risk.

20. The admit cards for PET/ PST and DME/ RME will be issued/uploaded by
CRPF on their website http://www.crpf.gov.in, whereas the admit card for computer 
based examination will be issued/uploaded on the website of the concerned 
Regional/ Sub-Regional Offices of SSC. Admit card for any stage of
examination will not be sent by post.  Therefore, candidates are advised to visit 
CRPF website http://www.crpf.gov.in, SSC-HQ and concerned SSC Regional Office 
website regularly for timely downloading of their admit cards 

21. For any queries related to Admit card of PET/ PST, DME/ RME candidates
may contact Special Selection Board (Cell) Recruitment Branch, Directorate 
General, CRPF, Block No. 1, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi or their 
helpline Number 011 - 24368630. 

22. Candidates may contact following Regional Help Lines for
clarifications, if any, in respect of filling/ submitting applications
and computer based examination:
(i) SSC (CR), Allahabad 0532 2460511, 0532 6541021
(ii) SSC (ER), Kolkata 09477461228, 033-22902230
(iii) SSC (KKR), Bengaluru 080 25502520, 09483862020
(iv) SSC (MPR), Raipur 0771-2282507, 0771-2282678
(v) SSC (NER), Guwahati 09085073593, 09085015252
(vi) SSC (NR), New Delhi 011-2436334

(vii) SSC (NWR), Chandigarh 0172-2749378, 0172-2744366
(viii) SSC (SR), Chennai 09445195946, 044 28251139
(ix) SSC (WR), Mumbai 09869730700, 07738422705
(x) CRPF helpline Number 011 24368630

23. The candidates must carry at least one photo bearing identification proof
such as Driving License, Voter Card, Aadhaar Card, Identity Card issued by 
University/ College, Income Tax Pan Card, etc in original to the Computer 
Based Examination, PET/ PST and DME/ RME centre and venue,
failing which they shall not be allowed to appear for the same.

24. If any candidate deliberately make head injury (bulge/ swelling) or keep
tamarind on his/ her head for taking privilege of height. Such candidate will be 
debarred for further process of recruitment.

25. Any candidate found under influence of any energetic medicine during PET
will be debarred for further process of recruitment.

26. Appellate authority for Physical Standard Test will be available at each
PST centre.  If any candidate is not satisfied/ do not agree with the decision 
of PST board, he/ she may appeal to appellate authority through Presiding 
Officer only at concerned recruitment centre on same day. The decision of the
appellate authority will be final and no further appeal or representation in this 
regard will be entertained thereafter. There is no appeal against PET (race). 

27. Mobiles and other electronic gadgets including Bluetooth devices are
banned within the premises of the examination centres. Possession of such 
equipment whether in use or in switch off mode, during the examination will 
be considered as use of unfair means. Candidature of such candidates will be
cancelled. They will be liable for further action including initiation of criminal 
proceedings and debarment from commission's examination for a period 
mentioned in para 16 of the Notice.  

28. In case of Fake/ fabricated application/ registration by misusing any
dignitaries name/ photo, such candidate/ cyber cafe will be held responsible
for the same and liable for suitable legal action under cyber/ IT act. 

29. If a candidate is finally selected and does not receive any correspondence
from the Commission or the concerned User Department within a period 
of one year after declaration of result, he/ she must communicate with the 
concerned User Department.

30. In accordance with the directions issued by DoPT vide its O.M.
No. 39020/1/016/Estt(B) dated 21.06.2016 for increasing access of the 
unemployed candidates to job opportunities it has been decided that after 
declaration of final result the Commission will make available-scores and 
ranking of candidates in the recruitment examination on its portal. Accordingly, 
it has been decided that apart from Roll Number-scores, ranking of the 
candidates in the final examination-Name of candidate, name of parents/ 
husband, educational qualification, date of birth, category, sex (male/ female),
total marks in qualifying examination, complete address including e-mail 
address will be made available on the website after the declaration of final
result. However, the candidates will have the option to opt out from the 
disclosure scheme to disclose his/ her information publically at the time of 
filling up the application.

Annexure-III
Procedure/ Instructions for Registration/ Online Submission of Application

1. Candidates must apply online through the website http://www.ssconline.nic.in.
or 'Click here to apply' link provided at http://www.ssc.nic.in->Apply->'GD-
Constable'.

2. Candidates should read the instructions given in the Notice of Examination
carefully before filling up the online one time 'Registration Form'/ Application
Form. 

3. After reading the instructions, candidates should move to the Registration Part
and fill up the online Registration Form. 

4. In the Registration Part, candidates will have to fill in basic information relating
to them. On submission of details, candidates will be prompted to check the
details and make corrections, if any, before submitting the Form. 

5. Candidate should provide all the required details while filling up the Online
Registration/ Application Forms. Mandatory fields are marked with * (asterisk)
sign. 

6. On submission of the Registration Form, Registration ID and password will be
provided. Note down the Registration ID and password and keep them
safely. This would be your permanent Registration ID & Password which
would be required to apply for this examination as well as any other
Recruitment Examination of the Commission.

7. After submission of the Registration Form, candidate should upload his/ her
latest colour photograph and signature. The photograph and signature must be
uploaded in jpg format. The digital size of the photograph should be more than
4 KB and less than 20 KB. The digital size of the signature should be more than
1 KB and less than 12 KB. Photo and signature must be clearly visible and photo
must be identifiable also. Applications with blurred photo/ signatures will be
summarily rejected. 

8. The Registration becomes complete only after the photograph and signature are
uploaded by the candidate. 

9. After completion of the Registration Part the candidates should proceed to fill up
the Online Application Form. 

10. Candidates already registered can omit instructions given from S. No-3 to 9
above and can directly login to the system using their "Registration ID" and
"Password" and proceed to fill up the Application Form. 

11. In case, there is any discrepancy in 'One time registration' data filled by the
candidate, photograph/ signature, etc., 'One time Registration' data may be
suitably edited before proceeding to fill online application form. The commission
allows editing of information like name, father's name, mother's name, date of
birth, gender and matriculation roll number only once after Registration.
Therefore, these fields MUST BE ENTERED/ EDITED VERY CAREFULLY.
Other fields in the 'One Time Registration' can be edited once before every
examination but prior to submission of Application for the Examination. SUCH
EDITING IS ALLOWED BEFORE SUBMISSION OF APPLICATION. ONCE THE
APPLICATION HAS BEEN SUBMITTED, NO CHANGE IN 'One Time
Registration' and Application data will be allowed. 
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12. Candidates should read the instructions in the Notice carefully before filling up
the Online Application Form. They must satisfy themselves that they are eligible
to apply for the posts.

13. Candidate should thoroughly check all the entries filled in the online application
form, before final submission. In case of any discrepancy, relevant entry may be
corrected/ edited. After final submission of online application, no change in any
particular shall be allowed. 

14. After filling online application, the candidates are required to make fee payment
(Candidates who are exempted from fee payment are not required to pay fee).
Fee can be paid through SBI Challan/ SBI Net Banking or by using Visa,
Mastercard or Maestro Credit/ Debit card. The facility of submission of online
application (including payment of fees through online method) will be available
from 21.07.2018 to 20.08.2018 (5.00PM). However, candidates who wish to
make the payment through challan of SBI may make the payment to designated
branches of SBI within the working hours of bank up to 23.08.2018 provided the
challan has been generated by them before 5.00 PM of 20.08.2018.  

15. On successful fee payment, your application will be complete. You may take
printout of this application for your own record but you are not required to submit
this printout to the Commission.

ANNEXURE- IV

Form of Certificate for serving Defence Personnel (Please see Note-III Para-4 (B)
of Notice for the Examination)
I hereby certify that, according to the information available with me (No.)
___________________ (Rank) _____________ (Name) ______________________
is due to complete the specified term of his engagement with the Armed Forces on the
(Date) ________________.

Place:
(Signature of Commanding Officer)

Date: Office Seal:

ANNEXURE-V

UNDERTAKING TO BE GIVEN BY THE CANDIDATE COVERED UNDER NOTE-III
PARA 4 (B) OF NOTICE.

I understand that, if selected on the basis of the recruitment/ examination to which the
application relates, my appointment will be subject to my  producing documentary
evidence to the satisfaction of the Appointing Authority that I have been duly released/
retired/ discharged from the Armed Forces and that I am entitled to the benefits
admissible to Ex-Servicemen in terms of the Ex-Servicemen (Re-employment in
Central Civil Services and Posts rules, 1979, as amended from time to time).
I also understand that I shall not be eligible to be appointed to a vacancy reserved for
ex-servicemen in regard to the recruitment covered by this examination, if I have at any
time prior to such appointment, secured any employment on the civil side (including
Public Sector Undertakings, Autonomous Bodies/ Statutory Bodies, Nationalized
Banks, etc.) by availing of the concession of reservation of vacancies admissible to ex-
servicemen.
I further submit the following information:

a)  Date of appointment in Armed Forces  __________________
b)  Date of discharge  ____________________
c)  Length of service in Armed Forces  __________________
d)  My last Unit / Corps  ____________________

(Signature of the Candidate)
Place:
Date:

ANNEXURE-VI

FORMAT FOR SC/ ST CERTIFICATE

A candidate who claims to belong to one of the Scheduled Caste or the Scheduled
Tribes should submit in support of his claim an attested/certified copy of a certificate in
the form given below, from the District Officer or the sub-Divisional Officer or any other
officer as indicated below of the District in which his parents (or surviving  parent)
ordinarily reside who has been designated by the State Government concerned as
competent to issue such a certificate. If both his parents are dead, the officer signing
the certificate should be of the district in which the candidate himself ordinarily resides
otherwise than for the purpose of his own education. Wherever photograph is an
integral part of the certificate, the Commission would accept only attested photocopies
of such certificates and not any other attested or true copy.
(The format of the certificate to be produced by Scheduled Castes and Scheduled
Tribes candidates applying for appointment to posts under Government of India)
This is to certify that Shri/Shrimati/Kumari* ________________ son/daughter of
______________ of village/town/* in District/Division* _______________ of the
State/Union Territory* ________ belongs to the Caste/Tribes________ which is
recognized as a Scheduled Castes/Scheduled Tribes* under:-
The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) order, 1950 ________________
The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) order, 1950 ________________ 
The Constitution (Scheduled Castes) Union Territories order, 1951 * ___________ The
Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) Union Territories Order, 1951*______________
As amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Lists(Modification) order,
1956, the Bombay Reorganization Act, 1960 & the Punjab Reorganization Act, 1966,
the State of Himachal Pradesh Act 1970, the North-Eastern Area (Reorganization) Act,
1971 and the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes Order (Amendment) Act, 1976.
The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Castes Order, 1956___________
The Constitution (Andaman and Nicobar Islands) Scheduled Tribes  Order, 1959 as
amended by the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes order (Amendment Act),
1976*.
The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Castes order 1962.
The Constitution (Dadra and Nagar Haveli) Scheduled Tribes Order 1962@.
The Constitution (Pondicherry) Scheduled Castes Order 1964@
The Constitution (Scheduled Tribes) (Uttar Pradesh) Order, 1967 @
The Constitution (Goa, Daman & Diu) Scheduled Castes Order, 1968@
The Constitution (Goa, Daman & Diu) Scheduled Tribes Order 1968 @
The Constitution (Nagaland) Scheduled Tribes Order, 1970 @
The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Castes Order 1978@

The Constitution (Sikkim) Scheduled Tribes Order 1978@
The Constitution (Jammu & Kashmir) Scheduled Tribes Order 1989@
The Constitution (SC) Orders (Amendment) Act, 1990@
The Constitution (ST) Orders (Amendment) Ordinance 1991@
The Constitution (ST) Orders (Second Amendment) Act, 1991@ 
The Constitution (ST) Orders (Amendment) Ordinance 1996
%2. Applicable in the case of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes persons who have
migrated from one State/Union Territory Administration.
This certificate is issued on the basis of the Scheduled Castes/ Scheduled tribes
certificate issued to Shri/Shrimati _____________Father/mother _____________ of
Shri/Srimati/ Kumari*____________ of village/town*_____________________ in
District/Division* ______________________of the State/Union
Territory*______________ who belong to the __________________ Caste/Tribe which
is recognized as a Scheduled Caste/Scheduled  Tribe in the State/Union Territory*
issued by the________________ ____dated____________________________.
%3. Shri/Shrimati/Kumari and /or * his/her family ordinarily reside(s) in
village/town*_____________ of _________ District/Division* _________________of
the State/Union Territory of _______________.

Signature__________________________
** Designation________________________

(with seal of office)
Place______________
Date_______________
*    Please delete the words which are not applicable
@  Please quote specific presidential order
%  Delete the paragraph which is not applicable.
NOTE: The term ordinarily reside (s) used here will have the same meaning as in
section 20 of the Representation of the People Act, 1950.
** List of authorities empowered to issue Caste/Tribe Certificates:
(i) District Magistrate/Additional District Magistrate/Collector/Deputy

Commissioner/Additional Deputy Commissioner/Dy.Collector/Ist Class
Stipendiary Magistrate/Sub-Divisional Magistrate/Extra-Assistant
Commissioner/Taluka Magistrate/Executive Magistrate.

(ii) Chief Presidency Magistrate/Additional Chief Presidency
Magistrate/Presidency Magistrate.

(iii) Revenue Officers not below the rank of Tehsildar.
(iv) Sub-Divisional Officers of the area where the candidate and/or his family

normally resides.
NOTE: ST candidates belonging to Tamil Nadu state should submit caste certificate
ONLY FROM THE REVENUE DIVISIONAL OFFICER.

ANNEXURE-VII

(FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE PRODUCED BY OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES
APPLYING FOR APPOINTMENT TO POSTS UNDER THE GOVERNMENT OF

INDIA)
This is to certify that Shri /Smt./Kumari ________________ son/daughter of
______________ of village/town ________________
in District/Division _________________ in the State/Union Territory
______________________ belongs to the  __________________ Community which
is recognized as a backward class under the Government of India, Ministry of Social
Justice and Empowerment's Resolution No. __________________ dated
_________________*. Shri/Smt./Kumari ___________ and/or his/her family ordinarily
reside(s) in the __________District/Division of the ________________ State/Union
Territory. This is also to certify that he/she does not belong to the persons/sections
(Creamy Layer) mentioned in Column 3 of the Scheduled to the Government of India,
Department of Personnel & Training O.M. No. 36012/22/93-Estt (SCT) dated
8.9.1993**.    

District Magistrate
Deputy Commissioner etc.  

Dated: 
Seal:   
* The authority issuing the certificate may have to mention the details of Resoultion of
Government of India, in which the caste of the candidate's is mentioned as OBC. 
**  As amended from time to time. 
Note: The term "Ordinarily" used here will have the same meaning as in Section 20 of
the Representation of the People Act,1950. 

ANNEXURE-VIII

FORM OF CERTIFICATE TO BE SUBMITTED BY THOSE CANDIDATES WHO
INTEND TO AVAIL RELAXATION IN HEIGHT OR CHEST MEASUREMENT

(Please see Para 9 (III) of the Notice for the Examination)
Certified that Shri _______________ S/o Shri ________________is permanent
resident of village ____________, Tehsil/Taluka ____________ District__________ of
__________________ State.
2. It is further certified that :
* Candidates falling in the categories of Garhwalis, Kumaonis, Dogras, Marathas

and candidates belonging to the States of Assam, Himachal Pradesh and
Jammu & Kashmir.

* Candidates hailing from the North Eastern States of Arunachal Pradesh,
Manipur, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, Sikkim & Tripura and candidates
hailing from Gorkha Territorial Administration (GTA) comprising of the three Sub-
Divisions of Darjeeling District namely Darjeeling, Kalimpong and Kurseong and
includes the following "Mouzas" Sub-Division of these districts:
(1) Lohagarh Tea Garden, (2) Lohagarh Forest, (3) Rangmohan, (4)
Barachenga, (5) Panighata, (6) Chota Adalpur, (7) Paharu, (8) Sukna Forest, (9)
Sukna Part-I, (10) Pantapati Forest-I, (11) Mahanadi Forest, (12) Champasari
Forest, (13) Salbari Chhat Part-II, (14) Sitong Forest, (15) Sivoke Hill Forest, (16)
Sivoke Forest, (17) Chhota Chenga, (18) Nipania.

* He / she belong to Scheduled Tribe.
Signature

District Magistrate / Sub-Division Magistrate / Tehsildar
Date:
Place:
* Delete whichever is not applicable.
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ANNEXURE-IX

Essential Educational Qualification Code
Educational Qualification Code
Matriculation/ 10th Class Pass 01

Intermediate/ Higher Secondary/ 10+2 02

Certificate 03

Diploma 04

BA 05

BA (Hons.) 06

B. Com. 07

B.Com. (Hons.) 08

B.Sc. 09

B.Sc. (Hons.) 10

B. Ed. 11

LLB 12

BE 13

B. Tech 14

AMIE (Part A & Part B) 15

B.Sc. (Engg.) 16

BCA 17

BBA 18

Graduation issued by Defence (Indian Army, 19
Air Force, Navy)

B. Lib. 20

B. Pharm. 21

ICWA 22

CA 23

PG Diploma 24

MA 25

M.Com. 26

M. Sc. 27

M.Ed. 28

LLM 29

ME 30

M. Tech. 31

M. Sc. (Engg.) 32

MCA 33

MBA 34

Others 35

Annexure-X 

(Subject Code for Educational Qualification)
Subject of Educational Qualification Code
History 01

Political Science 02

Economics 03

English Literature  04

Hindi Literature 05

Geography 06

Commerce 07

Law 08

Physics 09

Chemistry 10

Mathematics 11

Statistics 12

Botany 13

Zoology 14

Agriculture Science 15

Civil Engineering 16

Electrical Engineering 17

Mechanical Engineering 18

Electronics Engineering 19

Electronics & Power Engineering 20

Electronics & Communication Engineering 21

Electronics & Instrumentation Engineering 22

Agriculture Engineering 23

Computer Science 24

Computer Application 25

Information Technology 26

Library Science 27

Subject of Educational Qualification Code
Accountancy 28

Work Accountancy 29

Business Administration 30

Mass Communication 31

Journalism 32

Mass Communication & Journalism 33

Pharmacy 34

Photography 35

Printing Technology 36

Nursing 37

Assamese 38

Bengali 39

Malayalam 40

Telugu 41

Kannada 42

Tamil 43

Marathi 44

Gujarati 45

Urdu 46

Sanskrit 47

Others 48

Note: Leave subject column blank for Matriculation/ 10th class and Intermediate/
Higher Secondary.

Annexure-XI 
(STATE/ UT WITH CODE)

State/ UT Code State/ UT Code
Andaman & Nicobar Islands 01 Lakshadweep 19

Andhra Pradesh 02 Madhya Pradesh 20

Arunachal Pradesh 03 Maharashtra 21

Assam 04 Manipur 22

Bihar 05 Meghalaya 23

Chandigarh 06 Mizoram 24

Chhattisgarh 07 Nagaland 25

Dadra and Nagar Haveli 08 Odisha 26

Daman and Diu 09 Puducherry 27

Delhi 10 Punjab 28

Goa 11 Rajasthan 29

Gujarat 12 Sikkim 30

Haryana 13 Tamil Nadu 31

Himachal Pradesh 14 Telangana 32

Jammu and Kashmir 15 Tripura 33

Jharkhand 16 Uttar Pradesh 34

Karnataka 17 Uttarakhand 35

Kerala 18 West Bengal 36

Annexure-XII 
(List of Border Guarding Districts)

Sl.No. State Districts

01 Assam Dhubri  
02 Cachar
03 Karimganj
04 Kokrajhar
05 Baska
06 Chirang
07 Udalguri
08 South Salmara Mankachar

10 Gujarat Banaskantha
11 Kutch
12 Patan

13 Jammu and Jammu 
14 Kashmir Samba
15 Kathua
16 Poonch
17 Rajouri
18 Baramulla
19 Bandipora 
20 Kupwara
21 Kargil
22 Leh

23 Himachal Lahaul & Spiti
24 Pradesh Kinnaur

25 Meghalaya South West Garo Hills
26 West Garo Hills,
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Sl.No. State Districts

27 South Garo Hills,
28 South West Khasi Hills
29 East Khasi Hills
30 West Jaintia Hills
31 East Jaintia Hills

32 Mizoram Champhai 
33 Lawngtlai
34 Lunglei
35 Mamit
36 Saiha
37 Serchhip

38 Nagaland Phek
39 Kiphire
40 Mon
41 Tuensang
42 Noklak

43 Punjab Amritsar 
44 Taran-Taran
45 Fazilka
46 Ferozpur
47 Gurdaspur
48 Pathankot

49 Rajasthan Barmer
50 Bikaner,
51 Sri-Ganganagar
52 Jaisalmer

53 Tripura North Tripura 
54 Unakoti,
55 Dhalai,
56 West Tripura
57 Khowai
58 Sepahijala
59 Gomti
60 South Tripura

61 Arunachal Tawang
62 Pradesh Tirap
63 Changlang,
64 Longding
65 West Kameng
66 East Kameng
67 Kurung-Kumey
68 Kra Daadi
69 Upper Subansiri
70 West Siang
71 Upper Siang
72 Dibang Valley
73 Lower Dibang Valley
74 Anjaw

75 West Bengal Cooch Behar 
76 Darjeeling
77 Dakshin Dinajpur
78 Jalpaiguri
79 Alipurduar
80 Malda
81 Murshidabad
82 Nadia
83 North 24 Parganas
84 South 24 Parganas
85 Uttar Dinajpur
86 Kalimpong

87 Sikkim East Sikkim 
88 West Sikkim
89 North Sikkim

90 Manipur Ukhrul
91 Chandel
92 Churachandpur
93 Kamjong
94 Tengnoupal
95 Pherzawl

96 Bihar West Champaran 
97 East Champaran
98 Sitamari
99 Madhubani
100 Supaul
101 Araria
102 Kishanganj

103 Uttar Pradesh Pilibhit,
104 Lakhimpur Kheri
105 Bahraich
106 Shravasti

Sl.No. State Districts

107 Balrampur
108 Siddharthnagar
109 ,Maharajganj

110 Uttarakhand Pithoragarh, 
111 Champawat
112 Udham Singh Nagar
113 Uttarkashi
114 Chamoli

Annexure-XIII 
(List of Militancy/ Naxal affected Districts)

Name of Name of Naxal/ Militancy affected Nos of Naxal/
Militancy/ Districts in the States Militancy affected
Naxal affected Districts in    
States the States 
Andhra East Godavari, Guntur, Srikakulam, 06
Pradesh Vishakhapatnam, Vizianagaram,

West Godavari

Arunachal All districts MILITANCY
Pradesh

Assam All districts MILITANCY

Bihar Arwal, Aurangabad, East Champaran, 16
Gaya, Jamui, Jehanabad, Kaimur, 
Munger, Nalanda, Nawada, Rohtas, 
West Champaran, Muzaffarpur, Vaishali,
Banka, Lakhisarai

Chhattisgarh Bastar, Bijajpur, Dantewada, Kanker, 14
Narayanpur, Rajnandgaon, Dhamtari,
Mahasamund, Gariyaband, Balod, 
Sukma, Kondagaon, Balrampur, 
Kabirdham

Jammu and All districts MILITANCY
Kashmir

Jharkhand Bokaro, Chatra, Dhanbad, East 19
Singhbhum, Garhwa, Giridih, Gumla, 
Hazaribagh, Koderma, Latehar, 
Lohardaga, Palamu, Ranchi, Simdega, 
Seraikella-Kharsawan, West Singhbhum,
Khunti, Ramgarh, Dumka

Madhya Balaghat, Mandla 02
Pradesh

Maharashtra Chandrapur, Gadchiroli, Gondia 03

Manipur All districts MILITANCY

Meghalaya All districts MILITANCY

Mizoram All districts MILITANCY

Nagaland All districts MILITANCY

Odisha Koraput, Malkangiri, Nabarangpur, 15
Rayagada, Sambalpur, Sundargarh, 
Nayagarh, Kandhamal, Deogarh, 
Kalahandi, Nuapada, Bargarh & 
Balangir, Anugul, Boudh

Telangana Adilabad, Khammam, Warangal Rural, 08
Bhadradri-Kothagudem, Jaishankar-
Bhupal pally, Kumuram Bhim Asifabad,
Mancherial, Peddapalli 

Tripura All districts MILITANCY

Uttar Pradesh Chandauli, Mirzapur &  03
Sonebhadra

West Bengal Jhargram 01

Kerala Malappuram, Palakkad, Wayanad 03

Total LWE 90 Districts

Total Militancy 08 States

Annexure-XIV
(Nativity/ Identity Certificate for West Pakistani Refugees)

Office of the Sarpanch/ Numberdar/ Naib Tehsidar,________________

IDENTITY CERTIFICATE FOR WEST PAKISTANI REFUGEE RESIDING IN THE
STATE OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR

This is to certify that Shri/ Ms./ Smt. _______________ S/o, D/o, W/o
Shri_______________ Formerly a resident of Village______________ Tehsil
_________District______ of undivided India (now Pakistan) presently residing at H.
No._____________Street/ Lane No.___________ Mohalla___________village
______________ Tehsil ________________District_______________
Is a West Pakistani Refugee after having migrated from Pakistan during the Indo-Pak
Conflict of 1947.

Sarpanch/ Numberdar/ Naib Tehildar 

APPLICATION FORM
Please see the Commission's website i.e www.ssc.nic.in for information
regarding application form. EN 16/21
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EN 16/11

EN 16/51

EN 16/67

Appointment of Director,
IIITD&M Kurnool, Andhra
Pradesh
Applications are invited, for
appointment to the post of
Director of Indian institute of
Information Technology, Design
& Manufacturing Kurnool,
Andhra Pradesh (IIITD&M
Kurnool).
2. The Director of a IIIT, being
the academic as well as

administrative head, is expected
to have proven administrative,
teaching and research
background (including
significant experience in
research guidance at the Ph.D.
level) with the leadership
qualities to head an Institute of
National importance. The
candidate should be a Ph.D. in
the appropriate branch with an
outstanding academic record

throughout and a minimum of 10 years
experience as a Professor in a reputed
Educational Institute (relaxable in case of an
outstanding candidate). Applicant should preferably
be not more than 60 years of age. The posts carry
a fixed pay of Rs.75000/- plus Special Allowance of
Rs. 5,000/- per month with allowances (pre -
revised) as admissible under the Rules of the
Institute.
3. The detailed advertisement is available on the

website (www.mhrd.gov.in) Interested individuals
may apply giving detailed resume in the format
available on the website. The application alongwith
enclosures may be sent by Registered/ Speed Post
to Under Secretary, Department of Higher
Education, Ministry of Human Resource
Development , Room No. 203, 'C' Wing, Shastri
Bhawan, New Delhi- 110001 so as to reach within
45 days from the date of this advertisement.

EN 16/68

Government of India
Ministry of Human Resource Development

Department of Higher Education
Technical Section -I
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Post Graduate Institute of Medical
Education & Research

Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi
F. No. 9-23/15/RMLH/Tech./5047 Dated: 27.06.2018
Medical Superintendent, Dr. Ram Manohar  Lohia Hospital, New
Delhi proposes to fill up 01-SC (One SC) posts of Receptionist on
regular basis in the Pay Band PB -1, 5200-20200 + Grade Pay
1900/-. For complete details please visit the Hospitals website at
http://rmlh.nic.in/.
The last date of receipt of applications would be 30 days from the
date of publication of the advertisement.

(G. A. Raghuvanshi)
Dy. Director (Admn.)

davp 17147/11/0013/1819 EN 16/78

Design Innovation Centre
CIC, University of Delhi

Application for Design Fellows & Interns
Applications invited from students/professionals with innovation/design mindset for the following positions

Position Qualification Duration Remuneration

Senior Designer : Industrial  Post graduation in Design, One year Rs. 40000/- to 
Product Design (2), Electronics Electronics/ Robotics/Embedded Rs. 75000/- 
& loT (1), Full Stack Developer Systems/Mechatronics, 
in Android & iOS (1) IT/Computer Science 

Junior Designer : Full Stack  B.Tech./B.E. in IT/Computer One year Rs. 25000/- to 
Web Developer (1), Electronics Science, Electronics/Robotics/ Rs. 40000/-
& loT(1), Mechanical Design Embedded Systems/

(1), Animation & Graphics Mechatronics, Bachelors in
Design (1) Animation/Graphics/Fine Arts

PG Intern Post Graduate in any discipline 2-6 months Up to Rs. 30000/-

Graduate Intern Graduate in any discipline Up to Rs. 25000/-

Undergraduate Intern Undergraduate degree student Up to Rs. 5000/-

* Internships are for innovators and startup promoters, who wish to convert their ideas to product at DUDIC. 
Applications (online only): up to 5 PM, 31st July, 2018. Visit https://cic.du.ac.in, https://dudic.io

Contact Address : Prof. B. Biswal Coordinator, DUDIC, Room No. 103, DREAM Building, Gate No.
4, University of Delhi, Delhi- 110007. E-mail: bbiswal@ducic.ac.in EN 16/72
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Visakhapatnam 
Port Trust

General Administration Department 
(PERSONNEL DIVISION)

EMPLOYMENT NOTICE NO. 09/2018, Dt. 06.07.2018

1. Name of the Post Personnel Officer (By Direct Recruitment)

2. No. of Posts 1 (One)

3. Classification Class -I

4. Scale of Pay Rs. 24900-50500

For further details: www.vizagport.com
Last date for receipt of the applications is on 10.08.2018

EN 16/25  SECRETARY

EN 16/50

Tropical Forest 
Research Institute

(Indian Council of Forestry  Research & Education)
(An Autonomous Body of the Ministry of
Environment, Forests & Climate Change, 

Govt. of India) 
P.O.- R F.R.C. Mandla Road, JABALPUR - 482021 (M.P)

No. 1-6-16/18/Estt-DR/TFRI/JBP/

NOTICE
Vacancies of Technician (Field/Lab Research)
(Category-I) vide advt. no. 1/TFRI/Estt./2018, dated
28/03/2018, published in Employment News dated 14-
20 April, 2018 has been cancelled due to administrative
reasons.

Director
Tropical Forest Research Institute 

EN 16/28 Jabalpur

EN 16/49

Goverment of India
Ministry of Textiles

O/o Development Commissioner for Handlooms

Weavers Service Centre
15-A, Mama Parmanand Marg, Mumbai-400004

Phone : 022-23610013, 23691238, 23610923
Fax : 022-23625626, 23610013
Notice Inviting Applications

Advt. No. WSCM/1/18 : Applications are invited from the eligible candidates for filling
up of the following General Central Services Group ‘C’ Non-Gazetted Posts on Direct
Recruitment basis by Weavers’ Service Centre, 15-A, Mama Parmanand Marg,
Mumbai-400004, a subordinate office under the Office of the Development
Commissioner for Handlooms, Ministry of Textiles :

S. No. Name of Post Pay Matrix No. of Vacancy Reservation Position

1. Staff Car Driver Pay Matrix Level-2 01 UR-1
Rs. 19900-63200/-

2. Senior Printer Pay Matrix Level-5 01 UR-1
Rs. 29200-92300/-

3. Junior Weaver Pay Matrix Level-5 01 UR-1
Rs. 29200-92300/-

4. Attendant Pay Matrix Level-1 02 UR-2
(Weaving) Rs. 18000-56900/-

5. Attendant Pay Matrix Level-1 01 UR-1
(Processing) Rs. 18000-56900/-

* The number of vacancies are sabject to change. Further the employer has the
right to cancel or modify this notice without assigning any reason thereof.
For eligibitity about qualification, age limit, selection process and application format
etc., please log on DC (Handlooms)'s website: www.handlooms.nic.in. Last date of
receipt of application will be 45 days from the date of publication of the advertisement
in Employment News.

Director (West Zone)
davp 41102/11/0020/1819 EN 16/48

Headquarters, Coast Guard Region
(A&N), Port Blair

Post Box No. 716, Haddo Post, Port Blair - 744 102

Recruitment Notice for Civilian Vacancies
Applications from willing and eligible candidates are invited for filling up
vacancies of Store Keeper Grade-I (02-UR), Motor Transport Driver (OG)
(01-OBC), Multi-Tasking Staff (Daftry) (01-UR) and Multi-Tasking Staff
(Mali)         (01-UR) on direct recruitment basis.
The details of above mentioned posts can be seen on the web portal of Indian
Coast Guard i.e. www.indiancoastguard.gov.in. Applications of the eligible
candidates, complete in all respects, should reach the office of the
Commander Coast Guard Region (A&N), Port Blair within 30 days from the
date of publication of the advertisement in Employment News.

Commander 
Coast Guard Region (A&N)

davp 10119/11/0014/1819 EN 16/45
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EN 16/36EN 16/43

EN 16/37EN 16/32

EN 16/3

PC- A/24858/Depu-
AD(OL)/OS- 8D/157/18/D

(Apptts)
Govt of India

Ministry of
Defence

(Ordnance Directorate)
Applications are invited from
eligible candidates for Eleven
(11) posts of Assistant Director
(Official Language) Group 'A'
post in Army Ordnance Corps
(AOC) under Ministry of
Defence in the Level 10 (Rs.
56,100-1,77,500) of Pay Matrix
as per 7th CPC
recommendations to be filled up
on Deputation (including short
term contract) basis.
2. Applications (in duplicate) as
per the proforma alongwith
complete and upto date
confidential reports/APARs of
the officers who could be spared
in the event of their selection,
duly countersigned by the
employer, may be sent to the
office of the Director, OS
(Pers), MGO Branch, IHQ of
MoD (Army), 'B' Wing, Sena
Bhawan, New Delhi-110105,
within 60 days of the issue of
this advertisement.
3. Detailed eligibility criteria,
application proforma and other
information is available under
heading 'What's New' of the
official website of Ministry of
Defence at the url http://www.
mod. gov.in/news.

(Biswajit Guha) 
Under Secretary to the Govt

of India
davp  10202/11/0021/1819 

EN 16/26

Government of India
Ministry of Health &

Family Welfare
(Directorate General of

Health Services)

Central Drugs
Standard
Control

Organisation
Central Drugs Testing
Laboratory - Mumbai

Applications are invited to fill
up One Post of Junior
Scientific Assistant (Group
B, Non - Gazetted) by the
office of the Director, Central
Drugs Testing Laboratory,
CDSCO, Zonal FDA
Bhawan, Mumbai in Pay
Band - 2,  Rs. 9300 - 34,800 +
Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-
(Revised as per 7th CPC Pay
Matrix Level-6) by Promotion/
Transfer on deputation basis
(Including short term contract)
from amongst the officers
under the Central/ State

Government/ Semi Govern-
ment/Statutory/ Autonomous
Research Organisations/
Institutions.
Last date for receipt of
application in the office
will be on or before
31.08.2018.
For Details Login to website:
www.cdsco.gov.in under
Vacancy.

EN 16/22

Government of India
Ministry of Skill Development & Entrepreneurship

National Skill Trainers’ Institute
(Erstwhile Advanced Training Institute)

Govindapuram, Calicut-673 016
NOTICE

Applications are invited for filling up of one post of Vocational Instructor (Mechanic Motor Vehicle) on
regular basis, in the pay band Level-6 of Pay Matrix Rs. 35400-112400/- from eligible candidates. The
post is reserved for SC.
Last date for receipt of application is 21 days from the publication of this advertisement. The eligibility
criteria and application format can be downloaded from Institute website i.e. 'www.aticalicut.org'. 

EN 16/14

Government of India

Ministry of Social
Justice & Empowerment

(Department of Social Justice &
Empowerment)

Vacancy Circular
Dr. Ambedkar International Centre, Department of Social
Justice & Empowerment (DoSJE) proposes to fill up the post
of Associate Professor in the Pay Band - PB-4 (Rs. 37400-
67000/- + GP Rs. 8700/- on deputation (including short term
contract) basis. Last date for receipt of application is 45 days
from the date of publication of advertisement in the
Employment News.
For details, please refer to the Vacancy Circular published on
the official website of DoSJE : www.socialjustice.nic.in.

Director, DAIC
davp 38101/11/0036/1819                                   EN 16/80
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National Institute of Technology Nagaland
(An Institute of National Importance under Ministry of HRD, Govt of India)

Chumukedima, Dimapur, Nagaland-797103

NIT-N/Advt/Recruit/2018/06-01 Dated: 23-06-2018

RECRUITMENT NOTIFICATION FOR FACULTY POSITIONS
National Institute of Technology Nagaland, is one among 31 NITs established by the Government of lndia
by an Act of the Parliament, offering UG, PG and Ph.D. programs in Engineering/Technology and
Sciences. NIT Nagaland offers career opportunity to those who are interested in Teaching and Research.
Applications are invited for the faculty positions at the levels of Professor, Associate Professor and
Assistant Professor (Grade-I/Grade-II) from Indian nationals, possessing excellent academic background,
commitment to quality teaching and potential for carrying out outstanding research.
1. NAME OF THE POSTS WITH NUMBER OF VACANCIES:
A. Assistant Professor Grade II

S. No. Name of the Department No. of Vacancies
1. Mechanical Engineering 02-OBC
2. Civil Engineering 02-OBC
3. Computer Science and Engineering/ 01-PwD (OH)

Electrical and Electronics Engineering /
Total Vacancies 05

B. Professor/Associate Professor/Assistant Professor Grade I /Grade II
Under this category only serving regular faculty members of NIT Nagaland are eligible to apply for
movement in higher Academic Grade Pay or Cadre.

S. No. Name of the Department
1. Computer Science and Engineering
2. Electronics and Communication Engineering
3. Electrical and Electronics Engineering
4. Science and Humanities (Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Social Sciences)

Note: For existing regular faculty members of NIT Nagaland, the one time relaxations recommended by
the anomaly committee issued vide MHRD letter No. F. No. 33-9/2011-TS.III, Letter dated 6th Oct 2017,
letter dated 17th Nov 2017 and letter dated 31st Jan 2018 will be considered.
2. ESSENTIAL/DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE CRITERIA FOR THE ABOVE
POST(S) ARE AS UNDER

Designation, Pay Qualifications/Experience Cumulative Essential 
Band and Academic Credit
Grade Pay
Assistant Professor Grade II Essential Qualification Cumulative Essential
Pay Level   10 as per 7th CPC Ph.D Credit Points as per
along with allowances admissible Essential Requirement Schedule ‘E' of Gazette
as per Institute norms Nil Notification No. 651 
Basic Pay: 57700/- New Delhi, July 24, 2017
Assistant Professor Grade II Essential Qualification of NIT (Amendment) 
Pay Level 11 as per 7th CPC Ph.D Statutes, 2017, Regd. 
along with allowances admissible Essential Requirement No. D.L--33004/99 - and 
as per Institute norms 1 year post Ph.D.  experience other related MHRD  
Basic Pay: 68900/- of Teaching and Research in notification

Institution of repute/Industry.
Assistant Professor Grade I Essential Qualification
Pay Level 12 as per 7th CPC Ph.D
along with allowances admissible Essential Requirement
as per Institute norms 3 years after Ph.D. or 6 years 
Basic Pay: 1,01,500/- total teaching and research 

experience in reputed academic
Institute / R&D Labs / relevant 
industry.

Associate Professor Essential Qualification
Pay Level 13 A 2 as per 7th CPC Ph.D
along with allowances admissible Essential Requirement
as per Institute norms 6 years after Ph.D of which at 
Basic Pay: 1,39,600/- least  3 years at the level of 

Assistant Professor with AGP
Rs. 8000/- or 09 years total
working experience, of which 3 
years should be after Ph.D. with
at least 3 years at the level of
Assistant Professor with AGP
Rs. 8000/-.

Professor Essential Qualification
Pay Level  14 A as per 7th CPC Ph.D
along with allowances admissible Essential Requirement
as per Institute norms 10 years' experience after Ph.D.
Basic Pay: 1,59,100/- or 13 years total working experience,

out of which 07 years should be
after Ph.D. At least 03 years at the 
level of Associate Professor with 
AGP of Rs. 9500/- or 04 years at the
level of Associate Professor with
AGP of Rs.9000/- or combination of
Rs. 9000/- and Rs. 9500/-, or equi-
valent in an Institution of repute/
R & D lab or relevant industry.

Minimum Essential Qualification: For Engineering: B.E/ B.Tech, M.E/ M.Tech & Ph.D. in the relevant or
equivalent discipline and For Science & Humanities : B.A/B.Sc, M.A/M.Sc and Ph.D. in the relevant or
equivalent discipline.

3. HOW TO APPLY:
3.1 Last date of receiving and submission of filled in application is

45 days from the date of publication of advertisement in
the Employment News.

3.2 The eligible and interested candidates are required to  apply in
the prescribed format available at   the Institute website
www.nitnagaland.ac.in. All applications   must be
accompanied by non-refundable fee of Rs. 1000/- (Rs. 500/- in
case of SC/ST) in the form of Demand Draft drawn in favour of
IRG, NIT Nagaland payable at Chumukedima, Dimapur.
Applicants are required to submit the application form
alongwith one latest passport size photograph duly pasted in
the space prescribed in the application form and signed across
on it (the stapled photograph will not be accepted) and self-
attested copies of the certificates of educational qualifications,
date of birth, experience, caste/ category certificate, credit
point claims, identity proof (Election  I-Card/UID Aadhar/PAN
etc.), etc. by only speed post/ registered post mentioning on
the cover "Application for the post of........................in the
Department of.............................." to the following address:
The Registrar,
Recruitment Section,
National lnstitute of Technology Nagaland,
Chumukedima, Dimapur-797103
Nagaland, India.

3.3 Crucial date of fixing eligibility criteria, upper age limit, etc.
shall be last date of receiving the application (ref to 4.1).

3.4 Other essential criteria and details may be downloaded from
the institute website www.nitnagaland.ac.in.

EN 16/20 Registrar

EN 16/8

EN 16/1
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Govt. of NCT of Delhi

Delhi Subordinate Services Selection
Board

FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi-110092
www.dsssb.delhigovt.nic.in

No. F.55 (1359)/DSSSB/EXAM/2018/1788 Dated: 04/07/2018
NOTIFICATION FOR EXAMINATION FOR VARIOUS POST CODES OF PGTs.

The Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board will hold examination for various post codes
of Dte. of Education advertised vide No. 04/17 Dated 20/12/2017 in online mode i.e. Computer
Based Test as per examination schedule given hereunder:

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
S. Post Name of the Post Date Shift Shift Timing
No. Code
1. 110/17 PGT Hindi Male 23/07/2018 1 9.00 AM to 12.00 PM
2. PGT Hindi Male 2 02.00 PM to 05.00 PM
3. 111/17 PGT Hindi Female 24/07/2018 1 9.00 AM to 12.00 PM
4. PGT Hindi Female 2 02.00 PM to 05.00 PM
5. PGT Hindi Female 25/07/2018 1 9.00 AM to 12.00 PM
6. 105/17 PGT Commerce Female 2 02.00 PM to 05.00 PM
7. 151/17 PGT Computer Science 26/07/2018 1 9.00 AM to 12.00 PM

Female
8. 118/17 PGT Geography Male 2 02.00 PM to 05.00 PM
9. 113/17 PGT History Female 27/07/2018 1 9.00 AM to 12.00 PM
10. 150/17 PGT Computer Science Male 2 02.00 PM to 05.00 PM
11. 102/17 PGT Chemistry Male 30/07/2018 1 9.00 AM to 12.00 PM

Note:
Candidates are advised to update their e-mail address/ mobile number for future 
communication. 
Detailed instructions to download e-admit cards will be given shortly on the official website of 
the Board.
No individual intimation for any further activity/process will be sent to the candidates and they 
are advised to visit website of the Board regularly for further information.
Instruction regarding online computer based examination will be published on DSSSB website 
later on.

EN 16/12 Deputy Secretary of Exam: DSSSB

Armament Research & Development Establishment
Armament Post, Pune-411 021

Following Research Fellowship are to be offered initially for a period of two years (extendable
as per rules for JRF). The monthly amount of stipend and work areas is mentioned below;
S. Category No. of Essential Qualification Amount
No. Vacancy of Stipend
1. Junior 2 nos. B.E./B. Tech (Electronics/ E&TC/Electronics & Communi- Rs.25,000/-

Research cations Engineering) with NET/GATE qualification or M.Sc. p.m.
Fellow  (Electronics) in first division at both Graduate and Post 

graduate level.
2. Junior 1 no. M.Sc. (Physics/Applied Physics/ B.E. (Instrumentation) with Rs.25,000/-

Research. specialization in laser optics and fiber optics in first division p.m.
Fellow at both Graduate and Post graduate level with NET/GATE

qualification.
OR

M.Tech / M.Sc. (Applied Physics, Optoelectronics, Applied &
Electro Optic) in first division at both Graduate and Post 
graduate level with 2 years of Research experience in field
of lasers, fiber optics, sensors, explosives.

OR
M. Tech (Instrumentation and Control) in first division at both
Graduate and Post graduate level.

3. Junior 1 no. B.E./B.Tech (Computer Science) with NET/GATE Rs.25.000/-
Research qualification or M.Sc. (Computer Science) in first division  p.m.
Fellow at both Graduate and Post graduate level.

4. Junior 1 no. B.E/B.Tech (Mechanical/Metallurgical Engg.) in first division Rs. 25,000/-
Research with NET/GATE qualification. p.m.
Fellow

(HRA, Medical facilities and Contingency grant shall also be admissible, as per rules). 
Candidates possessing the above Educational Qualification and having maximum of 28 years of
age for JRF as on the date of Interview (relaxable by 5 years for SC/ST and by 3 years for OBC
candidates) are requested to forward their CV in original along with self attested copies of certificates
of Educational Qualification/documents. Affix a recent passport size photographs on the right top corner
of the Bio-data. Candidates working in Govt./Public Sector Undertakings/ Autonomous Bodies should
bring wiih them No Objection Certificate from the concerned authorities. Those having qualified in
UGC/CSIR/NET/GATE examination only shall be given preference. Any other clarification can be
obtained on the date of interview via contact no. (020-25865680/25865295). The Bio-data is to be
addressed to the Director, Armament Research & Development Establishment (ARDE), Armament
Post, Pashan, PUNE- 411 021 with name of the post superscribed on the envelope and should
reach the office on or before 10th AUGUST 2018 (Friday) the latest. Only those shortlisted
candidates will be called for interview who fulfill the essential criteria. The interview/written test
will be held on 23rd AUGUST 2018 (Thursday), at 0930 hrs.
No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview. Candidates should bring at the time of interview a copy
of Bio-data and original certificate for verification.
It may please be noted that offer of Fellowship does not confer on Fellows any right for absorption
in DRDO.

DIRECTOR, ARDE
davp 10301/11/0085/1819 EN 16/27

EMPLOYMENT NOTIFICATION
Applications from interested and eligible candidates are invited on
prescribed format for one (01) post of Principal-cum-HOD (Head
of Department) (un-reserved) for State Institute of Hotel
Management, Catering Technology & Applied Nutrition, Bodhgaya,
Gaya (Bihar) in Pay Scale as per 6th pay Rs. 37400-67000 (Grade
Pay Rs. 8700) (As per 7th pay the entry level Pay is Rs. 118500/-
) plus allowances as applicable to employees of State Government
stationed at Bodhgaya, Gaya (Bihar).
Details information in respect of eligibility criteria in terms of
essential qualifications and experiences, upper age limit, age
relaxation along-with prescribed format of application can be
referred & downloaded from websites www.ihmbodhgaya.com,
http:// bstdc.bih.nic.in/ & http://www.bihartourism.gov.in/. Last
date of submission of Application along-with all documents is
within 30 days from the date of publication of this
advertisement in the News Paper.

Principal I/c
EN 16/31 SIHM, Bodhgaya

State Institute of Hotel Management
Catering Technology and Applied

Nutrition, Bodhgaya
(An Autonomous body under Dept. of Tourism, Govt. of Bihar)

(Affiliated to National Council for Hotel Management &
Catering Technology, Noida)

Opposite Magadh University Campus, Gaya Dobhi Road, 
Bodhgaya, Gaya (Bihar)-824231

Phone No.0631-2200156, Tele Fax No. 0631-2200158 
website: www.ihmbodhgaya.com 

E-Mail- ihmbodhgaya@gmail.com.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive
examinations conducted by the UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment
Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check with official
notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible for any
printing error going inadvertently.
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Indian Academy of 
Highway Engineers

(A Central Autonomous Body under Ministry of Road
Transport & Highways, Govt. of India) 

A-5, Institutional Area, Sector- 62, Noida (UP) -201301 (India)
Website: iahe.org.in

Special Recruitment Drive for Filling up Two Backlog Vacancies in 
Group 'C' Posts in 'Scheduled Caste' Category

Advertisement No.lAHE-13(20)/2018-SD Dated: 12.07.2018

Indian Academy of Highway Engineers invites applications in the prescribed format
from eligible SC candidates for filling up following two backlog vacancies by direct
recruitment:

S. Post Level (7th Qualification (Recognized No. of
No. CPC) Pay Institutions) & Experience Post (s)

Band + 
Grade Pay

1. Training Level- 4 Essential : Graduation Degree or 1 (SC) 
Assistant (Rs. 5200- equivalent.

20200) + Desirable: Basic knowledge in
Rs. 2400 computer application.

Essential Experience: 3 years 
(cumulative) Establishment 
matters/IT/Office work/ Accounting 
etc. preferably in Govt./ 
'Undertaking/ Autonomous/ 
Recognized Body.

2. Executive Level- 4 Essential: Graduation Degree or 1 (SC)
Assistant (Rs. 5200- equivalent.
(Hostel & 20200) + Desirable: Basic knowledge in
Swachhta Rs. 2400 computer application.
Mission) Essential Experience: 3 years

(cumulative) Hostel Management/
Estates/Accounting etc.
preferably in Govt./Undertaking/ 
Autonomous/Recognized Body.

The application form alongwith general information and instructions are available on
the website of the IAHE www.iahe.org.in. Applicants are not required to deposit any
fee. Separate application form should be submitted for each post. The filled-in
application form should be addressed to the ''The Director, Indian Academy of
Highway Engineers, A-5, Institutional Area, Sector-62, Noida (UP) -201301
(India)" in an envelope superscribing "APPLICATION FOR THE POST OF______ (as
applicable). The last date of receipt of applications is 02.08.2018.
EN 16/91 AddI. DG & Director (IAHE)

EN 16/87

CSIR - National Physical
Laboratory

(Council of Scientific & Industrial Research)
Dr. K.S. Krishnan Marg, New Delhi - 110012, INDIA

Tele Fax: +91 11 45608645, Fax: +91 11 45609310
Advertisement No. Walk-in/DU#2.1/2018/03

Walk-in Interview on 30 July, 2018 for the post of Project Assistant- I, Project
Assistant -lI & Semi-Skilled manpower

Four (4) purely temporary and contractual positions of Project Assistant -I
(two numbers), Project Assistant -II (one number) & Semi - Skilled
manpower (one number) under the Legal metrology funded time-bound
project ending on 31 March 2020 are to be filled at CSIR-NPL. The detailed
advertisement along with educational qualifications etc. may be seen at NPL
website: www.nplindia.org

Goods and Services Tax Network
Regd. & Corporate Office: East Wing, 4th Floor 

World Mark-1, Aerocity, New Delhi - 37 
Tel: 011- 49111200 Website: www.gstn.org

Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN) invites application for the following
positions to be filled on deputation basis:

Name of the Eligibility Pay & Perks
Position
SM/Manager Serving Officers of the CBEC For those in Level 8: Pay of the
(Services) or State Commercial Tax selected Officer will be fixed in
(02- Departments currently in Level-9 of the Pay Matrix. The 
positions) Level 8/9/10 of the Pay Matrix Allowances will be as per GSTN's

approved as per CCS(Revised policy including House Rent 
Pay) Rules, 2016. Allowance of Rs. 40,000/-, Medical
The maximum age limit would reimbursement, LTA, Child Education
be 52 years as on last date of Allowance, Telephone reimbursement,
receipt of applications. Leave Salary & Pension Contribution,
Experience of 5-10 years in Performance Linked Incentive
indirect tax (GST, Central (up to 50% of Basic Pay + DA) etc.
Excise, Customs, VAT, Sales For those in Level 9/10: Pay of the
Tax etc.) policy formation and selected Officer will be fixed in
implementation. Level-11 of the Pay Matrix. 

The Allowances will be as per 
GSTN's policy including House Rent
Allowance of Rs. 40,000/-, Medical
reimbursement, LTA, Child
Education Allowance, Telephone 
reimbursement, Leave Salary & 
Pension Contribution, Performance
Linked Incentive (up to 50% of 
Basic Pay + DA) etc.
Note: GSTN is not an eligible
office under the General Pool 
Accommodation of the Directorate 
of Estates, Government of India.

2. Details of Job Description, Pay Scale, Eligibility, Experience, Perks etc. attached
to the position are available at https://www.gstn.org/current-openings/.

3. Last date of receipt of applications: 14 days from date of publication in
Employment News.
Interested eligible candidates may apply to: 
Senior Manager (HR-Recruitment), 
Goods and Services Tax Network (GSTN), 
East Wing, 4th Floor, Worldmark-l, 
Aerocity, New Delhi - 110037.

5. The applications of officers should be forwarded through proper channel along
with Cadre Clearance, Vigilance Clearance and attested copies of ACRs/APARs
for the last five years.

6.        A soft copy of the application may also be emailed to careers@gstn.org.in.
EN16/92

Eligible candidates may register themselves along with downloaded
application form duly filled up for "Walk-in Interview" on 30 July, 2018 between
9.00 AM to 10.00 AM (candidate will not be entertained after 10.00 AM under
any circumstances) in the laboratory.

Project Leader, CNP180232
davp 36209/11/0005/1819 EN 16/65

No. A-12025/1/2016-SA
Government of India

Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution

Department of Food & Public Distribution
VACANCY CIRCULAR

Applications are invited from the eligible officers for filling up one vacant Post of Junior Scientific
Officer (Physical Chemistry), a General Central Service, Group ‘A’ Gazetted, Non-Ministerial post in
Level-10 of the Pay Matrix (PB-3 : Rs. 15,600-39,100/- + Grade Pay Rs. 5,400/-, as per 6th CPC) at
National Sugar Institute, Kanpur, a sub-ordinate office in the Department of Food & Public Distribution,
Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution, by Composite Method: Deputation (including
short term contract)/ Promotion. Details of the post, eligibility conditions etc. may be accessed from the
Department’s website: www.dfpd.nic.in.
2. Applications of only such officers/candidates will be considered as are routed through proper

channel and are accompanied by :-
(i) * Bio-data alongwith Certification by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority. 
(ii) Photocopies of ACR/APARs for the last five (5) years, duly attested on each page by an officer not

below the rank of Under Secretary.
(*) as per prescribed proforma available on the website.

3. Applications of suitable and eligible officers and who can be spared immediately in the event of
selection may be sent directly to the Under Secretary (SA), Department of Food & Public
Distribution, Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution, (Room No. 258),
Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi - 110001 within a period of 45 days from the date of issue/publication
of this advertisement in the Employment News. (Rakesh Kumar)

Under Secretary to the Government of India
Tel. No.: 23383943 

EN 16/95 E-mail ID: rk.singh67@nic.in
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EN 16/55

EN 16/41

EN 16/34

IMPORTANT NOTICE :We take utmost care in publishing result of
the various competitive examinations conducted by the UPSC, SSC,
Railway Recruitment Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check
with official notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible
for any printing error going inadvertently.
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EN 16/59

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

SŸÊÃ∑§ÊûÊ⁄U ÁøÁ∑§à‚Ê Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ ∞fl¥ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ

«UÊÚ. ⁄UÊ◊ ◊ŸÊ„U⁄U ‹ÊÁ„UÿÊ •S¬ÃÊ‹, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀÀÊË

Post Graduate Institute of
Medical Education & Research
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi

File No. 9-38/2015/RMLH/Tech/5046 Dated: 27.06.2018
This advertisement is in continuation of advertisement dated
4.11.2017 in Employment News the Medical Superintendent, Dr.
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi proposes to fill up 01-UR
(One UR) posts of Recreational Therapist on regular basis in the
Pay Band PB-2, 9300-34800 + Grade Pay 4200/- level-6. For
complete details please visit the Hospitals' website  at
http://rmlh.nic.in/. The last date of receipt of applications would
be 30 days from the date of publication of the advertisement.
Earlier which employees has submitted application, no need to
apply further. G. A. Raghuvanshi

Dy. Director (Admn.)
davp 17147/11/0011/1819 EN 16/77

÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U/Government of India

SŸÊÃ∑§ÊûÊ⁄U ÁøÁ∑§à‚Ê Á‡ÊˇÊáÊ ∞fl¥ •ŸÈ‚¥äÊÊŸ ‚¥SÕÊŸ
«UÊÚ. ⁄UÊ◊ ◊ŸÊ„U⁄U ‹ÊÁ„UÿÊ •S¬ÃÊ‹, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀÀÊË

Post Graduate Institute of
Medical Education & Research
Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi

F. No. 8-11/2011-RMLH/Tech/5048
Dated, 27/06/2018

Medical Superintendent, Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New
Delhi proposes to fill up 01 Post of Occupational Therapist on
Deputation basis in the Pay Band PB - 2, Rs. 9300-34800/- + Grade
Pay 4200/- revised in 7 CPC as level-6 (Rs. 35400-112400/-). For
complete details please visit the Hospitals website at
http://rmlh.nic.in. The last date of receipt of applications would be
45 days from the date of publication of the advertisement.

G. A. Raghuvanshi 
(Dy. Director (Admn,)

davp 17147/11/0009/1819 EN 16/76 

EN 16/70

Inter State Council Secretariat 
Vigyan Bhawan Annexe

Application for the post of Staff Car Driver in Inter-State
Council Secretariat.

1. Name of Applicant
2. Father's Name
3. Employment Registration No.  (if applicable)
4.(a) Ex. S/Man Service No. (if any)

(b) Date of Enrolment/Date of Discharge  (if any)
5. Residential Address with Tele No./Mobile No.
6. Date of Birth

7. Experience as a driver (LMV commercial or light)*
8. Educational qualifications with Percentage/Grade
9. Nationality
10. Category (General/SC/ST/OBC)
11. Driver's license Number and its validity
12. Date of assurance of license & Issuing authority.
13. Whether there is any endorsement on 

issuance  for traffic violence
14. Whether any criminal case was ever

initiated or pending against him in any 
Court of Law?

15. Any offence under Motor Vehicle Act under 
trial in a court?

16. Aadhar Card No.
Note: Attach documents in support of Sr. No. 4,6,7,8,11 and 16.

DECLARATION
I do hereby declare that the particulars furnished here in above are
true, complete and correct as per my knowledge, I have never been
convicted by any Court of Law. In case any information furnished
above is found false, incomplete or incorrect, my services are liable
to be terminated.
Place :
Date : Signature
davp 19134/11/0002/1819 EN16/62

F. No. D-12011/1/2012-ISC
Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs

Inter-State
Council

Secretariat
NOTICE

One post of Staff Car Driver
(Ordinary Grade) Group 'C'
Non Gazetted, Non-Ministerial
in the Pay Level- 2 (Pre-
Revised Rs. 5200-20200 in the
Grade Pay of Rs. 1900) is
required to be filled by transfer
failing which by transfer on
deputation/re-employment
and failing both by direct
recruitment basis. For details
of the post and necessary terms
& conditions, please visit
Secretariat's website:
www.interstatecouncil.nic.in.
Eligible applicants (as per
criteria given on the website)
under all 3 modes of recruitment
may apply in the format given on
the website latest by
13.08.2018. However, selection
will be done in the order as
prescribed in the Recruitment
Rules as above.

(A K Shrivastwa)
Under Secretary to 

the Govt. of India 
Tele. No.:- 23022153
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Continued

INTELLIGENCE BUREAU (MHA)
Govt. of India, New Delhi

Final Result of ACIO-II/Exe exam 2017
On the basis of combined performance in Tier-I exam (objective type) held on 15.10.17 , Tier-II exam (subjective type) held on 25.2.18 & interviews conducted from May 28 –
June 19, 2018 for the post of ACIO-II/Exe, the candidates with following roll numbers have been selected for appointment to the post of ACIO-II/Exe in IB:

UNRESERVED
01001677
02000778
02003267
02006179
02010864
02029839
04000029
04000091
04000622
04000849
04001010
04002455
04006694
04006882
04007729
04008538
05000098
05000298
05000475
05000761
05001140 (P)
05001283 OBC
05002105
05003078
05003199
05006297
05006421
05006441
05007691
05008087 OBC
05008984 (P)
05009287
05010467
05010523
05011457 (P)
05012242 OBC
05013205
05013378 (P)
05014282 (P)
05014723
05014867 SC
05015134
05017278 OBC
05018668
05018738
05019997
05020459 OBC
05021443
05023448
05024132
05027186
05027220
05027469
05027746
05031252 OBC
06003567 (P)
06008507 (P)
06009752 (P)
06010170 OBC
06011723
06012219 (P)
06012278 (P)
06015507 OBC
06017194
06017254 OBC (P)
06020023
06020339 OBC
06022340
06022805
06022860 (P)
06025307
06025560 (P)
06028448
06028865
06036122
06036707
06042791
06043865
06043999
06054260

07000721
07000786
07003881
07006286
07006989 OBC
07009911
07010060
07015666
07016498
07016585
07021986
07034128
08000020
08000446
08000528
08000750
08000823 SC
08001838
08003323
08003423
08003917
08004807
08005057
08009297
08012080
08012470
08013144
08013284
08013739
08014449 ST
08014552
08017377
08019380
08021617
08022537
08022553
08023016
08023519
08023534
08023646
08024874
08025735
08025910
08027029
08028426
08028459
08029235
08030207
08031830
08034992
08035192 OBC
08036965
08038011
08039843
08041346
08042171
08043451
08046513 SC
08051259
08052501
08052529
09001814
09002634 OBC
09005100
09005284 OBC
09006148
09006429
09008382 OBC
09008697
09010866
09012851
09015298
09016632
09017741
09018431 SC
09020097 OBC
09020949 OBC
09022386
09023101
09025067
09025486 OBC

09030603 OBC
09032953
09034996
09035383
09036295 SC
10000238
10000628
10002228
10002708
10002849 (P)
10003222
10005319
10008745
10010633
10011004
10013679
10014259
10014631
10015521
10017645 (P)
10018430
10020108
10022562
10023051
10030791
11000771
11003889
11004606
11005065
11005332
11006933
11007121 (P)
11007664
11008171
11009576
11010262
11011003
11011587
11012086
11012325
11013270 (P)
11017188
11021757
11021771
11022149
11023036
11025209 (P)
11025980
11026369 OBC
11026478
11027854
11028543
11030165
11030976
11031645
11033101
11033281
11033600
11037506
11037736
11038722
11039257
11039568
11039843
11039890
11040279
11040421
11040583 (P)
11040728 OBC
11040767 OBC
11041753
11047479 OBC
11052246 (P)
11052383
11052676 OBC
11052937
11053631
11053833
11054804
11054805 (P)
11055395

11055452
11060542
11065057
11065848
11066229
11068595
11074314
11075571
11076614 OBC
11078304
11078442
11078723
11079093
11079124
11079226
11079408
11079413
11079445
11079912
11080501
11080520 SC
11080559
11080565
11080995
11081233
11081335
11081584
11082170
11082403 OBC
11082840
11083170
11083271
11083386
11083492
11084159
11084175
11084292
11085000
11085183
11085316
11085360
11085790 SC
11087715
11087879
11087894
11088025
11088918 OBC
11088983
11089817 OBC
11090153 SC
11090272
11090436
11090838 (P)
11090886
11092296
11093468
11094865 OBC
11095154
11095302
11096150
11096194
11096676 (P)
11097695
11097869
11097958 OBC (P)
11098452
11099618
11099682
11099905
11101299
11101484
11101556
11101792
11101892
11102380
11102681 OBC
11102715
11103790
11105158 ST
11105174
11105225 SC

11105353
11105847
11106765
11106930 OBC
11108173 (P)
11108734 OBC
11109193
11109365
11109603
11109683
11109846
11110065
11110389 OBC
11110734
11111666
11111746
11112187
11114697 OBC
11114742
11114787
11114976
11115410
11115521
11116350
11117041
11117311
11118119
11118708
11119040 OBC
11119445
11120324
11123409
11123671 (P)
11123690
11124675
11124866
11125262 OBC
11126218
11126853
11126870
11128001
11128572
11129024
11129863
11129943
11130773
11131310
11131925
11132116
11133825 OBC
11134283
11135529
11135986
11137376 OBC
11137901
11138801
11140050
11140281
11140305 (P)
11140491
11140495
11140593 OBC
11140602
11142261*
11143794
11143927
11145603
11146542
11146864
11148597
11149317
11149629
11150090
11150957
11151047
11151980
11152407 OBC
11152918 (P)
11152921
11153242
11153716

11154759
11156001
11156753
11157589
11157914
11159355
11159487
11160278 SC
11161058
11161965
11162292
11162698
11163098
11163487
11164219
11168869
11169110
11169999 (P)
11170509
11170525
11170531 OBC
11170550 OBC
11172184
11172275
11172604
11172974
11174032
11174598 (P)
11174984
11176457
11176606
11176854 OBC
11177798
11177803 OBC
11177916
11177926
11177983
11178127 (P)
11178158
11178542
11179116
11179293 (P)
11179405
11180143
11180235
11180479
11180865
11182150
11183018
11184572
11184613
11184664 SC
11186002
11188123
11188232
11188388
11188818
11189763 (P)
11190695
11190975
11191354 (P)
11191762
11191777
11192011
11192040
11193044
11193353 (P)
11194638
11195003
11195281
11195559
11195668
11196384
11196665
11199001
11200660
11201994
11202224
11202673
11203473
11205591

11205838
11206078
11206465
11206828
11207326
11209170
11210028
11210513
11211199
11214309
11215359
11215385 OBC
11215885
11215936
11216042 OBC (P)
11220412
11222539
11222734
11223713
11224143 (P)
11224304
11225245
11226588
11226951
11227620
11227915
11228716
11229599
11230218
11230601
11231403 OBC
11232215 OBC (P)
11233446
11234056
11234331
11234357 (P)
11234591
11234741 OBC
11235680
11235712 OBC
11236311
11236463
11237660
11239824
11241240
11241511
11242099
11242370
11242499
11242615 OBC (P)
11243790 OBC
11244406 (P)
11244576
11245109
11245189
11245654
11247144
11247572
11248616
11248694
11249334
11250105
11251662
11252230
11252276
11252591
11254595
11254640
11254710
11255144
11256148
11257208
11258047
11258070
11258189
11259107
11259842
11260049
11260725
11262366
11262890 OBC

11262954
11266919 (P)
11267157
11267786
11269580 OBC
11269633
11269955
11271891
11272021
11272586
11272636 (P)
11273518
11274154
11275100
11275713
11276393
11276444
11276503
11276504
11276516
11276570
11276575 SC
11276683
11278010
11278169
11278727
11279248
11279395
11280635
11285017
11285566
11288108
11289427
11289856
11292654
11292982
12016598
13000021
13000758
13000833 OBC
13001857
13003852
13006318
13007225
13007700
13008441
13008753
13009722 OBC
13011333
13011913
13012398 OBC
13013629
13013652
13013809
13014440
13015820
13016586
13016609
13017661
13018030 OBC
13018122 OBC
13019186
13025007
13028323 SC
13030663
13030777 OBC
13035905
13039252
13040415
13041422 OBC
13043303
13046524
13047519
13047833
13047871
13048810
13049021
13049908
13050254
13050541 OBC
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2. It may be clarified that the aforesaid list is not in the order of merit and has been
prepared roll number wise so as to enable the candidates to identity their roll numbers
easily. Candidates marked OBC/SC/ST in the list of Unreserved candidates have
qualified on their merit without availing age relaxations of reserved category. Roll
numbers marked with (P) indicates that candidature of these candidates has been kept
provisional for want of one or more documents/information required at the time of
document verification before the interviews. Such candidates are required to furnish the
requisite information/document at the venue of interview at the earliest. Roll numbers
marked with asterisk (*) indicates that the candidate has qualified against Ex-
servicemen category.

3. While every care has been taken in preparation of the result, Intelligence Bureau
reserves the right to rectify the errors and omissions, if any, noticed subsequently.
4. It may also be clarified here that mere qualifying Tier-I exam, Tier-II exam & Interview
does not confer any right to the candidate to claim his/her candidature for the post. The
final selection is further subject to satisfactory completion of character & antecedents
verification followed by medical examination, etc.

Joint Deputy Director
davp 19116/11/0001/1819 

EN 16/47

13050847
13050848
13050986
13051117
13051526
13051898 OBC
13052757
13053924
13055111
13055249
13055270
13055314 OBC
13055784
13058375 OBC
13060864
13061545
13065857
13071336
14002855 OBC
16000454 OBC
16000484 OBC
16000919
16008944 OBC (P)
16009151
16009164
16013412 (P)
16014293 (P)
16017905 (P)
16019991
16022013
16024042
16028730
16030754
16038211 OBC
16042091
16046412
16047341 OBC (P)
16047732
16049676
16071479 OBC
16071582
16072366 OBC
16073327
16076515
16078199
16084584
16085351
16089339
16089999
16091737
16094936
16096807
16107592
16114499
16115353
16121266
17000060
17006106
17006404
17008241
19000246 SC
19000924
19002697
19002852
19002947
19007201
19008158
19008162
19009622
19009956 OBC
19010078
19012856
19013005
19016690
19017486
19017944
19020718
19021335
19021696
19022268
19022718
19024269

19025599
19026976
19032219
19034090 *
19034301 (P)
19037431
19041978
19049819 OBC
19050191
19052063
19055616
19055731
19059278
19060248
19074940
21000033
21000055
21000300
21003896
21007017
21007120
21007216 OBC
21007654
21007700
21007732 (P)
21007906
21008121
21010954
21013618
21016244
21018365
21019216 (P)
21020149
21021792
21021854 OBC (P)
21021872
21022464
21023053
21023243
21024064
21032365
21032452
21033293
21034144
21036762
21044823
21046297
21049303
21050868
21051202
21051328
21051737
21055440 (P)
21056730
21058247
21058943
21062877
21064089
21064243
21065254
21066783
21066857 (P)
21068045
21068462 (P)
21068871
21070823
21073591
21077722
21079782
21080075
21081717
21084004
21084299 (P)
21085768
21089517
21089864
21093272 OBC
21095567
21095766
21096473
21098166
21098519

21099803
21100495
21101022 OBC
21103315
21103640
21104586
21106084
21106820 (P)
21108141
21108345
21108598
21109760
21109892
21111415
21116346
21119596
21120555
21121039
21130838* (P)
21131754 (P)
22000100 (P)
22001061
22001733
22009590
22011854
22012626
22014476
22014679
22016878
22025039
22025426
23001711
23001802
23002531
23004582
23008020
23013950
23018954
23030869
23034573
23045014
23046624
23047818
23050258
23050858
23051428
23052535
23053736
23056108
23057093
23059190
24009645 OBC
24011604
24021424
24028626
24029142 OBC
25000494
25000514
25000652
25000813
25002023
25002302
25007554
25018775
25020264
25027654
25035845
25041694
25042154
25048906
25079309
25105454
26000425
26000771 OBC
26002654
26011091 (P)
27002241
27010821
27017502
27019661
27020647
27026840

29001756
29002179
29002210 OBC
29002917
29004280
30002512
30005472
31000064
31000255
31000386
31001317
31001335
31001625 OBC
31002787
31002832
31003729
31004446
31004546 OBC
31004631
31004666
31006332
31007125
31009810
31010868
31012526
31013450
31015555
31015607
31016517
31016571
31016974
31017595
31020575
31023161
31023186
31024120
31026512
31026911
31026953
31029430
32000039
32000375 (P)
32000474 (P)
32001729
32002314
32010944
32013973 (P)
32025590
32030069 (P)
32030392
32037100 OBC (P)
32037458
32042781 (P)
32048019
33010382 OBC
33013061
33018999 OBC
33024339
33033917 

OBC
02005532
04000609
04008740
04011557
05001229
06002098
06044493
07003855
08004273
08014597
08022817
08024466
08031873
08037381
09001186
09006846
09015944
09020043
09026072
09028238
09032582

09036231
10004578 (P)
10019838
10022214
11003562
11004983
11005120
11005855
11006366
11006714
11014613
11021231
11030817
11031312
11039695
11039748* (P)
11044117
11046558
11078862 (P)
11081951
11087533
11097800
11098351
11100818 (P)
11110283
11111018
11112833
11115297
11117083
11121706
11123418
11124567
11125560
11127163 (P)
11132965
11133046
11144033
11144160
11144188
11153097
11153593 (P)
11154086
11155056
11157224 (P)
11158652 (P)
11158966
11163958
11167226
11167696 (P)
11170647
11176950
11178275 (P)
11178982
11180304
11182047
11191324
11197222
11201420
11209669
11211328
11216480
11217622
11221591
11222185
11222702
11224526
11227777 (P)
11231134
11231276
11231296
11234782
11240794
11247159
11247982
11249747
11258406
11259946
11262262
11262265
11275265
11280565
11292886

11297953
13004606
13014242
13021610
13027386
13032649
13032830
13054235
13055771
13061514
13066320
13068195
13069767
14005107
15000009
16001269
16001313
16004199 (P)
16009627
16011240
16020384
16038221
16038434
16046555
16049224 (P)
16070204 (P)
16076045
16090002
16092122
16092537
16092911
16103340
19000565
19012899
19014562 (P)
19021949
19034022
19037325
19041050
19041960
19075185
21003135 (P)
21048274 (P)
21068599
21073781
21095269
21095610
21095959
21096047
21106428
21120873
21121816
23000781
23006005 (P)
23011112
23018564
23019998
23027057
23034541
24007722
25000084
25000220 (P)
25000921
25001011
25002016
25015001 (P)
25044085
25079734
25083673
25106757
27000548
27000752
27006713
27021387
31007621
32000170
32001409
32002014
32011361
33026159
33034814

SC
05022525
05023907
06002738 (P)
06020050 (P)
06037227 (P)
06059831
07006003
08003064
08010053
08010241*
08010865
08011990
08014581
08014848
08015985
08019029
08021400
08021768
08041580
08051518
09000111
09003538
09011182
09016000
09018257
09019841
09023050
09023084
09025475
10015672
11004171
11010503
11015447
11036115
11040665
11046289
11084161
11084959
11085932
11086648
11086996
11087802
11092270
11092526
11093993
11097363
11099813
11111567
11114890
11130091
11166494
11170416
11173980
11177845
11186403
11195411
11204898
11207241
11211354
11215703
11219164
11222492
11232922
11239458
11241051
11241070
11242004
11248572
11250980
11252885
11253631
11257307
11258440
11271915
11274076
11274306
11281403
11286769
13008899
13011131
13025650
13037011
13047816

13063302
13072118
16008608
16032165
16086157
19008457
19037193
19062093
19066456
19070056
21041060 (P)
22020435
22024831 (P)
23058935
24005265
25015065
25016781
26002266
27007965
27028103 (P)
31025509
32000326
32021604
32031684
33004160
33011268

ST
04008212
06000783
11012512
11039008
11042352
11073299
11082975
11088669
11090823
11101237
11109955
11111463
11113333
11113907
11118249
11132624
11138709
11145512
11148576
11155181
11158240
11158394
11164599
11165586
11172860
11184838
11222892
11236705
11246355
11246419
11252969
11257920
11259090
12004320
13014367
13020710
14001678
16020831
16032401 (P)
16035631
16044760
16057672
16061237
16063216
16072451
16091875
16097982
17013527
18002601
19005682 *
23012315
26017862 (P)
27013553
30000491
30006093
30006882
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1. Applications are invited from Indian male candidates possessing educational
qualification and age, as prescribed below, for recruitment to the post of
Yantrik in the Indian Coast Guard, an Armed Force of the Union.

2. Educational Qualification. Matriculation or equivalent and Diploma in
Electrical/Mechanical/Electronics and Telecommunication (Radio/
Power) Engineering approved by All India Council of Technical Education
(AICTE) with 60% in aggregate. (5 % relaxation in above minimum cut off
will be given for SC/ST candidates and outstanding sports person of National
level who have obtained 1st, 2nd or 3rd position in any field sports events at
the Open National Championship/Interstate National Championship. This
relaxation will also be applicable to the wards of Coast Guard uniform
personnel deceased while in service).

3. Age. Minimum 18 years and maximum 22 years i.e. born between 01 Feb
1997 to 31 Jan 2001 (both dates inclusive, upper age relaxation of 5 years
for SC/ST and 3 years for OBC category candidates).

4. Pay and Allowances. On joining Indian Coast Guard, you will be placed in
Basic pay Rs. 29200/- (Pay Level-5). In addition, you will be paid Yantrik pay
@ Rs. 6200/- plus Dearness Allowance and other allowances based on
nature of duty/place of posting as per the prevailing regulations.

5. Promotion and Perquisites.
(a) Promotion prospects exist upto the rank of Pradhan Sahayak Engineer with

pay scale Rs. 47600/- plus Yantrik pay @ Rs. 6200/- with Dearness
Allowance. Promotion to the next Rank and Officer cadre is subject to
suitability and performance.

(b) Perquisites.
(i) Free ration and free medical treatment for self and family including

dependent parents.
(ii) Government accommodation for self & family on nominal license fee.
(iii) 45 days Earned leave and 08 days Casual leave every year with Leave

Travel Concession (LTC) for self, family and dependent parents as per
Government rules.

(iv) Contributory Pension Scheme and Gratuity on retirement.
(v) Canteen and various loan facilities.
(vi) ECHS medical facilities after retirement.
6. How to Apply
(a) Applications will be accepted 'Online only' from 23 Jul 18 to 01 Aug 18 till

1700 Hrs. Candidates to logon to www.joinindiancoastguard.gov.in and
click on opportunities button or on the scroll available under heading "NEW
EVENTS" in the CG recruitment website. The important instructions for filling
of online application are:-

(i) Select the advertisement for Yantrik 01/2019 Batch (Diploma in Electrical/
Mechanical / Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering).

(ii) Select the post applied from any one of the following: -
(aa) Yantrik Technical (Mechanical).
(ab) Yantrik Technical (Electrical).
(ac) Yantrik Technical (Electronics and Telecommunication).
(iii) Read the instructions and click on the 'I Agree' button and the 'Online

Application' will be displayed.
(iv) Proceed to fill up the application (All Star (*) marked entries are mandatory

and to be filled).
(v) The name of the candidate, father/mother's name and date of birth should be

mentioned as per the 10th class certificate.
(vi) Indicate exact percentage of marks in diploma up to two decimals and this is

not to be rounded off.

(vii) Filling up of information like personal e-mail ID and Mobile number of the
candidate are compulsory.

(viii) Candidates to choose any one Centre out of the options displayed.
(ix) On completion of filling application, check your filled details once again prior

clicking on the submit button.
NOTE: (I) CANDIDATE SHALL ENSURE THAT ALL DATA IS CHECKED
BEFORE CLICKING SUBMIT BUTTON. ANY VARIATION FROM 10TH
CERTIFICATE REGARDING NAME, FATHER’S NAME, DATE OF BIRTH,
PERCENTAGE (%) IN DIPLOMA AND CATEGORY WILL NOT BE ALLOWED
TO SIT IN EXAMINATION AND HIS CANDIDATURE WILL BE CANCELLED.
(II) ALL CANDIDATES SHALL CORRECTLY FILL UP THEIR MOBILE
NUMBER AND EMAIL ID. IN CASE, THE CANDIDATE IS NOT HAVING
MOBILE NUMBER HIS PARENT’S/GUARDIAN’S MOBILE NUMBER IS TO
BE MENTIONED WITH NAME.

(b) On successful submission of the online application a unique Application/
Registration number will be provided to the candidate. Candidate must note
down this application number for future reference and for retrieval/print of the
e-admit card. Alternatively, the same can also be retrieved through registered
e-mail ID as mentioned in application. Applicants to take printout of the e-
admit card through URL http://joinindiancoastguard.gov.in/reprint.aspx
from 13 Aug to 22 Aug 18. For candidates Not meeting the eligibility criteria,
a “Rejection slip giving the cause of rejection with the application
number” will be displayed. Short listing criteria will be based on higher
percentage of marks.

7. Last date for applying online: 01 Aug 18 till 1700 Hrs.
8. The written test will be conducted at following recruitment centres:-
Exam. Address
Centre 
Mumbai Coast Guard Regional Headquarters (West), Worli Sea Face 

PO, Worli Colony, Mumbai – 30
Chennai Indian Coast Guard Store Depot, CG Complex, Near Kalman- 

dapam Police Station, GM Pettai Road, Royapuram, Chennai-13
Kolkata Coast Guard Regional Headquarters (North East), Synthesis 

Business Park, 6th floor Shrachi Building, New Town Rajarhat, 
Kolkata, WB -700161

Noida Indian Coast Guard Selection Board Noida, A-1, Sector-24, 
Opposite Adobe Building, Dist Gautam Budh Nagar, Noida, 
UP-201301

Note: The Coast Guard reserves the right to cancel / reconduct the
examination of a particular Centre or change the Centre of the
candidates for administrative/other reasons.

9. Selection Procedure.
(a) Call up letters cum e-admit card for eligible short listed candidates indicating

date, time and place for the recruitment tests, which are scheduled during the
month of Oct 2018 would be required to be downloaded from internet
site www.joinindiancoastguard.gov.in. The call up letters cum e-admit
card will be tentatively uploaded on website by 13 Aug to 22 Aug 2018. No
separate call up letters cum e-admit card will be issued. Candidates can be
allotted any centre view administrative reasons.

(b) Short-listing criteria for applications will be based on higher percentage of
marks in the diploma. SC and ST candidates will be given due weightage
while short listing.

JOIN INDIAN COAST GUARD
(MINISTRY OF DEFENCE)

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR DIPLOMA HOLDERS TO JOIN AS
YANTRIK 01/2019 BATCH, (COURSE COMMENCING IN FEBRUARY 2019)

APPLICATION WILL BE ACCEPTED ‘ONLINE’ FROM 23 JUL TO 01 AUG 18

Continued 
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(c) The qualifying cut off percentage can be increased if more number of

applications are received.
(d) The written test will be objective type. The question paper will contain

questions from their respective branch (Mechanical/Electrical/Electronics
& Telecommunication) and will also include some questions of general
knowledge, reasoning, aptitude & English.

(e) Those who qualify written test will undergo Physical Fitness Test (PFT) and
initial Medical Examination. The testing procedure will take 2-3 days.

(f) Physical Fitness Test (PFT) will be conducted for all those who qualify in the
written test. All candidates are advised to be in possession of sport rig i.e.
Sport Shoe, T Shirt, Trouser, socks etc. Qualifying PFT as per the standards
given below is compulsory.
The PFT will consist as under:-

(i) 1.6 Km run to be completed in 7 minutes.
(ii) 20 squat ups (Uthak Baithak).
(iii) 10 Push ups.
Note: (aa) Candidates undergoing PFT will do so at their own risk.
(ab) The candidates physically challenged are not eligible to apply for this

post.
(g) Candidates those who qualify the Physical Fitness Test will be required to

undergo initial recruitment medical examination at the respective recruitment
centre.

(h) Based on the performance in the written examination, candidates will
be shortlisted for medical examination in a ratio as may be decided by
Coast Guard. Mere declaration of fit in initial medical examination does not
indicate selection for the said post. Further, the selected candidates will be
subjected for the final medicals examination at INS Chilka.

(j) The select list will be prepared from the candidates who qualify in all the
tests, depending upon the available vacancies. The all India select list of
candidates will be displayed in the Indian Coast Guard Website
www.joinindiancoastguard.gov.in in the month of Jan 2019.

10. List of Documents. Candidates are required to appear at the Venue with the
following Original documents. Original educational certificates will be
returned after verification.

(a) Three copies of pre-filled e-admit card.
(b) Original Mark sheet and passing certificates of 10th class.
(c) Original mark sheet of all semesters and certificate of diploma.
(d) Proof of identity such as passport, driving license, voter I card, Aadhar card,

School/college ID card or any other photo identity proof.
(e) Original caste certificate (if applicable) of their respective state issued by

Tehsildar/ SDM/DM.
(f) Photo copies of all required documents self attested such as 10th class

pass certificate and mark sheet, Diploma certificate and Mark sheets of
all semester, caste certificate wherever required and sports certificate
etc.

(g) In case of reserved category applicants, availing age/percentage relaxation,
either current or permanent address of online application should be same as
the address mentioned in caste/category certificate (SC/ST & OBC). Further,
in case of OBC Non-Creamy layer, the valid category certificate should not
be more than 3 financial Years old and for such cases renewed/fresh
certificate to be produced as per Govt of India format. (Sample format of
OBC certificate is available in website www.joinindiancoastguard.gov.in)

(h) Ten recent colour passport size identical photographs with Blue background.
(j) Photographs shall not be older than one month.
(k) Any candidate who does not carry all these documents at the time of

examination shall not be permitted to appear in the examination.
Note: Filling of multiple applications will result in cancellation of all

application.
Selection of candidates is based on the order of merit in Written Test,
subject to clearance of Physical Fitness Test (PFT) and Medical
Examination.

11. Medical Standards.
(a) Medical examination will be conducted by authorised military doctors as per

medical standard prescribed in current regulations applicable to Enrolled
Personnel on entry.

(b) Height. Minimum height 157 cms. Reduction in height for candidates from
hilly areas and tribal areas will be in accordance with the Central Govt.
orders.

(c) Chest. Should be well proportioned. Minimum expansion 5 cms.
(d) Weight. Proportionate to height and age +_ 10% acceptable.
(e) Hearing. Normal
(f) Fitness Level. History of Cardio-vascular disease, surgical deformities like

knock knee, flat feet etc. infection of ears, history of fits or psychiatric ailment,
varicose vein, under gone corrective surgery for eye sight etc are not eligible.

(g) Visual Standards. 6/24 without glasses and 6/9 & 6/12 with glasses for
Better Eye and Worse Eye respectively.

(h) Tattoo(s). Permanent body tattoos are not permitted on any part of the body.
However, certain concessions are permitted to candidates belonging to tribal
areas communities as declared by the Govt. of India. For other candidates,
permanent body tattoos are only permitted on inner face of forearms i.e. from
inside of elbow to the wrist and on the reverse side of palm/back (dorsal) side
of hand. Details in this regard are available on the Indian Coast Guard
Recruitment website www.joinindiancoastguard.gov.in.

(j) Initial Medical Examination for recruitment will be considered only
“Provisionally fit subject to fitness in the final medical examination”

Final Medical Examination of all selected candidates will be done at INS
Chilka. Candidates who are NOT found medically fit in the final medical
examination at INS Chilka will NOT be enrolled for training. No “Appeal”
is permitted for review after the final enrolment medical examination at
INS Chilka.

Note: (i) Candidates are advised to get their ears cleaned for wax and tartar
removed from teeth prior to examination. Applicants declared
permanent medically unfit by any Armed Forces Hospital in previous
recruitment for the same entry in Coast Guard are advised not to appear
for test.

(ii) The above medical standards are preliminary indicative of required
fitness level. However, selected candidate will be subjected to thorough
medical examination by authorised Military doctor as per Medical
standard prescribed in current regulations applicable prior to
enrolment in Indian Coast Guard.

12. Training. The basic training will commence in February 2019 at INS Chilka
followed by sea training and professional training. Yantriks are liable to be
discharged as UNSUITABLE due to unsatisfactory performance at any
time during the training.

13. General Guidelines:-
(a) Candidates withdrawn on disciplinary grounds from any other service training

establishments are not eligible to appear.
(b) Candidates should not have been arrested, convicted or prosecuted on

criminal charges.
(c) Original certificates should not be attached with the application form. Indian

Coast Guard will not take responsibility for loss of original certificates, if
attached with application. Photo should be pasted and not stapled.
Attestation made on the backside of the photo will not be entertained.

(d) Request for change of examination Centre/date will not be entertained.
(e) All original certificates and mark sheets which are to be produced at the

time of written test, will be returned to candidate post verification.
(f) The candidate's selection pertaining to a particular batch is valid for that

batch only. Qualified candidates whose names do not appear in the final
selected list cannot claim admission for the next batch. These unsuccessful
candidates will have to undergo the selection procedure afresh provided that
they meet the eligibility criteria for the fresh batch subsequently.

(g) Applications received by post will not be accepted.
(h) Call letter for final medical examination for enrolment in the Coast Guard will

be forwarded only to initial medically qualified candidates in the select list.
Such candidates will be required to reach the training establishment at their
own expense. Unsuccessful candidates will not be intimated separately.

(j) No enquiry will be entertained regarding recruitment/enrolment after a
period of six months.

(k) Indiscipline activities including copying/malpractice etc. during the testing
procedures will also result in disqualification.

(l) The application and the original documents will be further scrutinised for
eligibility prior to enrolment and may be rejected if found not eligible in any
respect.

(m) It may also be noted that minimum percentage of marks for eligibility at Para
2 may be increased depending upon number of candidates applying.

(n) Candidates from "Open Schools" institutes not recognized by Govt./
AICTE are not eligible.

(p) In case of more number of candidates are applying for one Centre, a few
candidates may be allotted to any other Centre. Candidates with higher
marks will be allotted their first choice only.

Mobile Phone
(q) Use of Mobile phones and other modern electronic gadgets are not permitted

during examination. Coast Guard considers such possession as adopting
unfair means. If any candidate is caught with Mobile, Bluetooth, any kind of
scanning equipment during examination hours, immediately action as per law
including filing FIR will be initiated.

(r) Coast Guard cannot guarantee the safe keeping of any electronic devices.
Candidate will not be allowed to go to toilet or leave examination venue/ Hall
for any reasons after the commencement of the written examination.

(s) All candidates will be frisked prior entering into examination venue.
(t) All candidates are requested to be watchful and immediately bring to notice

of invigilator of any suspicious action by any of the candidates.
14. Travel Expenses. SC/ST candidates, who are not employed by the

Central/State Government, will be reimbursed 2nd class fare by train/ Govt.
bus/steamer charges (as per Govt. Rules in vogue) by the shortest route,
if the home station is beyond 30 Kms from the place of examination on
production of ticket.

15. DISCLAIMER. The terms and conditions given in this advertisement are
subject to change and should therefore be treated as guidelines only.
Details are also available on Indian Coast Guard website www.joinindian
coastguard.gov.in.
* Candidates to see Coast Guard Recruitment Website for updates. This
is an indicative advertisement only.

CAUTION: SELECTION IN INDIAN COAST GUARD IS FAIR AND ON MERIT
BASIS. CANDIDATE SHOULD NOT FALL PREY TO UNSCRUPULOUS
PERSONS POSING AS RECRUITMENT AGENTS. FOR COMPLAINT AGAINST
SUCH PERSONS, AGENTS CANDIDATE MUST APPROACH THE DIRECTOR
(RECRUITMENT) COAST GUARD HEADQUARTERS, SELECTION BOARD,
NOIDA ON TELEPHONE – 0120-2414395.
davp 10119/11/0015/1819 EN 16/73
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Government of NCT of Delhi

Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board
FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi-110092

Website: www.dsssb.delhigovt.nic.in
No. F.1 (477)/DSSSB/P&P/2018/Advt./ 432 Dated: 05/07/2018

Vacancy Notice
ADVERTISEMENT NO. 02/2018

IMPORTANT NOTE:- Only online applications will be accepted. Applications received through any other mode shall be summarily rejected

Online Applications are invited for recruitment to the following posts under Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of NCT of Delhi & Services Department, Govt. of NCT of Delhi.
The opening date, closing date of application and post-wise break-up of vacancies are as under:-

Opening Date of Application:-13/07/2018 
Closing Date of Application:-13/08/2018

The details of the vacancies, pay scale, eligibility criteria are as under:-
S. Post Name of Post Name of Deptt. Classification Grade Pay Vacancies

No. Code of the Post UR OBC SC ST Total PH Ex-SM Sports 
(Group) Person

1 2/18 Pharmacist H&FW C 2800 06 146 55 44 251 40 111 0
2 3/18 Nursing Officer H&FW C 4600 345 185 103 51 684 27 68 0
3 4/18 Occupational Therapist H&FW C 4200 00 01 01 02 04 0 03 0
4 5/18 Technical Assistant (Ophthalmology) H&FW C 2800 01 01 00 00 02 0 0 0
5 6/18 Dental Hygienist H&FW C 2400 00 00 01 01 02 01 02 0
6 7/18 Lab. Technician (Gr.-IV) H&FW C 2800 16 08 05 03 32 04 10 0
7 8/18 Radiographer H&FW C 2400 52 49 20 15 136 04 22 0
8 9/18 Speech Therapist H&FW C 4200 03 00 00 00 03 0 01 0
9 10/18 Assistant Dietician H&FW C 4200 00 02 01 00 03 01 03 0

10 11/18 Medical Record Clerk H&FW C 1900 08 02 01 00 11 0 01 0
11 12/18 Auxiliary Nurse Midwife H&FW C 2400 45 24 13 07 89 04 09 0
12 13/18 Lab Assistant (Group-IV) H&FW C 2400 83 56 14 25 178 16 68 0
13 14/18 Physiotherapist H&FW C 4200 12 04 00 01 17 01 01 0
14 15/18 Social Worker H&FW C 4200 12 05 02 02 21 0 02 0
15 16/18 Technical Assistant (OT/CSSD) H&FW C 2800 07 02 01 00 10 0 01 0
16 17/18 Assistant Security Officer H&FW C 2800 01 00 00 00 01 0 01 0
17 18/18 Lab. Technician Gr. III H&FW C 2800 00 00 00 02 02 0 01 0
18 19/18 Assistant (OT/CSSD) H&FW C 1900 07 03 01 01 12 0 03 0
19 20/18 Grade-IV (DASS)/JR. ASSTT. SERVICES C 1900 47 19 13 00 79 04 08 04
20 21/18 Stenographer Grade- III SERVICES C 2400 63 31 18 01 113 05 12 06

Candidates must apply online through the website http://dsssbonline.nic.in. The closing date for submission of online application is 13/08/2018 after which the link will be disabled.
Applications received through any other mode would not be accepted and summarily rejected.

(Kisalay Kumar Singh)
Section Officer (P&P)

Continued 

The details regarding name of the post(s), post code, number of vacancies, educational
qualifications, experience required, pay scale, age limit etc. as per the Requisition/
Recruitment Rules provided by the user department are as under:-
Post Code:- 2/18 Name of the post:- Pharmacist in H&FW Deptt .
Number of (Total-251 )- (UR-06, OBC-146, SC-55, ST-44)
Vacancies:- including PH(OH)-40 (Backlog) & Exsm-111 (backlog-89).
Educational Essential:- (a) B. Pharmacy from a recognized Institute. Or
Qualification:- (b) 10+2 with science stream (Physics/ 

Chemistry/ Biology) from a recognized Board.
Technical Qualification :-
(i) Approved Diploma in Pharmacy from the 
institute recognized by the pharmacy council of 
India and registered as Pharmacist under the 
Pharmacy Act, 1948.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/-
Age Limit:- 18-30 Years. Group-‘C’

Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental Candidates/ 
ExSM/ PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / orders 
issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH(OL,BL ) candidate as per requisition of user department.
R.N. F.1(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9575 Dt. 17/01/2018
Post Code:- 3/18 Name of the post:- Nursing Officer in H&FW Deptt.
Number of (Total-684 )- (UR-345, OBC-185, SC-103, ST-51) including 
Vacancies:- PH-(OH-27), Exsm-68.
Educational Essential:- 1. Matriculation or its equivalent.
Qualification:- 2. ‘A’ Grade certificate in Nursing from a 

recognized Institution.
3. Certificate in Midwifery.
4. Should be able to speak Hindustani fluently.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800/-, Grade Pay Rs.4600/-
Age Limit:- Below 32 years.

Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental Candidates/ExSM/
PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/orders issued by 
Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH(OH-OL/Special disability persons) candidate 
as per requisition of user department.
R.No. F.8/102/TRC/H&FW/2009/1496 Dt. 10 /01/2018
Post Code:- 4/18 Name of the post:- Occupational Therapist in H&FW
Number of (Total-04 )- (UR-00, OBC-01, SC-01, ST-02) including 03 
Vacancies:- Exsm. (Backlog)
Educational Essential:- F.Sc./Premedical, Hr. Sec. with Science and 
Qualification:- Diploma in Occupational Therapy from 

recognized Institute.
Desirable:- Nil

Experience:- Essential:- Nil
Desirable:- Two years experience in Occupational Therapy 

in a Hospital.
Pay Scale:- PB.2 Rs. 9300-34800/-, Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-
Age Limit:- Up to 21-32 years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/ Departmental

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified not suitable for PH candidate as per requisition of user department.
R.No. F.1/(766)/HR/-PARA/H&FW/2017/9078 Dt. 15/12/2017
Post Code:-   5/18    Name of the post    Technical Assistant (Ophthalmology) in H&FW
Number of (Total-02 )- (UR-01, OBC-01, SC-00, ST-00).
Vacancies:-
Educational Essential:- 1. B.Sc.(Hons.) Ophthalmic Technique
Qualification:- Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Two years experience of working as Technical 

Assistant (Ophthalmology) in Eye Department/ 
Hospital.

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB.1 Rs. 5200-20200/-, Grade Pay Rs. 2800/-
Age Limit:- Up to 27 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified not suitable for PH candidate as per requisition of user department.
R.N. F.1/(766)/HR/-PARA/H&FW/2017/9078 Dt. 15/12/2017
Post Code:- 6/18 Name of the post:- Dental Hygienist in H&FW
Number of (Total-02)- (UR-00, OBC-00, SC-01, ST-01) including PH-01 
Vacancies:- (OL) (Backlog) & 2 Exsm. (Backlog).
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Educational Essential:- 1. Matriculation or equivalent from a recognized 
Qualification:- University/Board.

2. Dental Hygienist certificate from a recognized 
Institution.
3. Should be registered as Dental Hygienist.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Two Years practical experience as Dental 
Hygienist

Pay Scale:- PB.1 Rs. 5200-20200 Grade Pay Rs. 2400/-
Age Limit:- 32 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH(OL,HH) candidate as per requisition of user 
department.
R.No. F.1/(766)/HR-PARA/H&FW/2017/9078 Dt. 15/12/2017
Post Code:- 7/18 Name of the post:-     Lab. Technician (Gr. IV) in H&FW
Number of (Total-32)- (UR-16, OBC-08, SC-05, ST-03) including PH-04
Vacancies:- (OL-02, HH-02)(3 Backlog), Exsm-10 (Backlog).
Educational Essential:- 1. B.Sc. (Medical Lab. Technology) Or
Qualification:- 1. Matriculation/Hr. Secondary/Sr. Secondary 

with science.
2. Diploma in M.L.T. from a recognized institution.
3. 03 years experience as a Lab Assistant in any 
group of these laboratories.
(Biochemistry/Endocrine or Metabolic Lab./ 
Dialysis Lab. (Except Australia Antigen Unit)/ 
Gastroenterology Lab. / Surgical & Medical Lab/ 
Pathology/Clinical Pathology/Blood Bank/ 
Anatomy/ Forensic Medicine/Microbiology & 
Serology/Immunology/ Parasitology/ Physiology/ 
Pharmacology/ Pharmacology/Animal House/ 
Allergy Clinics/Tissue Collection Preservation).

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-1. Rs. 5200-20200/- Grade Pay Rs.2800/-
Age Limit:- 18-27 years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / 
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH (OL,HH) candidate as per requisition of user 
department.
R.No. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9602 Dt. 18/01/2018
Post Code:- 8/18 Name of the post:- Radiographer in H&FW
Number of (Total-136)- (UR-52, OBC-49, SC-20, ST-15) including PH(OL
Vacancies:- & HH-04), Exsm-22.
Educational Essential:- 1. Sr. Secondary 10+2 with science from a 
Qualification:- recognized board/university.

2. Certificate (02 years course) in Radiography 
or Diploma (02 years course) in Radiography or 
BSc. (Radiography) or Radiological Technology 
02 years from a recognized Board.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-1 Rs.5200-20200/- with Grade Pay Rs. 2400/-
Age Limit:- 18-27 years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / 
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH (OH-OL,HH) candidate as per requisition of 
user department.
R. No. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9575 Dt. 17/01/2018
Post Code:- 9/18 Name of the post:- Speech Therapist in H&FW
Number of (Total-03 )- (UR-03,) including Exsm-01(Backlog).
Vacancies:-
Educational Essential:- 1. Graduate in Science or Arts or Nursing from  
Qualification:- a recognized University.

2. Two years experience as a speech therapist.
Desirable:- Working knowledge of foreign and several 

Indian Languages.
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800/- Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-
Age Limit:- 32 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / 
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified not suitable for PH candidate as per requisition of user department.
R.No. F.1/(766)/HR-PARA/H&FW/2017/9078 Dt. 15/12/2017
Post Code:- 10/18 Name of the post:- Assistant Dietician in H&FW
Number of (Total-03 )- (UR-00, OBC-02, SC-01, ST-00) including 01 PH-
Vacancies:- (OH,HH,VH), Exsm-03.
Educational Essential:- 1. Degree in Science with Home Science/Home 
Qualification:- Economics as a subject from a recognized 

University or equivalent.
2. Diploma or certificate in Dietary from a 
recognized institution.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- At least one year experience of working in a 

Dietary Deptt. of Govt./recognized Hospital.
Desirable:- Nil

Pay Scale:- PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800/- Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-
Age Limit:- 32 Years. Age Relaxation will be given as per the table 

regarding age relaxation given below at para 6.
This post is identified suitable for PH(OA,OL,BL,HH,B.LV) candidate as per requisition 
of user department.
R.No. F.1/(766)/HR-PARA/H&FW/2017/9078 Dt. 15/12/2017
Post Code:- 11/18 Name of the post:- Medical Record Clerk in H&FW
Number of (Total-11 )- (UR-08, OBC-02, SC-01, ST-00) including Exsm-01.
Vacancies:-
Educational Essential:- 10th Pass or equivalent from a recognized 
Qualification:- Board/University with English as one of the 

subject and also knowing typing speed of 30 
words per minute (English) or 25 words per 
minute (Hindi)

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 1900/-
Age Limit:- 18-27 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH (OL,BL,HH,B.LV) candidate as per requisition 
of user department.
R.No. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9037 Dt. 27/11/2017
Post Code:- 12/18 Name of the post:-       Auxiliary Nurse Midwife in H&FW
Number of (Total-89 )- (UR-45, OBC-24, SC-13, ST-07) including PH-04 
Vacancies:- & Exsm-09
Educational Essential:- Registered Auxiliary Nurse Midwife
Qualification:- Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Some Experience and training in family planning.
Pay Scale:- PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 2400/- (Pre 

Revised)
Age Limit:- 18-32 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions /
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH(OL) candidate as per requisition of user department.
R.N. F.8(102)/TRC/H&FW/2009/1497 Dt. 10/01/2018
Post Code:- 13/18 Name of the post:-      Lab Assistant (Group-IV) in H&FW
Number of (Total-178)- (UR-83, OBC-56, SC-14, ST-25) including 
Vacancies:- PH(OH)-16 & Exsm-68.
Educational Essential:- 1. Matriculation/Hr. Sec./ Sr. Sec (10+2) with 
Qualification:- Science.

2. Diploma in Medical Laboratory techniques 
from a recognized institution. Or
10+2 Vocational Courses in Medical Laboratory 
Technology (MLT) from school recognized by 
State Govt.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB.1 Rs. 5200-20200/-, Grade Pay Rs. 2400/-
Age Limit:- 18-27 Years.

Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental Candidates/ ExSM/
PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / orders issued by 
Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH (OL,BL) candidate as per requisition of user 
department.
R.No. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9575 Dt. 17/01/2018
Post Code:- 14/18 Name of the post:- Physiotherapist in H&FW
Number of (Total-17)- (UR-12, OBC-04, SC-00, ST-01) including 
Vacancies:- PH(OL/BL)-01 & Exsm-01.
Educational Essential:- F.Sc. / Pre-Medical / Hr. Secondary with Science and
Qualification:- Diploma Physiotherapy from recognized Institution.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Two years Experience as Physiotherapist in a 
Hospital.

Pay Scale:- PB. 2 Rs. 9300-34800/- Grade Pay Rs. 4200/-
Age Limit:- Below 32 Years.

Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental Candidates/ 
ExSM/ PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / orders 
issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH (OL, BL, HH, LV) candidate as per requisition 
of user department.
R.No. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9037 Dt. 27/11/2017
Post Code:- 15/18 Name of the post:- Social Worker in H&FW
Number of (Total-21)- (UR-12, OBC-05, SC-02, ST-02) including Exsm-02
Vacancies:-
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Educational Essential:- Post Graduate Degree in Social Science from 
Qualification:- Recognized University.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Two years Experience in Research Work.
Pay Scale:- PB-2. Rs. 9300-34800/- Grade Pay Rs.4200/-
Age Limit:- 21-32 years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH (OL,BL,HH,LV) candidates as per requisition 
of user department.
R.No. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9037 Dt. 27/11/2017
Post Code:-   16/18  Name of the post:-   Technical Assistant ( OT/CSSD) in H&FW
Number of (Total-10) - (UR-07, OBC-02, SC-01, ST-00) including 
Vacancies:- Exsm-01.
Educational Essential:- 1. Matriculation/Hr. Sec./Sr. Sec. (10+2) with 
Qualification:- Science from a recognized institution / Board.

2. Operation room Asstt. Course from a 
recognized institution.
3. 05 years experience as O.T. Technician in 
Operation Theatre/CTS/Neuro-Surgery/ 
Gastro-Surgery/CSSD/Anaesthesia/Gas Plant/
Anaesthesia/Workshop/ICU Surgical/ Resuscitation
in a recognized Hospital/Institution. Or
1. B.Sc. From recognized university.
2. 03 years experience as Technicians in 
operation Theatres including Operation Theatre/
CTS/Neuro-Surgery/Gastro-Surgery/CSSD/
Anaesthesia/Gas Plant/Anaest-hesia/ 
Workshop/ICU Surgical/ Resuscitation in a
recognized Hospital/ Institution.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB.-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/-
Age Limit:- Below – 27 Years.

Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental Candidates/ 
ExSM/ PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / orders 
issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified not suitable for PH candidate as per requisition of user department.
R.No. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9037 Dt. 27/11/2017
Post Code:- 17/18 Name of the post:-    Assistant Security Officer in H&FW
Number of (Total-01)- (UR-01) including Exsm-01
Vacancies:-
Educational Essential:- 1. Matriculate or equivalent.
Qualification:- 2. Ex-Serviceman having 05 years active 

Defence Service.
Desirable:- Sound knowledge of Hindi (Hindi speaking 

personnel preferred)
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-1 Rs.5200-20200/- with Grade Pay Rs. 2800/-
Age Limit:- Upto 37 years.

Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental Candidates/ 
ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / orders 
issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified not suitable for PH candidate as per requisition of user 
department.
R.N. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9037 Dt. 27/11/2017
Post Code:- 18/18 Name of the post:-           Lab. Technician Gr. III in H&FW
Number of  (Total-02 )- (ST-02) including Exsm-01
Vacancies:-
Educational Essential:- B.Sc. Desirable with 01 year experience as Lab. 
Qualification:- Assistant in any of these groups of Laboratories 

(Cardiology/ Neurology/ Respiratory Labs/ EEG/ 
EMG/ ERG/CCU/CCI/POW/ ECG.). OR
Matriculation/Hr. Secondary/ 10+2 with science 
06 years experience in any of these group of 
Laboratories (Cardiology/Neurology/Respiratory
Labs/EEG/EMG/ ERG/CCU/CCI/POW/ ECG.). 
as Lab. Assistant. OR
Matriculation/Hr. Secondary/10+2 with science 
having MLT course with 03 years experience in 
any of these groups of laboratories (Cardiology/ 
Neurology/ Respiratory Labs/EEG/EMG/ ERG/ 
CCU/ CCI/POW/ ECG.).

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/- 

(Pre Revised)
Age Limit:- 21-32 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/ 
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH(OL, HH) candidate as per requisition of 
user department.
R.No. F.1/767/HR-PARA/H&FW/2017/9076 Dt. 13/12/2017

Post Code:- 19/18 Name of the post: Assistant (OT/CSSD) in H&FW
Number of (Total-12)- (UR-07, OBC-03, SC-01, ST-01) including EXSM-03)
Vacancies:-
Educational Essential:- 1. Matriculation/Hr. Sec./Sr. Sec. (10+2) with 
Qualification:- science from a recognized institution/Board.

2. Operation room Asstt. Course from a 
recognized institution.

Desirable:- Nil
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB.1, Rs. 5200-20200/-, Grade Pay Rs. 1900/-
Age Limit:- Below 27 Years.

Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental Candidates/ 
ExSM/ PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / orders 
issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified not suitable for PH candidate as per requisition of user 
department.
R.N. F.1/(753)/TRC/H&FW/2017/9037 Dt. 27/11/2017
Post Code:- 20/18 Name of the post:  Grade-IV (DASS)/Jr. Asstt. in Services Deptt.
Number of Total-(79)- (UR-47, OBC-19, SC-13) including PH-04,  
Vacancies:- Exsm-08 & Sports Person-04.
Educational Essential:- 1. 12th Class or equivalent qualification from a 
Qualification:- recognized Board or University and

2. A typing speed of 35 w.p.m. in English or 30 
w.p.m. in Hindi on computer.(35 w.p.m. and 30 
w.p.m. correspond to 10500 KDPH/9000 KDPH on
an average of 05 key depressions for each word.)

Desirable:- Nil.
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB.1, Rs. 5200-20200/-, Grade Pay Rs. 1900/-
Age Limit:- 18-27 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions / 
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified suitable for PH(OL, BL, OA, OAL, HH, B. LV.) candidate as 
per requisition of user department.
R.No. F.14(6)/1/2014/Rectt./S-III/186 Dt. 17/01/2018
Post Code:- 21/18 Name of the post:   Stenographer Gr.-III in Services Deptt.
Number of Total-(113)- (UR-63, OBC-31, SC-18 & ST-01) including PH-05 
Vacancies:- (OH-01, HH-01,VH-02 & Multiple disability-01), Exsm-12 & 

Sports Person-06.
Educational Essential:- 1. 12th Pass or equivalent under 10+2 system 
Qualification:- from a recognized Board/University.

2. Speed of 80 w.p.m. in shorthand and 40 
w.p.m. in typewriting in English Or
80 w.p.m. in shorthand and 35 w.p.m. in 
typewriting in Hindi.

Desirable:- Basic Knowledge of Computer Operations.
Experience:- Essential:- Nil

Desirable:- Nil
Pay Scale:- PB.1, Rs. 5200-20200/-, Grade Pay Rs. 2400/-
Age Limit:- 18-27 Years. Age Relaxable to SC/ST/OBC/Departmental 

Candidates/ExSM/PH etc. in accordance with the instructions/
orders issued by Govt. of India/DoPT from time to time.

This post is identified not suitable for PH candidate as per requisition of user 
department.
R.No. F.3(9)/2013/S-III/187 Dt. 17/01/2018

NOTE :
1. The candidates must apply Online only. No other mode of application shall be

accepted.
2. The candidates must read the INSTRUCTIONS FOR APPLYING ONLINE

carefully, which are available on the website of the Board, before filling up Online
Application Form for the post(s) concerned.

3. Benefit of reservation for various categories i.e. SC/ST/OBC etc. shall be given
as per the policy of Govt. of NCT of Delhi.

4. The successful candidates will be required to submit legible Self attested copies
of the documents, Admit Card alongwith the hard copy of printout of online
application form at the time of verification of documents (any information
contained in the attached certificates shall not be considered unless it is claimed
in the application form).

6. The centers for holding the examination will be in Delhi only.
7. The candidates must carry Aadhaar Card to the examination centre, failing which

they shall not be allowed to appear for the examination.
1. EXAMINATION FEES AND MODE OF PAYMENT: Rs. 100/- (One Hundred only)
a) Women candidates and candidates belonging to Schedule Caste, Schedule

Tribe, Physically Handicapped & Ex-serviceman category are exempted from
paying Application fee.

b) Ex-servicemen who have already secured employment in civil side under
Central Government on regular basis after availing of the benefits of
reservation given to ex-servicemen for their re-employment are NOT
eligible for fee concession.

c) The candidates submitting their application online should pay the requisite fees
only through SBI e-pay. Other mode of payment will not be considered and the
application of such candidates will be rejected outrightly and payment made shall
stand forfeited.

d) Fee once paid will not be refunded under any circumstances.
2. MODE OF SELECTION: The selection shall be made through One Tier

examination scheme.
* Examination Scheme :
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DSSSB will conduct One Tier for the post code as per examination scheme given
in Annexure-I. However, DSSSB reserves the right to change/amend the
examination scheme, if so required, any time before the examination. 

Note:
(i) The Examination questions will be bilingual (Hindi & English) except for the

Language papers which would be in the language concerned only.
(ii) There is no provision of re-evaluation/re-checking of Answer Sheets/Answer

Scripts in respect of the examinations conducted by DSSSB.
(iii) The DSSSB reserves the right to cancel/withdraw any question/questions from

the Test.
(iv) The Board has fixed the minimum qualifying marks for different categories

(UR/SC/ST/OBC/PH/EXSM) in order to achieve qualitative selection and to
recruit the best talent available and the same is available on the website of the
Board, however, cutoff marks for selection in different categories may go higher
depending upon the marks obtained by the candidates and number of vacancies.

(v) The Board makes provisional selection of the candidates on the basis of
information provided in the application and documents/certificates provided by
the candidate at the time of submission of document and recommends the same
to the indenting/user department. Further the Appointing Authority i.e. the
indenting/user department verifies and satisfies itself about the authenticity of
documents/certificates and eligibility as per the Recruitment Rules before finally
appointing the candidate(s). Therefore, the provisional selection of a candidate
does not confer upon him/her any right of appointment unless the Appointing
Authority is satisfied, after such inquiry as may be considered necessary, that the
candidate is suitable in all respects for appointment to the post.

(vi) In case of combined examination for more than one related posts the preference
order of the posts by the candidate will be obtained at the time of document
verification.

(vii) If there are two or more candidates in the same category having equal marks in
the examination, the candidate older in age will get preference. In case of further
tie, candidate having higher marks in Section “A” of the test shall be preferred.

(viii) In case of Combined Examination of common posts, the result of earlier post
code shall be processed first.

(ix) The Board may shortlist the candidates for written examination on the basis
of marks in qualifying exam (as per essential qualification given in RRs) in
case there are a large number of candidates.

(x) Candidates may apply for more than one post codes but the Board may hold the
examinations of two or more different post codes on the same day and candidate
may opt to take the examination of any one post code only.

3. SYLLABUS: ( for One Tier Schemes )
    One Tier Examination:- 

Section-A:
(i) General Awareness: Questions will be designed to test the ability of the

candidate’s General Awareness of the environment around him/her and its
application to society. The questions will be designed to test knowledge of Current
Events and of such matter of everyday observation as may be expected of an
educated person. The test will also include questions relating to History, Polity,
Constitution, Sports, Art & Culture, Geography, Economics, Everyday Science,
Scientific Research, National/International Organizations /Institutions etc.

(ii) General Intelligence & Reasoning Ability: The syllabus of General Intelligence
& Reasoning Ability includes questions of both verbal and non-verbal types. Test
may include questions on analogies, similarities, differences, space visualization,
problem solving, analysis, judgment, decision making, visual memory,
discrimination, observation, relationship, concepts, arithmetical reasoning, verbal
and figure classification, arithmetical number series etc.

(iii) Arithmetical & Numerical Ability : The test of Arithmetical and Numerical
Abilities will cover Number Systems including questions on Simplification,
Decimals, Data Interpretation, Fractions, L.C.M., H.C.F., Ratio & Proportion,
Percentage, Average, Profit & Loss, Discount, Simple & Compound Interest,
Mensuration, Time & Work, Time & Distance, Tables & Graphs etc.

(iv) Hindi Language & Comprehension and English Language &
Comprehension: In addition to the testing of candidate’s understanding and
comprehension of the English and Hindi Languages, questions on its Vocabulary,
Grammar, Sentence Structure, Synonyms, Antonyms and its correct usage etc.
would also be covered. 

SECTION B (applicable only for One Tier Technical examination): Post specific
subject related questions: Objective Type Multiple Choice Questions on the
subject concerned as per the qualification prescribed in the Recruitment Rules for
the post.

4. ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:
(i) The candidate must be a citizen of India.
(ii) The educational qualification, age, experience etc. as stipulated in advertisement

shall be determined as on the closing date of submission of application.
The Govt. of NCT of Delhi would treat as recognized coursed all or any of the
following for the posts of H&FW departments:-
A. All paramedical courses run by the hospitals of Delhi Govt., Central Govt. and

State governments.
B. All paramedical courses being run by Indian Medical Association and Chirstian

College of Nursing (St. Stephen Hospital).
C. All paramedical courses approved by All India Council of Technical Education and

State Boards of Technical Education.
D. All paramedical courses conducted by the Universities approved by (UGC).
5. RESERVATION BENEFITS:
(i) Reservation benefits will be available to the SC/ST/OBC/Physically Handicapped

& other special category candidates in accordance with the instructions / orders /
circulars issued from time to time by the Govt. of Delhi. The reservation benefits
under SC/STs shall be admissible as per judgment dated 12/09/2012 of Hon’ble
High Court of Delhi as passed in WP(C)No. 5390/2010, CM No. 20815/2010 –
Deepak Kumar and Ors Vs District and Sessions Judge, Delhi and Ors.
However, this shall be further subject to policy decision of Govt. of Delhi.

(ii) Candidates who wish to be considered against reserved vacancies and /or to
seek age relaxation, must be in possession of relevant certificates (SC/ST/
OBC/Non Creamy layer/PH/Educational/Experience etc.) issued by the
competent/ notified authority (in prescribed format) on or before the cutoff
date (closing date of advertisement) otherwise their claim for any category will
not be entertained and their applications will be considered against Un-reserved
(UR) category vacancies, if eligible otherwise.

(iii) Only OBC (Delhi) candidates will be given the benefit of reservation/age
relaxation under OBC category. OBC (Outside) candidates will be treated as
Unreserved candidate and they must apply under UR category. The OBC
candidates must be in possession of non-Creamy layer certificate, along with
his/her caste certificate. 

(iv) Only following two types of certificates will be accepted as valid certificates
for grant of benefit of reservation to OBCs:-

(A) OBC certificate (Delhi) issued by the Revenue Department of GNCT of Delhi,
on the basis of a old certificate issued to any member of individual’s family
from GNCT of Delhi.

(B) OBC certificate issued by a competent authority outside Delhi to a person
belonging to a community duly notified as OBC by GNCT of Delhi. This
certificate should have mandatorily been issued on the basis of OBC
certificate issued by Govt. of NCT of Delhi to a family member of the
concerned person who had been residing in Delhi before 08/09/1993.

(v) A Candidate belonging to SC/ST/OBC who is selected on the same standard as
applied to general category candidates and who appears in the general merit list
is treated as own merit candidate. Such candidate is adjusted against unreserved
point of the reservation roster. Only such SC/ST/OBC candidates who are
selected on the same standard as applied to general candidates shall not be
adjusted against reserved vacancies. In other words, when a relaxed standard is
applied in selecting an SC/ST/OBC candidate, for example in the age limit,
experience, qualification, permitted number of chances in written examination,
extended zone of consideration larger than what is provided for general category
candidates, etc., the SC/ST/OBC candidates are to be counted against reserved
vacancies. Such candidates would be deemed to be unavailable for consideration
against unreserved vacancies.

6. AGE RELAXATION:
S.NO. CATEGORIES EXTENT OF AGE CONCESSION
1. SC/ST 05 years
2. OBC 03 years
3. PH 10 years
4. PH + SC/ST 15 years
5. PH + OBC 13 years
6. Departmental candidate with at Upto 05 years for Group ‘B’ posts (which 

least three years continuous are in the same line or allied cadres and
service in Govt. of NCT of Delhi. where a relationship could be established 

that the service already rendered in a 
particular post will be useful for the efficient
discharge of the duties of post.)

7. Meritorious Sports Persons Upto 05 years (10 years for SC/ST and 
08 years for OBC candidates)

8.* Ex-Servicemen Group C & B Period of Military service plus 3 years
(Non-Gazetted)

9. Widows/ divorced women/ Upto the age of 35 years (upto 40 yrs for 
women judicially separated and SC/ST & 38 for OBC)
who are not re-married (for
Group ’C’ posts)

(Note:- This will be regulated as per DOPT Guidelines.)
(i) *An Ex-serviceman who has already secured employment under the Central

Government/Delhi Govt. or its autonomous/local bodies in Group C and D will be
permitted the benefit of age relaxation as prescribed for ex-servicemen for
securing another employment in higher grade or cadre in Group C and D.
However, such candidate will not be eligible for benefit of reservation.

(ii) In case of physically handicapped/person with disability, relaxation in age-limit
shall be applicable irrespective of the fact whether post is reserved or not,
provided the post is identified suitable for persons with disabilities.

(iii) If a person with disability is entitled to age concession by virtue of being a
Government employee, concession to him/her will be admissible either as a
'person with disability' or as a 'Government employee' whichever may be more
beneficial to him/her.

7. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR CANDIDATES
(i) The vacancies advertised are provisional and liable to vary. In case the vacancy

position is reduced to any number or even nil by the user department, Board is
not liable to compensate the applicant for any consequential damage/ loss. The
vacancies in equivalent/ comparable posts can also be filled through this
advertisement.

(ii) The Board reserves the right to reject the candidature of any ineligible candidate
at any stage of recruitment.

(iii) The Board reserves the right to cancel a part of or entire process of examination
or a part of it due to administrative reason(s) and in case of unfair means,
cheating or other irregularities/malpractice noticed by the Board. The Board also
reserves the right to cancel or set up a new examination centre and divert the
candidates to appear at that examination centre if required.

(iv) The Board reserves the right to cancel any centre of exam and ask the
candidates of that centre to appear at another centre. The Board also reserves
the right to direct candidates of any centre to some other centre to take the Exam.
No request for change in date, time and centre of exam will be accepted under
any circumstances.

(v) The Board reserves the right to change or make amendment in the examination
scheme, given in Annexure-I, any time before the examination, if so required.

(vi) The candidature of the candidate to the written Examination is entirely provisional
and subject to the outcome of any direction/ decision/ order/ pronouncement of
any Court of Law and mere issue of Admit Card or appearance at Examination
does not entitle him/her to any claim for the post.

(vii) The DSSSB reserves the right to cancel or modify the advertisement or part of it
at any stage. The number of vacancies is provisional and subject to change
(increase or decrease).

(viii) Abbreviations used are denoted as under:
(ix) UR-Unreserved (General), SC- Scheduled Caste, ST- Scheduled Tribe, OBC-

Other Backward Classes, PH-Physically Handicapped, OH-Orthopedically
Handicapped, HH-Hearing Handicapped, BL- Both Leg, OA- One Arm, OL- One
Leg, OAL- One Arm & One Leg.

(x) The educational qualification, age, experience and other eligibility conditions
against the post shall be determined as on the closing date of online submission
of application. Continued on page 36
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Annexure-I 
Tier Posts Code Exam. Time Total Total Total Grand Syllabus

Code Ques. Marks Marks Total
(MCQ) (MCQ) (Descript.)

One Tier 2/18, 3/18, 4/18, 5/18, I-T-T 2 hrs. 200 200 N.A. 200 Section - A:-MCQs of one mark each from the followings: 1. General 
(Technical) 6/18, 7/18, 8/18, 9/18, Awareness. 2. General Intelligence & Reasoning ability. 3. Arithmetical &

10/18, 12/18, 13/18, Numerical Ability. 4. Test of Hindi Language & Comprehension. 5. Test of
14/18, 15/18, 16/18, English Language & Comprehension. (20 Marks each)
18/18, 19/18 Section- B:- MCQs of one mark each from the subject concerned

One Tier 11/18, 17/18, 21/18 I-T-G 2 hrs. 200 200 N.A. 200 1. General Awareness. 2. General Intelligence & Reasoning ability.
(General) 3. Arithmetical & Numerical Ability. 4. Test of Hindi Language & 

Comprehension. 5. Test  of English Language & Comprehension.
(40 Marks each)

One Tier 20/18 I-T-G 2 hrs. 200 200 N.A. 200 (i) General Awareness 35 Marks
(General) (ii) Mental Ability & Reasoning 35 Marks

(iii) Numerical Ability & Data Interpretation 35 Marks
(iv) Test of Hindi Language 35 Marks
(v) Test of English Language 35 Marks
(vi) Basic familiarity with computers, internet, social 25 Marks
media and office automation.

NOTE:
(i) Negative Marking will be applicable and deduction of 0.25 marks will be made for each wrong MCQ answer.
(ii) The Board reserves its right to prescribe a minimum cut off mark for any post as per availability of candidates.
(iii) Skill test / Endurance test will be taken as per requirement of job. EN 16/44

(xi) Use of Calculator, Laptop, Palmtop, other Digital Instrument/ Mobile/ Cell phone,
Pager/electronic watches etc. is/ are not allowed. In case any candidate is
caught/found to be in possession of any gadget/instrument, he/ she would be
debarred from the examination and legal proceedings shall also be initiated
against the candidates.

(xii) Candidates are advised not to bring any of the above gadgets in the exam.
Centre as no arrangements for keeping or for security of these items would be
available at the centers.

(xiii) In case there is any discrepancy among the English, Hindi, Urdu and Punjabi
version of advertisement/ information, the English version will be treated as final.

8. If any candidate uses offensive/abusive/foul language / obscene picture he/she
will be liable for necessary penal action under relevant provision of the IT Act.

9. The policy of DSSSB regarding following issues, is available on the website of the Board:
I. Cancellation of candidature.
II. Special and common instructions to Physically Handicapped/persons with

disability candidate.
III. Action against candidate found guilty of misconduct.
IV. Decision of the Board.
V. Minimum Qualifying Marks
VI. Court’s jurisdiction.

Continued from page 35
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Government of India 

Ministry of Tribal Affairs
[Scholarship Division]

National Overseas Scholarship/ Passage Grant Scheme
of ST candidates for the Selection Year 2018-19
Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India, invites online
applications for the National Overseas Scholarship (NOS) /
Passage Grant for ST candidates for the year 2018-19. The
scholarship is awarded to students selected for pursuing
higher studies abroad at the Masters level, Ph. D. and Post-
Doctoral Research programmes.

Number of Scholarships: National Overseas Scholarship
(NOS): 20 (17 Awards for Scheduled Tribes, 3 awards for
PVTGs), Passage Grant: 4 Awards.

Apply online on Ministry's portal: www.tribal.nic.in/nos1819

Interested candidates should apply within 30 days from
the date of publication of this advertisement in the
Employment News.
Other details are available at www.tribal.nic.in/nos1819.
davp 43101/11/0004/1819                                    EN 16/75

Government of India 

Ministry of Tribal Affairs
[Scholarship Division]

National Fellowship for ST candidates for the Selection Year
2018-19 under the scheme of "National Fellowship and
Scholarship for Higher Education of ST students".
The Ministry of Tribal Affairs, Government of India, invites online
applications for the National Fellowship for ST candidates for the
year 2018-19. The Fellowship is awarded to students selected
for pursuing M.Phil. and Ph.D.

Number of Fellowship: 750 students.
Apply online on Ministry portal: www.tribal.nic.in/nfs1819

For candidates who have registered/joined for M.Phil./Ph.D.
program prior to 2018-19, the fellowship amount will be
considered only from the year 2018-19 (from 01.04.2018)
onwards for selected candidates.
Interested candidates should apply within 30 days from the
date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News.
Other details are available at www.tribal.nic.in/nfs1819.
davp 43101/11/0003/1819                                             EN 16/74

Govt. of NCT of Delhi

Delhi Subordinate Services
Selection Board

FC-18, Institutional Area, Karkardooma, Delhi - 110092
www.dsssb.delhigovt.nic.in 

No. F.55 (1364)/DSSSB/EXAM/2018/1159 Dated: 08/07/2018
NOTIFICATION FOR EXAMINATION FOR POST CODE 87/17 & 105/12 IN OFFLINE MODE

The Delhi Subordinate Services Selection Board will hold examination for the Post of Special
Education Teacher for Dte. of Education & Manager (Mechanical) for DTC  IN OFFLINE MODE i.e.
OMR BASED TEST as per examination schedule given hereunder.

EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Date & Day Time of Exam Advt. Post Name of the Name of the Organiz-
of Examination No. Code Post ation/ Deptt.  to which 

the post belongs to
29.07.2018 10.30  A.M 04/17 87/17 Special Dte. of Education
(SUNDAY) to Education GNCTD
One Tier 12.30 P.M Teacher
(Technical)
Tier II 10.30  A.M 02/12 105/12 Manager DTC
(Technical) to (Mechanical)

01.30 P.M
Note:  

The candidates for the above said post code may download their e-admit cards from the
website of the Board i.e dsssbonline.nic.in between 16/07/2018 (10 a.m.) to 27.07.2018 (11.59
p.m). 
Candidates are advised to update their e-mail address/ mobile number for any future
communication.
Detailed instructions to download e-admit cards have been given on the official website of
the Board. In case any candidate finds any difficulty in downloading the e-admit card,
he/she may contact the Board office only through e-mail dsssb-secy@nic.in  upto
26.07.2018 (3.00PM).  No request will be entertained by any other source of correspondence
in this regard.
No individual intimation for any further activity/process will be sent to the candidates and
they are advised to visit website of the Board regularly for any further information.
Detailed Instructions, Guidelines, Prohibited items and Dress Code etc.  relating to
aforesaid post codes are available on the website of the Board :
www.dsssb.delhigovt.nic.in.

EN/16/86 Deputy Secretary of Exam: DSSSB

CIN: UN74999AN1988SGC000028

•¥«U◊ÊŸ ÃÕÊ ÁŸ∑§Ê’Ê⁄U mUË¬‚◊Í„U ‚◊ÁãflÃ Áfl∑§Ê‚ ÁŸª◊ Á‹Á◊≈U«U
(‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄UË ©U¬∑˝§◊)

Andaman and Nicobar Islands Integrated Development
Corporation Ltd

(A Government Undertaking)
Dairy Technologist

Applications are invited for engagement of Dairy Technologist in Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Integrated Development Corporation Ltd. (ANIIDCO) from candidates having educational qualification of
B.E./B.Tech/B.Sc (Dairy Technology/Dairy Engineering). Detailed terms and conditions and application
format can be downloaded from website www.andaman.gov.in under vacancy link. The last date of
receipt of applications is 30/08/2018 (05.00 PM). General Manager (P&A) 
EN 16/66 ANIIDCO

IMPORTANT NOTICE
We take utmost care in publishing result of the various competitive
examinations conducted by the UPSC, SSC, Railway Recruitment
Boards etc. Candidates are however advised to check with official
notification/gazette. Employment News will not be responsible for any
printing error going inadvertently.
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EN 16/57EN 16/2

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Ministry of AYUSH
AYUSH BHAWAN, GPO COMPLEX, INA COLONY

NEW DELHI -110023
ADVERTISEMENT

Ministry of AYUSH invites applications from Indian citizens for filling
up of the post of Director, National Institute of Unani Medicine
(NIUM), Bangalore an autonomous organization under the
administrative control of Ministry of AYUSH, on deputation including
short term contract for a fixed tenure of 5 years or till the date of
retirement or as decided by the Govt., whichever is the earliest, in
the Level - 14 (Rs.144200- 218200) plus admissible NPA (Pre-
revised PB-IV (Rs. 37,400-67,000) with GP Rs. 10,000/- plus
admissible NPA) and other usual allowances admissible as per
Central Govt. Rules.
2. Officers of the Central/State Government or Autonomous Body/
Research Councils funded by Central Government/State
Government having necessary essential qualification and
experience may submit their applications in the prescribed proforma
to Director (NI-II), Ministry of AYUSH, AYUSH Bhawan, 'B'
Block, GPO Complex, INA Colony, New Delhi -110023 so as to
reach him within 45 days from the date of advertisement in the
Employment News. The envelope should bear the superscription
"Application for the post of Director, NIUM, Bangalore. The
candidates who had applied earlier for this post in response to the
advertisement in the Employment News dated 17-23 February
2018 have to apply afresh and previous application shall not be
considered. 
3. The eligibility criteria such as Age, Education, Experience and
other qualification required for deputation including Short term
Contract and General instructions, application form and other details
are available in the website of Ministry of AYUSH
(www.ayush.gov.in) and DOPT (www.persmin.nic.in) and may
be downloaded from there. (S. K. Ahuja)

Director
Tele: 011-24651967

davp 17201/11/0011/1819 EN 16/46
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Continued on page 39
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EN 16/38

Continued from page 38

Government of India

Post Graduate Institute of Medical
Education and Research, Dr. Ram
Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi

(Vacancy for Junior Resident Posts (Dental) July-2018)

No. 8-2/13-RMLH (HA.II)/JR/4743 Dated 06.07.18

The Medical Superintendent, Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi invites
applications from Indian National in the prescribed form (Annexure-I) available
on website rmlh.nic.in for the posts of Junior Residents (Dental).

The detailed advertisement, No. of Posts, eligibility conditions, Pay structure,
age criteria, application form and other details can be seen in the full
advertisement on the website rmlh.nic.in. Any corrigendum/modified order

regarding this advertisement will be issued on the website only. Candidates
are advised to remain in touch with the website for the purpose.

Prescribed Application form (Annexure-I) should be accompanied with self
attested copies of all mark sheets of B.D.S. examination, DDC/DCI
registration certificate, Internship completion certificate, Category
certificate, 10th class        passing certificate and copy of Aadhar Card along
with non-refundable Demand Draft of Rs. 500/- for UR & OBC    candidates
payable to PAO, Dr. Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi-110 001 at New
Delhi, purchased/issued after the date of advertisement (SC/ST & PWD
Candidates exempted as per govt. rules) should reach to The Medical
Superintendent, (Central Diary and Dispatch Section, Near Gate No. 1), Dr.
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital, New Delhi latest by 30.07.2018 till 4:00 P.M.

Director & Medical Superintendent
davp 17147/11/0016/1819 EN 16/19
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File No.SVPNPA-ESST0A-22(E273)/1/2018-O/o AO(Estt)-Part(1)

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel National
Police Academy

(Government of India : Ministry of Home Affairs) : Hyderabad- 500052
No.15011/14/2013/Estt/A2 .

Sub:  Deputation - Inviting nominations for post of Assistant Director (Scientific
Aids) in the SVP National Police Academy, Hyderabad by Deputation (including
short-term contract) for one year.
Nominations are invited for the post of Assistant Director (Scientific Aids) in Level-
11 in the Pay Matrix, in this Academy. The post is to be filled by deputation(including
short-term contract) for one year.
2. The eligibility criteria is furnished in the given Annexure-l. The candidates who

apply for the post will not be allowed to withdraw their candidature subsequently.
3 It is requested that the above vacancy may kindly be circulated among all

Departments / Institutions / Offices under your charge and also for hosting the
vacancy circular on the website. The nominations of eligible officers along with
their (a) bio-data duly countersigned by the competent authority in the prescribed
proforma (Annexure-ll), (b) Original or attested copies of Annual Confidential
Reports (should be attested on each page with rubber stamp of the competent
authority not below the rank of Under Secretary to the Govt. of India) for the last
five years (from 2012-13 to 2016-17), (c) details of Major and Minor penalties for
the last 10 years, and (d) Certificate(s) of Integrity, Vigilance and Cadre Clearance
(in separate sheet) may please be forwarded through proper channel to this
Academy at the earliest and in any case not later than 60 days from the date of
publication of this notice in the Employment News/Rozgar Samachar. The
details including prescribed proforma and eligibility conditions etc are also
available in this Academy website: www.svpnpa.gov.in/vacancies.aspx

4. Application received after the last date or application incomplete in any respect
or those not accompanied by the documents/information mentioned in para 3
above will NOT be considered. The Cadre Authorities may ascertain that the
particulars sent by the officers are correct as per the service records.

( Dr. K. Madhukar Shetty}
Encl: Annexure I & II Deputy Director (Estt)

Annexure- I
Details of the post of Assistant Director (Scientific Aids) in the SVP National
Police Academy, Hyderabad - 500 052 (For one year deputation):
1. Name of the post : Assistant Director (Scientific Aids)
2. Classification of the post : General Central Service Group 'A' Gazetted, Non-

Ministerial
3. Scale of Pay : Level-11 in the Pay Matrix.
4. DA, HRA & other allowances : As admissible under the Central Government

Orders from time to time.
5. Training Allowance (admissible only to the persons working in Government

Departments): As admissible under the Central Government orders from time to
time.

6. Method of Recruitment : By deputation (including Short-term Contract).
7. Eligibility Criteria (Educational Qualifications, Experience etc.): Transfer on

deputation (including Short-term Contract) for one year-
(1) Officers under the Central/ State Government Organisations:

(a) holding analogous posts on regular basis; OR
(b) with five years regular service in posts of level in the matrix, level-10 (PB-3
Rs. 15600 - 39100/- with Grade Pay of Rs. 5400/-. Pre-Revised).
Essential: Five years experience in any of the Central/State/Forensic
Laboratories.

8. Nature of duties : The Assistant Director (Scientific- Aids) will be in-charge of the
Forensic Section in the Academy and shall be responsible for efficient working of
Forensic Section. He/ She is required to teach the subject of Forensic Science
for the basic courses and in-service courses. He/ She will also be responsible for
conducting Courses, Seminars and Workshops assigned to him when nominated
as Course Coordinator. He/ She will also be responsible for any additional duties
assigned to him by the Deputy Directors, Joint Directors and Director as notified
from time to time.

9. Deputation/ age : The period of deputation including period of deputation in
another ex-cadre post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same
or some other organisation/ department of the Central Government shall
ordinarily not exceed three (03) years. The maximum age limit for appointment
by transfer on deputation (including short-term contract) shall be not exceeding
56 years, as on the closing date of receipt of applications.

Annexure - II 
CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA

(For one year deputation)
1. Name of the Candidate : ..............................................................

(in Block Letters)
2. Date of Birth : .............................................................

(in Christian era)
3. Date of retirement under : ..............................................................

Central/State Government Rules 
4. Educational Qualifications : ..............................................................
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied.

(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the
Rules, state the authority for the same)
Qualifications/ Experience Qualifications/Experience
Required possessed by the officer
Essential (1) 

(2) 
(3) 

Desirable (1) 
(2)

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet
the requirement of the post.

7. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.

Office/ Post held From to Scale level in the pay Nature of 
Institution Matrix and present duties

basic pay. (in detail)
8. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or

Permanent.
9. In case the present employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please state.

(a) The date of initial appointment 
(b) Period of appointment on deputation/contract.
(c) Name of the parent office/Organization to which you belong.

10. Additional details about present employment
Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against
the relevant column)
a) Central Govt. b)  State Govt. c) Others

11. Please state whether you are working in the same Department and are in the
feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.

12. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which the revision
took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale.

13. Total emoluments per month now drawn.
14. Additional information, if any, which you would like to mention in support of your

suitability for the post. (This among other things may provide information with
regard to (i) additional academic qualifications (ii) professional training and (iii)
work experience over and above prescribed in the Vacancy Circular/
Advertisement) (Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient).

15. Please state whether you are applying for deputation
16. Whether belongs to SC / ST
17. Remarks: (The candidates may indicate information with regard to (i) Research
publications and reports and special projects (ii) Awards/Scholarship/Official
Appreciation (iii) Affiliation with the professional Bodies/institutions/societies and (iv)
any other Information.
(NOTE:- Enclose a separate sheet if the space is insufficient)

I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well aware
that the Curriculum Vitae duly supported by documents submitted by me will also be
assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the post.
Station : Signature of the Candidate 
Date: Address................................

Contact No./ 
Mobile No.

Countersigned
(Employer with Seal)

∑§ãŒ˝Ëÿ ‚◊Ê¡ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ’Ê«¸U
Central Social Welfare Board

(◊Á„U‹Ê ∞fl¥ ’Ê‹ Áfl∑§Ê‚ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ, ÷Ê⁄UÃ ‚⁄U∑§Ê⁄U)
(Ministry of Women & Child Development, GOI)

Dr. Durgabai Deshmukh Samaj Kalyan Bhavan
B-12, Qutab Institutional Area, New Delhi-110603

Telephone No. : 011-26543700
Central Social Welfare Board (CSWB) is an autonomous body under Ministry of
Women & Child Development, GOI. The Central Civil Services Rules are applicable to
the employees of Central Social Welfare Board. CSWB invites applications for the
following post on deputation basis from Officers of Central Govt./State Govt./
Autonomous bodies & Universities recognized by UGC:-
1. Name of the Post Research Officer
2. No. of Posts 1
3. Level in the Pay Matrix Level 9 (9300-34800 + 5400 GP)
4. Age & Eligibility Holding analogous post on a regular basis in the

parent cadre/department; or with 2 years service
in the grade rendered after appointment thereto
on a regular basis in the Pay Band of Rs 9300-
34800 + 4800 (GP) or equivalent in the parent
cadre/ department:
Or with 3 years service in the grade rendered
after appointment thereto on a regular basis in the
Pay Band of Rs.9300-34800+4600 (GP) or equiv-
alent in the parent cadre/department; and
b) possessing qualification and experience pre-
scribed as follows: 
ESSENTIAL: Master's degree in Statistics/
Mathematics/ Economics with Statistics as a
subject/ MCA/B.Tech in Computer Science and
Engineering from a recognized University/
Institution;
Desirable: 5 years experience of Social Research
or Social Planning or Social Work Education & 
Training or in the field of Social  Welfare &
Development. 
not exceeding 56 years

For details regarding terms and conditions and downloading the application form
please visit the official website of CSWB i.e. cswb.gov.in. The complete application
shall reach this office within Sixty (60) days from the date of publishing of this
advertisement. Incomplete applications shall be rejected outright and decision of the
Competent Authority, in this regard, shall be final.

Joint Director (Pers.)
EN 16/9 Tel. No. 26519256

Continued on page 41 
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Certificate to be given by Head of the Office of the Applicant
1. Certified that particulars furnished by Shri/Smt./Ku. _____

have been verified from his/her record and found correct.
2. No vigilance case is either pending or contemplated against

Shri/Smt./ Km. _________ . His/her integrity is certified.
3. No major/minor penalty was imposed on Shri/Smt./Km. ____

for the last 10 years as per records in the Ministry / Deptt.
Signature of Head of the Office 

with seal.
Note : Annual Confidential Reports in original or their attested
copies by the competent authority with rubber stamp on each
page for the last five years (i.e. from 2012-13 to 2016-17) along
with Integrity, Vigilance/Cadre Clearance Certificate and details
of Major/Minor penalty for the last 10 years (in separate sheet)
should be enclosed.

EN 16/24

EN 16/83

EN 16/6

EN 16/33

ANNEXURE-I
No.A-12015/01/2016-Admn.I

Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers Welfare

Department of Animal Husbandry
Dairying and Fisheries

Krishi Bhavan, New Delhi
The Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries invites applications for the following posts;
S. Name of the post, ***No. of Method of Address for sending
No. classification and scale vacancies recruitment application
#1. Joint Commissioner (AH) 01 Transfer on Shri Dharm Prakash, Under

PB-4 Rs. 37400- Deputation (inclu- Secretary, Room No. 436-A,
67000+8700 (Grade Pay) ding short term Department of Animal Husbandry,
revised to Level 13 of the contract) Dairying and Fisheries, Krishi 
Pay Matrix of 7th CPC Bhawan, New Delhi-01.

#2 Senior Technical Assistant 01 Composite Shri Yoginder Kumar, Under
(Fisheries) Group "B" Method Secretary Admn (V), Room No.
Non- Gazetted, Non- [ Deputation 479-A, Department of Animal
Ministerial PB-2 Rs.9300- (including short Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries,
34800 + 4600 (G.P.) term contract] Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-01
revised to Level 7 of Pay plus promotion]
Matrix of 7th CPC

#3. Fodder Agronomist 01 Deputation basis Shri Dharm Prakash, Under
(Group A Gazetted) in including short Secretary, Admn- VI, Room No. 530,
Level 10 (Rs. 56100- term contract Department of Animal Husbandry,
177500) [Rs. 15600- Dairying and Fisheries, Krishi 
39100+5400 Grade Pay] Bhawan, New Delhi-01

4. Deputy Director, 03 Deputation Shri Dharm Prakash, Under 
(Group A Gazetted) in Level (including Short Secretary, Admn-VI, Room No.
11 of 7th Pay Matrix Term Contract) 530, Department of Animal   
[Rs. 15600-39100+6600 Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries,
Grade Pay] Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-01

#5. Agriculture Officer 01 Transfer on Shri Deepak Sethi, Under 
(General Central Service deputation basis Secretary, Admn. Ill, Room
Group "B" Gazetted, Non- No. 530, Department of Animal
Ministerial) in PB-2 Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries, 
Rs. 9300-34800+4600 G.P. Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-01
revised to Level 7 of Pay
Matrix of 7th CPC

#6. Assistant Commissioner 01 Deputation/ Sh. Deepak Sethi, Under Secretary, 
(Dairy Development), ISTC basis Admn.IV, Room No. 575, 
[General Central Service Department of Animal Husbandry,
Group A, Gazetted, Non- Dairying and Fisheries,
Ministerial] in PB-3 Krishi Bhawan, New Delhi-01.
Rs. 15600-39100+6600 G.P.
revised to Level 11 of Pay  
Matrix of 7th CPC

***The number of vacancies of the posts mentioned above may increase or decrease.
2. For eligibility criteria, i.e. educational qualification, experience, bio-data proforma etc. the applicants
are advised to refer to the official website of this Department http://dahd.nic.in. The applications for a
particular post, complete in all respects, should be forwarded through proper channel to the respective
address mentioned above within 60 days from the date of publication of this advertisement.
3. The name of the post applied for should be superscribed in bold letter on the envelope containing the
application.
# The posts mentioned at S. No. 1 to 3, 5 & 6 were advertised earlier vide the advertisement published
in the Employment News (A-12015/01/2016-Admn.l) on 16-22 December, 2017 and further on 7-13 April
2018, the last date for receipt of applications is now extended for another 60 days from the date of issue
of this advertisement. Those who have applied earlier, need not to apply again.

(Dharm Prakash)
Under Secretary to the Government of India, 

EN 16/82 Telefax: 011-23383340

ICAR-National
Research Centre on
Plant Biotechnology

LBS Centre, Pusa Campus, New Delhi - 110012

Walk-in-Interview

Eligible candidates may appear for walk-in-interview for

RA/SRF/JRF/Young professional II vacancies in ICAR and

DBT funded projects in NRC on Plant Biotechnology, New

Delhi -110012 on 27th July, 2018 at 10.00 AM. For detailed

information, candidates can check the ICAR-NRCPB website

(www.nrcpb.res.in)

Assistant Admin. Officer

davp 01378/11/0003/1819 EN 16/18
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Government of India 

Northern Region Farm Machinery Training
and Testing Institute

Tractor Nagar, Sirsa Road, Hisar (Haryana)- 125 001
Website: http://nrfmtti.gov.in/                                                                       E-mail: fmti-nr@nic.in 
GSITIN: 06AAAGN0273P1Z3                                                                    Tele./FAX: 01662-276984

Applications are invited   for the post of Multi Tasking Staff (Technical) Group 'C' as per details
given below  :

1. No. of Posts : 4   Nos. (3 unreserved and 1 reserved for Other Backward 
Class category)

2. Pay Matrix & Level : Rs. 18000-56900, Level- 1

3. Age : 18-27 years of age. Maximum age limit is relaxable for OBC/Govt. 
Servants as per Central Government Rules. The crucial date of 
determining the age limit shall be closing date for receipt of 
applications from candidate in India.

4. Qualification : (i)  Industrial Training Institute (ITI) Certificate in Tractor Mechanic or
Diesel Mechanic or Farm Mechanic; and

(iii) Possessing valid driving license of tractor.

5. Place of Posting : Posting can be made any of the Farm Machinery Training and 
Testing Institutes, situated at Budni (MP)/ Hisar (Haryana)/Anantpur 
(AP)/ Biswanath Chariali (Assam) or any other institute likely to be 
set up in future.

6. Closing date : Closing date for receipt of applications will be 30 days from the date
of publication  in Employment News/ Rozgar Samachar.

Note : The interested and eligible candidate may apply on plain paper with self attested copies of
passport photograph, testimonials of age, educational qualifications, experience, caste OBC (Non-
Creamy Layer) etc.
All other details/information are available on the website of the institute -http://nrfmtti.gov.in/
EN 16/94                                                                                                                            Director

No. A.12026/8/2017-Estt.IV
Government of India

Ministry of Water Resources
River Development & Ganga

Rejuvenation
Narmada Control Authority (NCA) is a Body Corporate set up
by the Central Government in exercise of the powers conferred
by Section 6A of the Inter State Water Disputes Act, 1956, for
the purpose of securing compliance with the implementation of
the decision and direction of the Narmada Water Disputes
Tribunal. The Narmada Control Authority has its headquarter at
Indore, Madhya Pradesh.
2. Applications are invited from eligible and suitable officers for filling
up one Post of Member (Civil) in Narmada Control Authority in the
Pay Scale of PB-4 Rs. 37400-67000/- and Grade Pay of Rs. 10000/-
(pre-revised) on deputation (including short-term contract) basis. 
3. The last date for receipt of applications for appointment on
deputation (including short-term contract) basis to the post of
Member (Civil) in Narmada Control Authority, earlier published
in the Employment News on 20-26 January, 2018, 7-13 April,
2018 and 26 May- 1 June, 2018 is hereby further extended up to
01.09.2018.
4. Details of the post, eligibility conditions etc. are available
on website of the Ministry (mowr.gov.in); Narmada Control
Authority (nca.gov.in); and Department of Personnel & Training
(dopt.gov.in) . Applications complete in all respects of suitable and
eligible officers and who can be spared immediately in the event of
selection may be sent through proper channel to :- The Under
Secretary (Estt.IV), Ministry of Water Resources, River
Development & Ganga Rejuvenation, Room No. 409, Shram
Shakti Bhavan, Rafi Marg, New Delhi-110 001.
5. Advance copies of applications or received after the prescribed
period or not accompanied with the requisite information/
documents are liable to be rejected.

(Arun Kumar) 
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

EN 16/93

(Deemed to be University)
Sector-12, Chandigarh

Applications are invited for the post of
Registrar on Contract basis for a period
of 05 years. Last date of submission of
application is 14.08.2018.
For details please visit the website:

www.pec.ac.in. 
Dean Faculty Affairs

EN 16/90

Punjab Engineering
College

Government of India
Ministry of Social Justice &

Empowerment

Department of Social
Justice & Empowerment

Vacancy Circular
The Department of Social Justice & Empowerment invites

applications for the Posts of Director, Deputy Director and

Assistant Director in the National Commission for Scheduled

Castes. Detailed instructions for these Posts are available on the

Ministry’s website,

www.socialjustice.nic.in

davp 38101/11/0034/1819 EN 16/79
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Applications are invited in the prescribed proforma from suitable persons for filling
up the following Posts in LNJN National Institute of Criminology and Forensic
Science (MHA), Delhi on deputation (including short term contract) basis as per
details given below :-
01. Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Administrative Officer, PB-2 Rs. 9300-

34800 + GP Rs. 4600/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 01
Method of recruitment : By Deputation (Deputation and Re-employment for Armed
Forces Personnel)
Eligibility conditions :Deputation:
Officers under the Central Governmcnt:-
(A) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre or department;
or (ii) with five years service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on
regular basis in posts in the scale of pay of Rs.9300-34800 in Pay Band-2 plus
Grade Pay of Rs. 4200/- (Pre-revised) or equivalent in the parent cadre or
department; and
(B) possessing a Degree from a recognised University and five years experience in
Administration, Housekeeping, Budget Management and Establishment.
(Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other organization or
department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not to exceed three years.
The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of receipt of applications). 
Note : for the purpose of appointment on deputation basis, the service rendered on
a regular basis by an officer prior to 1.1.2006 (the date from which the revised pay
structure based on the Sixth Central Pay Commission recommendation has  been
extended) shall be deemed to be service rendered in the corresponding grade pay
or pay scale extended  based on the recommendations of the Pay Commission
except where there has been merger of more than one pre-revised scale of pay into
one grade with a common grade pay or pay scale and where this benefit will extend
only for the post(s) for which that grade pay or pay  scale  is   the  normal
replacement grade without any upgradation.
For Armed Forces Personnel :
Deputation or Re-employment :
The Armed Forces Personnel due to retire or who are to  be transferred to reserve
within a period of one year and having the requisite experience and qualifications
prescribed  shall also be eligible to be considered. Such persons would be given
deputation term upto the date on which they are due for release from the Armed
Forces and there after they may be continued on re-deployment. In case such
eligible officers have retired or have been transferred to reserve before the actual
selection to the post is made, their appointment will be on re -employment basis.
(Re-employment  upto the age of superannuation in respect of civil post).
02 Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Assistant   Library and Information Officer

PB - 2  Rs. 9300-34800/- + GP Rs. 4600/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 01
Method of recruitment : By Deputation/absorption:
Eligibility conditions : deputation/absorption : Officers under the Central
Government:
(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent cadre/department; or
(ii) with three years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular basis in the scale of pay of Rs. 5500-9000/-  (Pre-revised) in the parent
cadre/department or equivalent; or
(iii) with six years' service in the grade rendered after appointment thereto on a
regular   basis in the scale of pay of Rs.5000-8000/- in the parent cadre/department
or equivalent; and
(b) possessing the following educational qualifications and experience.
Essential :
(i) Bachelor's  degree of a recognised University or equivalent.
(ii) Bachelor's degree or equivalent in Library Science from a recognised University/
Institute.
(iii) Three years' experience in a Library.
(Period of deputation including period of deputation in another ex-cadre post held
immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization/department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed three
years. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall not exceed 56
years as on the closing date of the receipt of applications).
03. Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Assistant, PB-2 Rs. 9300-34800 + GP Rs.
4200/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 01
Method of recruitment : By Deputation 
Eligibility conditions :
Officers of the Central Government :-
(A) (i) Holding analogous posts on regular basis in the parent  cadre or
department; or
(ii) with six years service in the grade after appointment thereto on regular basis in
posts in the Pay Band-1 Rs.5200-20200/- plus Grade Pay of Rs. 2800/- or equivalent
in the parent cadre or department; or
(iii) with ten years service in the grade rendered  after appointment thereto on
regular basis in post in the Pay Band of Rs. 5200-20200/- plus Grade Pay of Rs.
2400/- or equivalent in the parent cadre or department; and 

(B)  Possessing the following Educational Qualifications and Experience:
(i) Graduation from recognised University.
(ii) Two years experience in handling Administrative, Cash and Accounts Matters.
04.  Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Stenographer Grade 'C', PB-2 Rs. 9300-
34800 + GP Rs. 4200/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 03
Method of recruitment : By Deputation 
Eligibility conditions :Officers holding the post of Stenographer under the Central
Government.
(a) (i) Holding analogous posts on a regular basis in the parent cadre or department; or
(ii) Holding 10 years regular service in the PB-1 with Grade Pay of Rs. 2400 (Pre-
revised) or equivalent.
Note 1 : The departmental officers in the feeder category who are in the direct line of
promotion shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment on deputation.   Similarly,
the deputationistis shall not be eligible for consideration for appointment by promotion.
Note 2: Period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization or department of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed
three years.   The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation shall be not
exceeding 56 years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
Note 3:  For the purpose of appointment on deputation or absorption basis, the
service rendered on regular basis by an officer prior to 1st January, 2006 (The date
from which the revised pay structure based on the sixth Central Pay Commission
recommendation has been extended)shall be deemed to be service rendered in the
corresponding grade pay or pay scale extended based on the recommendations of
the Pay Commission   except where there has been merger of more than one pre-
revised scale of pay into one grade with a common Grade Pay or pay extended only
the post(s)  for which that Grade Pay or Pay Scale is the normal replacement Grade
without any upgradation.
05. Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Library and Information Assistant, PB-2 Rs.
9300-34800/- + GP Rs. 4200/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 01
Method of recruitment : By Deputation (Including Short Term Contract)
Eligibility conditions : Deputation
Officers under the Central Government/State Governments/Union Territories/Public
Sector Undertaking's/Autonomous Organisations :-
(a) (i) holding analogous posts on regular basis ; or
(ii) with six years' of regular service in the post in the Pay Band of Rs. 5200-20200/-
Grade Pay Rs. 2800 (Pre-revised) or equivalent.
(b) Possessing the educational qualifications and experience as mentioned below:
Essential :
(i) Bachelors Degree in Library or Library and Information Science of a recognised
University/Institute;
(ii) Two years' professional experience in a Library under Central/State Government/
Autonomous or Statutory organization/Public Sector Undertakings/University or
recognised Research or Educational Institution.
Note :
1. The period of deputation including the period of deputation in another ex-cadre
post   held immediately preceding this appointment in the same or some other
organization/department  of the Central Government shall ordinarily not exceed
three years.
2. The maximum age limit for appointment by deputation (including short term
contract)    shall be not exceeding 56 years  as on the closing date of receipt of
applications.
06. Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Lower Division Clerk, PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/-
+ GP Rs. 1900/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 02
Method of recruitment : By Deputation 
Eligibility conditions :
Officials of the Central Government/State Government holding analogous posts on
regular basis.
07. Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Staff   Car   Driver (Ordinary Grade), PB-1
Rs. 5200-20200/- + GP Rs. 1900/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 01
Method of recruitment : By Deputation or absorption 
Eligibility conditions : Deputation or absorption 
From amongst the regular Despatch Rider (Group ‘C’) and regular Group 'D' employees
in the National Institute of Criminology and Forensic Science who possess valid driving
licence for motor cars on the basis of a driving test to assess the competence to drive
motor cars failing which from officials holding the post of Despatch Rider on regular basis
or regular Group 'D' employees in other Ministries of the Central Government who fulfils
the necessary qualifications as mentioned below:-
Essential :
(1) Possession of valid driving licence for motor cars.
(2) Pass in the 8th Standard
(3) Experience of driving a  motor car for the last three years. 
Desirable :
(1) Knowledge of motor mechanism (The candidates should be able to remove
minor defects in the motor vehicle).

No. 3/6/2017 LNJN NICFS 
Government of India

Ministry of Home Affairs

LNJN National Institute of Criminology and Forensic Science
Institutional Area, Outer Ring Road, Sector-3, Rohini, Delhi-110085

Continued
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(2) Three   years   service   as   Home Guard or Civil Volunteers. 
For ex-service Transfer on deputation/re-employment
Armed Forces Personnel due to retire or who are to be transferred to reserve within
a period of one year and having the requisite experience and qualifications shall also
be considered. Such persons would be given deputation terms upto the date on
which they are due for release from the Armed Forces. Thereafter they may be
continued on re-employment (re-employment will be upto the age of superannuation
with reference to civil posts under Central Government).
08. Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Hostel Attendant, PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/- +
GP Rs. 1800/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 03
Method of recruitment : By Deputation (Including Short Term Contract)
Eligibility conditions :
Officials under the Central Government or State Government/Union Territories/
Public Sector Undertakings:
(a) (i) Holding analogous posts in the grade on regular basis in the parent
cadre/department.
Period of deputation : Ordinarily not exceeding three years. 
09. Name of the Post & Pay Scale : Laboratory Assistant, PB-1 Rs. 5200-20200/-
+ GP Rs. 2800/- (Pre-revised)
No. of Posts : 01
Method of recruitment : By Deputation/absorption
Eligibility conditions : Deputation/absorption
Officers under the Central Government or State Governments or Universities or
recognised Research Laboratories or Institutions holding analogous posts on regular
basis or with at least 5 years regular service in posts in the pay scale of Rs. 4000-
6000/- (Pre-revised) or with at least 8 years regular service in the pay scale of Rs.
3050-4590 (Pre-revised) or equivalent and possessing the following educational
qualifications :
Essential :B.Sc. Degree from a recognised University with Chemistry, Physics and
Mathematics or Biology or equivalent.
Desirable : Laboratory experience.
Note:   The candidates who are drawing higher pay may also apply but their
pay will be regulated as per DoP&T OM No. 16/4/2012-Pay.l dated 5/11/2012

2. The pay of the Officer selected from S.No. 1 to 8 will be regulated in accordance
with the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances and Pension (Departmenl of
Personnel & Training) O.M. No. 6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay.Il) dated 17.06.2010 as amended
from time to time. The pay of the officer selected at S.No. 9 will be regulated in
accordance with the Ministry of Personnel, Public Grievances & Pension
(Department of Personnel & Training) O.M. No. 6/8/2009-Estt.(Pay.Il) dated
17/06/2010, however, in lieu of Deputation Duty Allowance, Training Allowance @
30% of basic pay(Pre-revised) as per parent department pay scales will be allowed
as per DoP&T O.M. No 13024/2/90-Trg. dated 27/12/1993 and O.M. No
13024/1/2008-Trg.I dated 05/09/2008. He/She will not be allowed the option of
drawing the pay of the post in lieu of training allowance. The maximum age limit for
appointment by deputation (including short term contract) shall be not exceeding 56
years as on the closing date of receipt of applications.
3. Officials who volunteer for the above posts will not be permitted to withdraw their
names after selection. Recommendations of names, which are not accompanied by
the requisite bio-data and CR dossiers, will not be considered.
4. Applications of suitable officials, who are eligible and willing and who can be
spared immediately on selection, may please be forwarded in Annexure-I, in
duplicate, alongwith attested photo-copies of CR dossiers for the last five years,
Vigilance Clearance alongwith Major/Minor penalties imposed during the last ten
years to the Director, LNJN National Institute of Criminology and Forensic Scicnce
(MHA), Institutional Area, Outer Ring Road, Sector-3, Rohhii, Delhi - 110 85 within
60 days from the publication of this advertisement in the 'Employment News'.

May also visit our website www.nicfs.gov.in.
ANNEXURE-I

BIO-DATA/CURRICULUM VITAE PROFORMA
1. Name and Address (in Block letters) : 
2. Date of Birth (in Christian era) : 
3. i) Date of entry into service 

ii) Date of retirement under Central/State Government Rules  
4. Educational Qualifications
5. Whether Educational and other qualifications required for the post are satisfied
(If any qualification has been treated as equivalent to the one prescribed in the
Rules, state the authority for the same)
Qualifications/experience required as mentioned Qualifications/experience 
in the advertisement/vacancy circular possessed by the officer
Essential Essential
(A) Qualification A) Qualification
(B) Experience B) Experience
Desirable Desirable
(A) Qualification A) Qualification
(B) Experience B) Experience

6. Please state clearly whether in the light of entries made by you above, you meet
the requisite Essential Qualifications and work experience of the post.
7. Details of Employment, in chronological order. Enclose a separate sheet duly
authenticated by your signature, if the space below is insufficient.
8.
Office/ Post held on From To *Pay Band and Grade Nature of Duties
Instit- regular basis Pay/Pay Scale of the (in detail) highlig-
ution post held on regular hting experience

basis required for the
post applied for

* Important: Pay band and Grade Pay granted under ACP/MACP are personal to
the officer and therefore, should not be mentioned. Only Pay Band and Grade
Pay/Pay Scale of the post held on regular basis to be mentioned. Details of
ACP/MACP with present Pay Band and Grade Pay where such benefits have
been drawn by the Candidate, may be indicated as below:
Office/ Pay, Pay Band and Grade Pay From To
Institution drawn under ACP/MACP Scheme

9. Nature of present employment i.e. Ad-hoc or Temporary or Quasi-Permanent or
Permanent.
10. In case the Present Employment is held on deputation/contract basis, please
state-
a) The date of  b) Period of c) Name of the d)   Name of the post
Initial appointment on parent office/ and Pay of the post
appointment deputation/contract organization to held in substantive 

which the capacity in the
applicant parent organisation
belongs.

11. If any post held on deputation in the past by the applicant, date of return from
the last deputation and other details.
12. Additional details about present employment:
(Please state whether working under (indicate the name of your employer against
the relevant column)
(a) Central Government
(b) State Government
(c) Autonomous Organization
(d) Government Undertaking
(e) Universities
(f) Others
13. Please state whether you are working in the same Department
and are in the feeder grade or feeder to feeder grade.
14. Are you in Revised Scale of Pay? If yes, give the date from which
the revision took place and also indicate the pre-revised scale
15. (A) Total emoluments per month now drawn
Basic Pay in the PB Grade Pay Total Emoluments

(B) In case the applicant belongs to an organisation which is not following the
Central Government Pay scales, the latest salary slip issued by the Organisation
showing the following details may be enclosed.
Basic Pay with Scale of Pay Dearness Pay/Interim relief/ Total
and rate of increment other allowances etc., (with Emoluments

break-up details)

16. A Additional information, if any, relevant to the post you applied for in support
of your suitability for the post.
(This among other things may provide information with regard to (i) Additional
academic qualifcations (ii) Professional training and (iii) Work experience over
and above prescribed in the Vacancy Circular/Advertisement)
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet, if the space is insufficient)
16. B Achievements:
The candidates are requested to indicate information with regard to:
(i) Research publications and reports and special projects
(ii) Awards/Scholarships/Official Appreciation
(iii) Affiliation with the professional bodies/institutions/societies and;
(iv) Patents registered in own name or achieved for the organization
(v) Any research/innovative measure involving official recognition 
(vi) Any other information.
(Note: Enclose a separate sheet if the space is insufficient)
17. Please state whether you are applying for depuation (ISTC)/Absorption/Re-
employment Basis.# (Officers under Central/State Governments are only eligible
for “Absorption”. Candidates of Non-Government Organizations are eligible only
for Short  Term Contract)
# (The option of ‘ISTC’/ ‘Absorption’/ ‘Re-employment’ are available only if the
vacancy circular specially mentioned recruitment  by “ISTC” or “Absorption” or
“Re-employment”)
18. Whether belongs to SC/ST.
I have carefully gone through the vacancy circular/advertisement and I am well
aware that the information furnished in the Curriculum Vitae duly suported by the
documents in respect of Essential Qualification/Work Experience submitted by me
will also be assessed by the Selection Committee at the time of selection for the
post. The information/details provided by me are correct and true to the best of my
knowledge and no material fact having a bearing on my selection has been
suppressed/withheld.
Date __________ (Signature of the candidate)

Address ________________
Certification by the Employer/Cadre Controlling Authority

The information/details provided in the above application by the applicant are true
and correct as per the facts available on records. He/she possesses educational
qualifications and experience mentioned in the advt. If selected, he/she will be
relieved immediately. Continued on page 45
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The Asiatic Society 
Kolkata

1 Park Street 
Kolkata -700016

TASK/2018/03                                        Dated 25.06.2018   

The Asiatic Society, Kolkata, an Institution of National
Importance invites applications from Indian Citizens for the
following position :
1. Publication Assistant cum Proof Reader [Pay  Scale:
Level 4] : 1 Post (UR)
Interested persons may apply to the General Secretary,
The Asiatic Society, 1 Park Street, Kolkata -700016 within
23.08.2018.
For detailed information, please visit   the   Society's
website http://asiaticsocietykolkata.org.

General Secretary
EN 16/53

VACANCY NOTICE

Á◊. ‚. F. No. 3(01)/2018-Estt.

∑Î§Á· ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ ◊¥òÊÊ‹ÿ
Ministry of Agriculture &

Farmers Welfare
∑Î§Á·, ‚„U∑§ÊÁ⁄UÃÊ ∞fl¥ Á∑§‚ÊŸ ∑§ÀÿÊáÊ Áfl÷Êª

Ministry of Agriculture & Cooperation & Farmers Welfare 
ÁflSÃÊ⁄U ÁŸŒ‡ÊÊ‹ÿ Directorate of Extension

∑Î§Á· ÁflSÃÊ⁄U ÷flŸ Krishi Vistar Bhawan 
¬Í‚Ê, Ÿß¸U ÁŒÀ‹Ë 110012 Pusa, New Delhi 110012

Dated the : 04 July, 2018
OFFICE MEMORANDUM

SUB : Filling up of Two (02) vacancies of Stenographer Grade-I in the Level 6
(Rs. 35400-112400) (Pre-revised PB-2 9300-34800 + 4200 GP) in the
Directorate of Extension by deputation basis (including short-term contract)
regarding.
Two vacancies in the post of Stenographer Grade-l in the Level 6 (Rs. 35400-
112400) (Pre-revised PB-2 9300-34800+4200 GP) (Group-C) (Non-Gazetted)
(Ministerial) in the Directorate of Extension, Ministry of Agriculture & Farmers
Welfare, Department of Agriculture, Cooperation & Farmers Welfare, New Delhi,
are required to be filled up by deputation (including short-term contract). Officials
holding the post of Stenographer under the Central Government or State
Government or Union Territory Administrations or Public Sector Undertaking or
Universities or Recognized Research Institute or Semi Government or Autonomous
Bodies or Statutory Organisations. Necessary education qualifications and other
requirement including the proforma for furnishing bio-data, please visit our website
www.agricoop. nic.in and www.vistar.nic.in.
Suitable and willing officials may apply to the undersigned, by name within 60
days from the date of publication of this advertisement in the Employment
News/Rozgar Samachar along with duly attested photocopies of ACRs for the last
5 years.

(Y. P. Bhatt) 
Dy. Director (Admin)

EN 16/71

Employment
News

Address: Employment News
7th Floor, Soochna Bhawan,
C.G.O Complex Lodhi Road,

New Delhi-110003
E-Mail: 

director.employmentnews@
gmail.com

Advertisement :
enewsadvt @yahoo.com
Editorial : 24369443
Advertisement : 24369429
Tele Fax : 24369430
Circulation : 24369567
Accounts (Advt.) : 24369419

Dr. Vasudha Gupta 
(Addl. D.G.)
Shamima Siddiqui (Director) 
V.K. Meena (Joint Director,
Production)
Hasan Zia (Senior Editor)
Suparna Bhatia 
(Incharge Advertisement)
P.S. Madan Kumar 
(Asstt. Director-Circulation)
Anand Saurabh (Editor)
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EN 16/4

National Academy of Music
Dance & Drama

Contractual Vacancy for the Post of Project Directors, Sattriya
Kendra, Guwahati

SNA-NEC (Regional), Guwahati and SNA-NEC
(Regional) Agartala

Applications are invited from eligible Indian Nationals for engagement as Project
Directors at the following Centres of SNA on contract basis :-

1.    Project Director, Sattriya Kendra, Guwahati.
2.    Project Director, SNA-NEC, Guwahati.
3.    Project Director, SNA-NEC (Regional), Agartala

Sattriya Kendra, (Guwahati and SNA-NEC, at Guwahati and SNA-NEC
(Regional), at Agartala are three Centres set up for promotion and dissemination
Sattriya Dance and folk performing arts of the north-eastern regions of lndia by the
Sangeet Natak Akademi, New Delhi, an autonomous body of the Ministry of
Culture, Government of India. The appointment will be purely on contract basis,
initially for a period of one year.
The other details regarding educational qualifications, experience, prescribed age,
remuneration, application procedure, to whom and how to apply, the last date for
applying etc. may be seen at Sangeet Natak Akademi’s website :
www.sangeetnatak.gov.in. 
Last date within 30 days of the publishing this advertisement in Employment
News.

Secretary
Sangeet Natak Akademi, New Delhi

davp 09114/11/0007/1819 EN 16/16
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2. Also certified that :
(i) There is no vigilance or
disciplinary case pending/
contemplated against Shri/
Smt. --------------------------------\
(ii) His/her integrity is certified.
(iii) His/Her CR Dossier in
original is enclosed/
photocopies of the ACRs for
the last 5 years duly attested
by an officer of the rank of
Under Secretary of the Govt.
of India or above are
enclosed.
(iv) No major/minor penalty
has been imposed on him/her
during the last 10 years Or A
list of major/minor penalties
imposed on him/her during the
last 10 years is enclosed. (as
the case may be)
Countersigned

(Employer/Cadre
Controlling Authority with
Seal)
davp 19125/11/0003/1819
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sector airlines are actively
participating under this
scheme. Provision of Rs.
4,500 crore for revival of 50
unserved and underserved
airports/air strips has been
taken up with Government
budgetary support and also
through liberalization of
policy environment. 

To encourage the growth of
Indian ships, the Government
has implemented several
measures which include
reduction of GST from 18 per
cent to 5 per cent on bunker
fuel used in Indian flag
vessels. In addition, the
Government has taken series
of initiatives to improve the
performance of Major Ports.
One of the initiatives is known
as Sagarmala Project. It is a
flagship programme of the
Ministry of Shipping to
promote port-led develop-
ment in the country through
harnessing India's 7,500 km
long coastline.

Over the last few years the
Indian telecom sector has
shown remarkable growth as
a result of key reforms like
spectrum management,
Bharat Net programme and
umbrella scheme like 'Digital
India' in order to convert India
to a digital economy and a
knowledge based society.
But at the same time the
recent trend has shown that
the telecom sector is going
through a stress period with
growing losses, debt pile,
price war, reduced revenue
and irrational spectrum costs.
Despite various bottlenecks,

the Government is extending
the reach of telecom network
to the remote and rural
villages. The Government is
implementing the flagship
'Bharat Net' project. This is
the largest rural connectivity
project of its kind in the world,
and is the first pillar of Digital
India Programme. 

Government is in the
process of formulating the
New Telecom Policy, targeted
to be released in 2018, after
holding wide range of
consultations with various
stakeholders. The major
themes that new Telecom
Policy shall try to address
include Regulatory &
Licensing frameworks
impacting the sector,
Connectivity for All, Quality of
Services, among others.
Ease of Doing Business and
Absorption of New
Technologies including 5G
and Internet. Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India
(TRAI) has also
recommended new policy on
'Net Neutrality' which
prohibits discriminatory tariffs
for data services. As per the
policy, the service providers
should be restricted from
entering into any
arrangement, agreement, or
contract, with any person,
natural or legal, that has the
effect of discriminatory
treatment based on content,
sender or receiver, protocols
or user equipment. All these
policy paradigms would
provide lucrative investment
opportunities to investors and
expansion in employment
opportunities going forward.   

At the energy front, the

generation capacity of power
sector has increased
substantially and over the
years reached to 330860.6
MW in 2017. Programmes
have been taken up to
address improvement in
performance of distribution
companies in order to
enhance power supply in
rural areas, Deen Dayal
Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti
Yojana was launched in
December 2014 to extend
financial assistance for
capital expenditure by
distribution companies for
strengthening and
augmenting distribution
infrastructure, including
metering, in rural areas. A
new scheme, Saubhagya
(Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli
Har Ghar Yojana), was
launched in September 2017
to ensure electrification of all
remaining willing households
in the country in rural and
urban areas 

Petroleum and natural gas
is one of the crucial areas.
Some of the important new
initiatives taken to transform
hydrocarbon sector in India
are complete mapping of
sedimentary basins, refining
capacity. Government has
envisaged developing an
additional 15,000 km long
pipeline network to have an
ecosystem of National Gas
Grid in the country.

Government has
introduced well targeted
system of subsidy delivery to
LPG consumers through
Pratyaksh Hanstantrit Labh
(PAHAL). The other important
milestone is launch of
Ujjawala Yojana where 5

crore LPG connections are
targeted to be provided to
BPL families with a support of
1600 per connection by
2018-19. The scheme is
aimed at replacing the
unclean cooking fuels mostly
used in rural India with the
clean and more efficient LPG
(Liquefied Petroleum Gas).

Logistics sector in India
remains unorganized to a
large extent. Improving
logistics sector will have huge
implication on exports and it
is estimated that a 10 per
cent decrease in indirect
logistics cost can increase 5-
8 per cent of exports. With
the implementation of Goods
and Services Tax (GST), the
Indian logistics market is
expected to grow at a large
scale. A new Logistics
Division has been created in
the Department of Comm-
erce to develop and
coordinate integrated
development of the logistics
sector.

In India today rental
housing is  considered   to be
a vital component for both
horizontal and vertical
mobility as it allows people to
access suitable housing
without actually having to buy
it. Across the income
spectrum, rental housing is
an important foothold into a
city for new arrivals, until they
are able to, or choose to,
purchase their own homes.
For rural migrants the
financial condition is  already
tied up with  land and
livestock.  Hence, for them, it
is  access to shelter that is
more important than
investing in another asset

that is subject to local market
risk. However ,  the share of
rental housing has actually
been declining in Indian cities
since independence from 54
per cent in 1961 to 28 per
cent in 2011.  

Since India's housing
requirements are complex
but new policies have been
mostly focused on building
more homes and on home
ownership; we need to take a
more holistic approach that
takes into account rentals
and vacancy rates. In turn,
this needs policy-makers to
pay more attention to
contract enforcement,
property rights and spatial
distribution of housing supply
vs. demand.
Conclusion

In a nutshell, it can be
attributed that infrastructure
development will itself absorb
so many skilled, semiskilled
and unskilled workforce with
the continuation of the pace
of reforms. The ease of doing
business is expected to
improve further in the coming
times which will become a
more attractive point for
global investors to look at
India’s growth story for fruitful
returns. The infrastructure
development would facilitate
the economy to become
more and more competitive
and productive with a strong
and sustainable growth
trajectory going forward.
(The author is Chief
Economist with PHD
Chamber of Commerce &
Industry, New Delhi) E-mail:
spsharma@ phdcci.in
Views expressed are
personal.
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Government launches Swachh Survekshan Grameen, 2018
The Government

launched Swachh
Survekshan Grameen
2018 in New Delhi on July
13, 2018. The exercise is
aimed at being a holistic
campaign that will
determine the progress of
Swachh Bharat Mission
on ground. Under
Swachh Survekshan
Grameen 2018, 698
Districts, 6980 villages,
34900 public places
which includes namely
schools, anganwadis,
public health centres,
haat, bazaars, religious
places will be visited for survey.
Secretary, Drinking Water and
Sanitation Mr Prameswaran Iyer said,
the month long survey will begin on
1st August. He said, it will be done
through an independent survey
agency to rank all districts and states
of the country on the basis of
qualitative and quantitative evaluation
in villages.  Mr Iyer said, the ranking
will be based on a comprehensive set 

of cleanliness parameters. Mr. Iyer
added that parameters of assessment
will be availability of toilets, usage of
toilets, hygiene of toilets, status of
littering and status of stagnant water.
Feedback on Swachhata related
issues will be taken from 50, 00,000
citizens. Activities like village
meetings, focus group discussions
and survey through an online app will
also be used for the feedback.

Secretary, Ministry of Drinking Water and Sanitation, Shri
Parameswaran Iyer addressing at the National launch of the Swachh

Survekshan Grameen -2018, in New Delhi
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to a much larger extent. As a
regulator Central Bank of the
country, it provides necessary
support and guidance to
banks, audits banking
operations and ensures that
our banks follow the best
practices and customers get
a fair deal.
Role of RBI

RBI has  been assigned a
comprehensive role to play in
our nation's economy. It has
also to ensure that country's
economic interests are well
protected when it comes to
dealings with the outside
world.

As a supervisory authority
of financial system in the
country, RBI prescribes
necessary regulations for
sound functioning of banks
and various other financial
institutions. These
regulations may be related to
fair practices, risk
management, corporate
governance, disclosures etc.
Other roles as listed on the
Bank's website include
developing efficient payment
and settlement system, work
as  monetary authority which
includes issuing  of currency,
maintaining and regulating
foreign exchange inflow/
outflow, work as bankers to
the government and banks. It
also keeps a watch on the
economic trends  and makes
relevant  forecasts with
regard to micro and macro-
economic indicators.

RBI has its headquarters at
Mumbai. It has 27 regional
offices which are  mostly
situated  at state capitals. It
also has  4 sub offices. The
central bank has established
knowledge institutions like
Centre for  Advanced
Financial Research and
Learning at Mumbai and
College of Agricultural

Banking at Pune. It has
promoted National Institute of
Bank Management, Indira
Gandhi Institute for
Development Research and
Institute  for Development
and Research in Banking
Technology respectively at
Pune, Mumbai and
Hyderabad.  Bank's fully
owned subsidiaries include
Deposit Insurance and Credit
Guarantee Corporation of
India, Bhartiya Reserve Bank
Note Mudran Private Limited
and National Housing Bank. 

Various acts are
administered by the Reserve
Bank. Few of these are
Banking Regulation Act,
1949; Reserve Bank of India
Act, 1934; Government
Securities Act, 2006; Foreign
Exchange Management Act,
1999; Credit Information
Companies (Regulation) Act,
2005; Payment and
Settlement Systems Act,
2007 among others.

RBI has a number of
departments which are
assigned specific jobs.
Prominent among these  are
departments of - Banking
Regulation, Banking Super-
vision, Monetary Policy, Risk
Management, Financial
Inclusion and Development,
Financial Market Operations,
Foreign Exchange, Internal
Debt Management, Payment
and Settlement Systems,
Statistics and Information
Management, Consumer
Education and Protection,
Currency Management,
Economic and Policy
Research, Government and
Bank Accounts, etc. Banking
Ombudsman under RBI looks
into the matters of deficiency
in service  by banks.

As a Central Bank, RBI
works in close collaboration
with Ministry of Finance and
bodies like National Payment
Corporation of India, NITI
Ayog and few others.

RBI is led by a Governor

and a team of Deputy
Governors who are
appointed by Government of
India. Direct recruitment in
RBI is made in the cadres of
officers, assistants (clerical
position) and office
attendants (class IV position).
Vacancies are advertised as
per needs of the Bank and
the recruitment process is
conducted by the bank itself.
It is worth noting that the
exercise conducted by the
Institute of Banking Perso-
nnel Selection (IBPS) doesn't
include vacancies in RBI. 

The following positions
offer opportunities to make a
career in RBI-

Office Attendant: For this
post candidates  should  have
passed 10th standard
(matriculation) and should be
in the age group of  18 to 25
years. Eligible candidates
have to appear in  an online
test which comprises of
General English, General
awareness, Numerical ability
and reasoning. Based on the
candidates' performance and
number of vacancies a merit
list is prepared. Candidates in
this list have to appear for a
language proficiency test.
The vacancies for office
attendants position are
categorised state wise and
the proficiency test will be for
the language of concerned
state. Thus  if a candidate
applies for the vacancies in
Orissa, she will appear for
test of Oriya language.

Assistant: Candidates in
the age group of 20 to 28
years are considered eligible
to apply for the post of
Assistant. Educational
qualification is prescribed as
graduation with minimum
50% marks. Knowledge of
word processing on computer
is another requirement. The
selection process is in three
steps. The first one is an
online Preliminary examin-
ation which has three
segments viz. English
language, Numerical ability
and Reasoning ability. Those
who qualify in preliminary
examination are required to
appear in the main
examination comprising of
test in  Reasoning, English
Language, Numerical Ability,
General Awareness and
Computer Knowledge. This is
followed by language
proficiency test as positions
of Assistants are also listed
statewise.

In compliance with latest
guidelines no interviews are
conducted for the posts of
office attendants and
assistants.

Officers: Most of the
vacancies in officers cadre in
RBI are for the posts of

Grade B officers who are
generally designated as
Managers. There are both
generalist and specialist
opportunities available which
depend on qualification of the
applicant. For generalist
positions in grade B, the
applicant should be a
graduate with at least 60%
marks and should also have
passed 10th & 10+2
examination with minimum
60% marks. The prescribed
age group is 21 to 30 years.
For specialist positions
Master's degree in Econo-
mics/ Econometrics/ Qualit-
ative Economics/ Mathe-
matical Economics/ Inte-
grated Economics/ Finance/
Statistics/ Mathematical
Statistics with a minimum of
55% marks. M.Phil./ Ph.D.
holders in these subjects are
preferred and are eligible for
relaxation in age to the extent
of 2/4 years. These specialist
positions are for the
Department of Economics
and Policy Research and the
Department of Statistics and
Information Management.

For generalist position the
applicant has to first appear
for Phase I of an online
examination  consisting of
questions related to General
Awareness, English
Language, Quantitative
Aptitude and Reasoning.
Those who qualify are
required to appear in Phase II
which has three papers -
Economic and Social Issues,
Finance and Management
and English (Writing Skills).
Except the English paper the
other 2 papers are of
objective type questions.
Applicants for specialist
positions have to appear in
three papers. Paper I will be
of objective type questions
related to Economics/
Statistics while paper II will
have subjective questions
from Economics/ Statistics.
The third paper of English will
have questions seeking
descriptive answers. The
standard of papers on
Economics/Statistics would
be that of Master's Degree
examination of any Central
University in the country. The
paper on English   is meant to
test skills in Essay writing,
Précis writing, Compre-
hension and Business/ Office
Correspondence.

Shortlisted candidates
have to appear in interview
which is the last part of
selection process.

Other Positions: At times
RBI comes out with
requirements of manpower
with other specializations.
Few  examples of these

positions are Security Officer,
Rajbhasha Officer, Medical
Officer, Legal officers/
consultants. In past RBI has
made direct recruitment of
Ph.D. holders as grade B
officers.

When compared with
Public Sector Banks, RBI has
lesser number of vacancies.
There is tough competition so
one has to work harder to
make to the list of successful
candidates. Once you reach
there you are among the
privileged few who has the
opportunity to work with the
Central Bank of the country
and regulating body for
banks. RBI makes substantial
investment in training and
development of its emplo-
yees and provides them good
growth opportunities. Officers
on the basis of their potential
and performance  get
promoted as Assistant
General Manager, Deputy
General Manager and
General Manager. Some of
them reach the positions of
Executive Director and
Deputy Governor as well.
Candidates with academic
orientation can get a chance
to work as Faculty at Bank's
training establishments.
There have been instances of
RBI officers moving to
international/ global organiz-
ations like World Bank,
International Monetary Fund,
Asian Development Bank,
International Labour Organiz-
ation and other reputed
financial establishments.

RBI offers a superior
compensation package to its
employees with various
perquisites.

(The author is a career
counsellor based in
Mumbai) Email: v2j25@
yahoo.in
Views expressed are
personal.
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National
The Prime Minister unveiled a plaque
to mark the laying of foundation
stone of 13 Urban Infrastructure proj-
ects for the State of Rajasthan. He
also witnessed an audio-visual pres-
entation of experience sharing by
select beneficiaries of schemes of
the Government of India and Government of Rajasthan. This presentation was
moderated by the Chief Minister of Rajasthan, Smt. Vasundhara Raje. The
schemes included Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana, Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana,
and Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana, among many others.
Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi, interacted with the members of Self Help
Groups from across the country and beneficiaries of Deendayal Antyodaya
Yojana, through video bridge. The interaction covered over one crore women rep-
resenting various Self Help Groups.  This was the ninth interaction in the series by
the Prime Minister through video conference with the beneficiaries of various Gov-
ernment schemes.
Union Home Minister Shri Rajnath
Singh has said the road to 'New India'
will go through a developed and
peaceful 'New North East'. Address-
ing the concluding session during the
67th Plenary Session of the NEC in
Shillong, he said the Prime Minister
Shri Narendra Modi has a dream of New India by 2022. The dream of 'New India'
will be realised with the vision of a 'New North East', he added.
Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated
'Dharohar Bhawan', the new building of
Archaeological Survey of India, at Tilak Marg,
in New Delhi on July 12, 2018. Speaking on
the occasion, he said that the Archaeological
Survey of India has performed significant
work over the course of the last 150 years or
so. The Prime Minister emphasized the importance of taking pride in our history,
and in our rich archaeological heritage. 
The Government has shortlisted Six Institutions of Eminence (IoEs)  including 3
from Public Sector and 3 from Private Sector. An Empowered Expert Committee
(EEC) in its report recommended selection of 6 institutions (3 from public sector and
3 from private sector) as Institutions of Eminence. The details of these Institutions
are as under: Public Sector: (i) Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, Karnataka; (ii)
Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, Maharashtra; and (iii) Indian Institute of
Technology, Delhi. Private Sector: (i) Jio Institute (Reliance Foundation), Pune
under Green Field Category; (ii) Birla Institute of Technology & Sciences, Pilani,
Rajasthan; and (iii) Manipal Academy of Higher Education, Manipal, Karnataka.
Rajya Sabha has, for the first time in 76 years
since it came into being, entered into a Memoran-
dum of Understanding (MOU) with a foreign coun-
terpart for promoting inter-parliamentary dialogue.
Shri Venkaiah Naidu, has, in the process, become
the first Chairman of Rajya Sabha to sign such an
agreement when he inked an MOU with the visit-
ing President of the Senate of the Republic of Rwanda, Mr. Bernard Makuza.
Under Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana (Urban) so far more than 51 Lakhs dwelling
units have been sanctioned against the validated demand of 1 crore in last 3 years
of implementation. This is a huge jump in comparison to erstwhile housing scheme
wherein only 12.4 Lakh houses were approved in around 9 years of its implemen-
tation. Out of over 51 lakh sanctioned houses, over 28 lakhs have already been
grounded and are in various stages of construction. Further over 8 lakh houses
have already been completed and nearly 8 lakh houses have been occupied by
the benficiaries.
Sh. Hardeep S Puri, MoS(I/C), Ministry of
Housing and Urban Affairs has stated that
Smart cities fellowship and internship program
will provide the youth an opportunity to experi-
ence the aspects of Urban planning and gov-
ernance. Announcing the launch of the Smart
cities digital payment award, Sh. Puri said that
it is intended to promote 'Digital India' and
ease of living for India's urban residents by promoting digital payments and
encouraging Smart Cities to adopt innovative digital payments initiatives.

International
US President Donald Trump's administration will implement
a new asylum policy at the border that will result in potential-
ly thousands of asylum seekers being turned away before
they can plead their case in court.
The Prime Minister of Nepal K.P.Sharma Oli   inau-
gurated the Library building of Nepal Academy in
Kathmandu. The library has been built with the Indian
assistance of  NRs. (Nepali Rupees) 43.94 million.
PM Oli expressed gratitude towards Govt. of India for
constructing the library.
In Thailand, the people and the authority reacted with
relief, gratitude and exhilaration  after the successful
rescue of the last group of 12 boys and their soccer
coach from a flooded cave complex.
Typhoon Maria, the eighth typhoon this year, made landfall in Lianjiang County of
east China's Fujian Province, bringing gales of up to 42 meters per second at its
eye, according to local meteorological authorities.

Business & Economy
The Prime Minister, Shri Narendra Modi,
and the President of the Republic of
Korea, Mr. Moon Jae-in, jointly inaugu-
rated a large mobile manufacturing facil-
ity of Samsung India Electronics Pvt.
Ltd, at Noida. Speaking on the occasion,
the Prime Minister described the occa-
sion as a special one, in the journey to make India a global manufacturing hub. He
said the investment of about Rs. 5000 crore, would not only strengthen Samsung's
business links with India, but is also significant in the context of the relationship
between India and Korea.
Department of Industrial Policy and Promotion (DIPP),
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, released the final
rankings of States in Ease of Doing Business in New
Delhi. The top rankers are Andhra Pradesh, Telan-
gana and Haryana. Jharkhand and Gujarat stood
fourth and fifth respectively. DIPP, Ministry of Com-
merce and Industry in collaboration with the World Bank conducted an annual
reform exercise for all States and UTs under the Business Reform Action Plan
(BRAP). The aim of this exercise is to improve delivery of various Central 
Government regulatory functions and services in an efficient, effective and trans-
parent manner.
Industrial production growth slipped to 3.2% in May mainly due to sluggish per-
formance of manufacturing and power sectors coupled with poor offtake of fast
moving consumer goods. Factory output growth measured in terms of the Index of
Industrial Production (IIP) was revised down to 4.8% in April from previous esti-
mates of 4.9%, according to the data released by the Central Statistics Office
(CSO). The IIP had expanded by 2.9% in May last year. The previous low of indus-
trial production growth was 1.8% in October 2017.
To capture the lost traffic through new delivery model for domestic cargo, Indian
Railways has introduced Double Stack Dwarf Container Services. This freight train
was flagged off on 7th July, 2018 from Western Railway's Rajkot railway station on
its maiden commercial run. Due to this Double Stacked Dwarf Container service,
Indian Railways has received increased revenue of Rs. 18.50 lakhs.

Sports
Dipa Karmakar became the first Indian gymnast to win
gold at a world event.The 24-year-old Karmakar won
the women's vault at the FIG Artistic Gymnastics World
Challenge Cup in Mersin, Turkey, with a score of
14.150 points ahead of Rifda Irfanaluthfi of Indonesia
(13.400 points) and local girl Goksu Uctas Sanli (13.200).
Indian sprinter Hima Das has  scripted history by becoming
the first Indian woman to win a gold at the IAAF World
Under-20 Athletics Championships as she clinched to top
spot in the women's 400m final race on the third day of com-
petitions. The 18-year-old Das, a pre-tournament favourite,
clocked 51.46s to win the gold.
Union Minister of State (I/C) Youth Affairs and Sports Col Rajyavardhan Rathore
has sanctioned financial assistance of Rs. 5 Lakh to National Level Archer Ms.
Gohela Boro for her medical treatment. The financial assistance has been given
from Pandit Deendayal Upadhyay National Welfare Fund for Sportspersons
(PDUNWFS).
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